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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Diese Doktorarbeit untersucht die Herstellung hochgeordneter, perkolierender Nanostrukturen 
mittels Blockcopolymeren und diskutiert deren Einfluss auf die Leistungsfähigkeit darauf 
basierender Materialien in Anwendungen der modernen Energiespeicherung und –umwandlung. 
In einer ersten Studie wurden mesoporöse, monolithische TiO2/C-Hybride mittels eines 
Triblockcopolymers hergestellt und als Lithium-Ionen-Batterieanode getestet. Die Karbonisierung 
des strukturgebenden Polymers ergab eine leitfähige Kohlenstoffschicht an der Grenzfläche zum 
Elektrolyten und erhöhte so die intrinsische Leitfähigkeit. 
Einzelne Polymerblöcke wurden optimiert, um makroskopische Eigenschaften von 
Polymerelektrolyten unabhängig voneinander einzustellen. Eine besonders kleine, leitfähige 
Komponente erlaubte die Entkopplung der ionischen Leitfähigkeit von der Kettenmobilität, 
während kovalent gebundene, isolierenden Blöcke gleichzeitig hohe mechanische Stabilität 
gewährleisteten. Der verbreitete Widerspruch zwischen hoher Leitfähigkeit und Stabilität dieser 
Materialklasse konnte so vermieden werden. 
Photokatalyse erfordert direkten Zugang der Reaktanden und der Ladungsträger zur katalytisch 
aktiven Oberfläche. Im letzten Teil der Arbeit wird gezeigt, dass die Entfernung des 
strukturgebenden Polymers zu mesoporösen, perkolierenden, anorganischen Netzwerken führte. 
Diese erhöhten die Effizienz der Photokatalyse, da verbesserte Porendiffusivität und hohe 
Ladungsträgermobilitäten kombiniert wurden. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, block copolymers are used to rationally structure inorganic and hybrid materials into 
ordered, percolating nanostructures. The tunability of the microstructure, chemical composition, 
and porosity is explored and correlated with the materials’ performance in energy storage and 
conversion applications. 
Dense and thick mesoporous TiO2/C hybrid monoliths were prepared by co-assembly with a 
triblock copolymer and characterized as potential lithium ion battery anodes. The structure-
directing polymer was carbonized to retain a thin conductive carbon layer at the 
electrolyte|electrode interface that increases the intrinsic conductivity of the active material. 
Polymer electrolytes were prepared by tailoring the individual blocks of the block copolymer. A 
minor conductive block decoupled ionic mobility from slow polymer relaxation, while sufficient 
mechanical stability was provided by covalently linked, mechanically stronger, insulating blocks. 
This combination overcomes a common trade-off between high conductivity and strength. 
Photocatalysis requires direct access of reactants and incident photons to a catalysts’ surface. The 
final part of the thesis shows that complete thermal removal of the template can create a 
mesoporous inorganic percolating network. Structuring the catalyst in this way improved the 
efficiency of photocatalysis as it combines high pore diffusibility with improved charge carrier 
transport properties. 
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1. MOTIVATION 
The increased demand for energy caused by population growth and enhanced lifestyle is one of 
the biggest challenges humanity faces over the next decades.[1] To date, almost 80% of that 
demand is covered by the exploitation of fossil fuels, including oil, coal, and gas. Their depletion 
is reflected by the rapidly increasing price and in the long-term, these limited resources need to 
be conserved.[2] 
The exploitation of those carbon-intensive fossil fuels is not only related to its limitation but also 
to their impact on the environment as their consumption causes air pollution, ozone depletion, 
and forest destruction.[3] Anthropogenic emission of so-called global greenhouse gases 
(e.g. ozone, methane, carbon dioxide or nitrous oxides) results in a radiative imbalance; they 
absorb within the infrared spectrum which, in turn, warms the planet’s atmosphere.[4] This 
greenhouse effect results in a change in the average weather conditions, compared to the long-
term average, inter alia known as global warming. Human impact on the climate has started with 
the European and North American industrialization in the second half of the 19th century and was 
dramatically aggravated by the technological catch up of the Asian and Latin American industry 
during the 20th century. Increases in the average global mean temperature, the successive melting 
of polar caps, and the rise in sea level are only a couple of the proximately results of manmade 
global warming.[5] 
In this context, renewable energies, considered to operate climate neutral and replenished by 
nature, are more relevant than ever. They are harvested either directly (such as photochemically 
and thermally) or indirectly (such as wind- and hydropower) from the sun. Figure 1a illustrates the 
discrepancy between solar energy production and its generalized household consumption during 
a sunny day. This problem is even more aggravated by the arbitrary supply of sunlight 
(i.e. decreased hours of sunshine in winter; cloudy days). Beside households (~25 %), the final 
energy consumption within the European Union (EU-28) by 2015 is mainly consumed by the 
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industrial (~25 %), and transportation sector (~33 %), as shown in Figure 1b.[6] Industry and 
household directly rely to proximately electrical power consumption. The transportation sector is 




Figure 1. (A) Generalized schematic illustration of household energy demand versus supply from 
solar power: partially directly used or intermediately stored. (B) Percentage of final energy 
consumption within the EU-28 (status as of 2015, excluding energy used by power producers and 
energy conversation processes).Data taken from reference.[6] 
 
In the EU-28, the market share of electric vehicles has more than quadrupled from 0.4 % (2013) 
to 1.7 % (2018) over the last five years, and continues to be on a rising trend.[7] The prevalent 
driving technology is electric, powered by large lithium ion battery arrays or H2 fuel cells. Both 
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have the potential to operate climate neutral, provided that the “fuel” (current or H2) is derived 
from renewable sources. 
In summary, a potentially sustainable future energy economy faces two major challenges that 
have to be solved: (i) the climate-neutral production of energy and (ii) its efficient intermediate 
storage that aligns power supply and demand. The manufacturing of advanced functional 
materials by optimization of their (nano-)structure that improves their performance (e.g. longer 
battery lifetime, higher solar conversion efficiency) is consequently an important field of research 
along the way for “next generation” energy storage and conversion. 
In this work, block copolymer (BCP) derived nanostructured materials are prepared and their 
performance in energy storage and energy conversion is discussed. First, general requirements 
and common challenges for energy materials are defined together with recent approaches and 
the current state of the art for electrochemical energy storage (Chapter 2.1) and photocatalytical 
conversion materials (Chapter 2.2). Potential strategies to apply a nanostructure on a desired 
material are summarized in Chapter 2.3 and the criteria for the choice of macromolecular self-
assembly are stated. To that end, the thermodynamics of BCP self-assembly and how they enable 
structure directing into one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) 
continuities are introduced in Chapter 2.4. With that background, the scope of this work is laid 
out in Chapter 3. The results are presented within Chapter 4, based on recent publications in 
relevant scientific journals. In closing, a summary including a critical review of the work is given in 
Chapter 5 and a potential outlook for further research is depicted in Chapter 6. 
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2. THEORY AND STATE OF THE ART 
2.1 Electrochemical energy storage 
The enhanced human lifestyle has entailed tremendous rise in the number of (portable) 
electronics that usually have different requirements on their powering energy storage solution. 
Mobile phones and laptops, for instance, are optimized towards long lifetime and high storage 
capacity, while power tools require high power on demand. Energy storage systems thus are 
characterized based on their specific energy in Wh kg-1 that gives the amount of energy stored 
within. The rate at which the system can store and release energy is provided by the specific power 
in W kg-1.[8] In portable devices, where space is limited, the aforementioned performance values 
are often normalized to the volume rather than the weight. Those two performance metrics, 
specific energy and specific power shown within one plot (i.e. known as Ragone plot) allows 
distinguishing different energy storage techniques, including capacitors, batteries, and hydro-
pumped storages. 
Batteries are, by far, the most popular electrochemical storage devices, mostly based on 
lithium (Li) ions techniques, yet, earlier solutions are still in use, such as lead acid (i.e. in cars) and 
alkaline batteries (i.e. in low-priced portable devices). A lithium ion battery (LIB) is typically 
composed of active materials (that contribute to the energy storage capacity) that are the 
electrodes, and inactive components, such as the electrolyte, current collectors (usually copper 
and aluminum), separator, (conductive) additives and cell housing (Figure 2a). 
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Figure 2. (A) Schematic model of a LIB with graphite as anode material and a Li metal oxide (here: 
LiCoO2) as cathode. The facing electrodes are separated by an electrolyte and the separator. (B) 
Shows typical state of the art anode and cathode materials (green background) as well as 
promising technologies (yellow background) considered to come onto market, adapted from 
references.[9] 
 
The active materials are Li intercalation materials, typically Li transition metal oxides on the 
cathode side, such as LiCoO2,[10] LiMn2O4,[11] and LiFePO4[12] that faces the anode, by default 
graphite.[13] A permeable membrane in-between prevents from short circuits and allows the ions 
to permeate within the organic or aqueous electrolyte.[14] The general mechanism for charging is 
given within Equation 1 – 3 for LiCoO2, a typical cathode material that has been initially proposed 
for its use in LIBs by the group of Goodenough in the early 1980s.[15] 
 
LiCoO& 	⇌	Li)*+CoO& 	+ 	x	Li. + x	e*  Cathode  Eq. 1 
C0 	+ 	x	Li. 	+	x	e* 	⇌ 	Li+C0  Anode   Eq. 2 
C0 	+	LiCoO& 	⇌ 	Li+C0 	+	Li)*+CoO& Total cell reaction Eq. 3 
 
Per definition, an oxidation occurs at the anode during discharge; however, in secondary batteries 
also reduction takes place during charging. The rather historical designations ‘anode’ and 
‘cathode’ derive from the exclusive existence of primary batteries at the beginning (that are 
limited to a single discharge) and are often replaced by ‘negative’ and ‘positive’ electrode, 
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respectively. The cell voltage of a typical LIB ranges from 2.5 V to 4.3 V (vs. Li/Li+), depending on 
the particular choice of the electrode materials.[16] The product of the theoretical specific capacity 
in mAh g-1 of the materials and cell voltage determines how much energy can theoretically be 
stored. Figure 2b shows the specific capacity vs. the potential (vs. Li/Li+) of common materials, 
including graphite (372 mAh g-1), TiO2 (anatase: 175 mAh g-1), and LiCoO2 (274 mAh g-1).[9, 17] The 
actual specific capacity of LIBs is, however, distinctively lower, owing to a non-complete 
delithiation for commonly used materials, such as Li1-xCoO2 that is limited to x £ 0.5 (see Eq. 1).[10] 
It has been shown that manipulating the structure can increase that value towards more complete 
delithiation, thus offering higher capacity without changes in materials’ composition.[9b] Graphite, 
often used on the anode side, usually completely releases intercalated ions, but suffers from slow 
charge/discharge rates. Solid electrolyte interface (SEI) formation on graphite limits the power 
performance.[17] The SEI comprises (electro-)decomposed components of the electrolyte and 
conductive salt that is formed during the first charge/discharge cycles.[18] To meet future demands, 
a combination of high capacity and fast intercalation kinetic is required. Transition metal oxides 
like TiO2 and Nb2O5 emerged as attractive alternative anode materials owing to their superior rate 
capability and safer operation potential (~1.5 V vs. Li/Li+) that prevents carbonate electrolyte 
degradation.[19] However, their semiconducting nature requires for the addition of additives that 
enable sufficient electronic conductivity. Conductive additives (generally ~ 5 – 20 mass %) along 
with current collectors, cell housing, and binder lowers the specific capacity by contributing 
usually more than 30 mass % of inactive material. In consequence, multiple approaches for free-
standing (thus binder-free) electrodes have been followed, including electrospun inorganic fiber 
mats,[20] graphene and graphene composite paper electrodes,[21] and polymer derived inorganic 
networks.[22] Latter ones additionally allow the carbonization of the structure directing polymer to 
retain a thin carbon layer at the electrode|electrolyte interface. This in-situ carbonization in 
proximity of the active material enables optimized contact and high electronic conductivity that 
mitigates the need for conductive additives.[22-23] Such macromolecular templating (further 
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discussed in Chapter 2.4) can be tailored to obtain spatial nanostructures that provide percolating 
mesoporous network structures.[24] The beneficial electrolyte transport within the pores, 
shortened diffusion pathways, and large electrode|electrolyte interfaces allow for attractive rate 
handling (i.e. high capacity retention at elevated cycling currents).[25] The high and stable porosity 
of those network structures reduces diffusion limitations of the electrolyte within the pores and 
enables free-standing (i.e. binder-free), high density electrodes with superior areal and volumetric 
specific capacity compared to conventional admixing of nanoparticular oxides, binder, and 
additives casted as electrode.[22] 
Another strategy in search for high performance energy storage solutions focuses on the 
realization of metallic lithium as anodes that offer a specific capacity far beyond the state of the 
art with 3862 mAh g-1 (Figure 2b).[26] Such systems are called lithium metal batteries (LMBs) and 
are often considered as the “next-generation” storage solution that enables, for instance, 
electrified transport in a range of current combustion engines. Yet, its use has been limited due to 
safety concerns such as its volatile reaction when exposed to air and dendrite formation; both 
may cause thermal runaway reactions.[26d, 27] This is even aggravated when using organic liquid 
electrolytes which are highly flammable, toxic, and potentially leak when the cell integrity is 
damaged. Polymer electrolytes, such as the most thoroughly investigated poly(ethylene 
oxide) (PEO), offer the potential to enable LMBs as they provide mechanical stability and flexibility 
that dramatically reduce a potential thermal runaway.[28] However, as of now, they suffer from 
insufficient ionic conductivity, especially at ambient temperature. PEO strongly coordinates Li ions 
at the ether oxygen, which couples ionic to polymeric mobility and leads to low conductivity.[29] 
Thereby, the cationic conductivity strongly correlates with the degree of crystallinity of PEO and 
thus, with temperature. Exceeding ~60 °C leads to an increased conductivity even for large PEO 
with molecular weights (MW) of several hundred kg mol-1, though common applications require an 
extended temperature tolerance. Electrolytes from pure PEO with lower MW indeed have reduced 
crystallinity, but their mechanical performance is insufficient for battery application.[30] Recently, 
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block copolymers (BCPs) emerged as a promising strategy to solve this limiting trade-off.[31] They 
allow for a low molecular weight conductive block (i.e. PEO) embedded in a structured 
environment of macroscopically mechanically stable inactive blocks, i.e. poly(styrene) (PS) and 
poly(isoprene) (PI).[32] The microstructural order due to the self-assembling nature of particular 
BCPs preferentially lead to stretched PEO chains within this domain that further decreases the 
ionic association of Li ions and the ether oxygen and increases the mobility.[33] 
To summarize, current state of the art of LIBs and LMBs offers a wide potential for a more 
advanced storage of energy that results in a plethora of reasonable approaches.[34] This work 
demonstrate (i) the potential use of a mesoporous, freestanding TiO2/C hybrid anode[22] derived 
from a structure directing BCP and (ii) the direct use of tailored BCPs, exploring the critical metric 
for optimized trade-off between low molecular conductive block and extended macroscopic 
mechanical stability.[32] 
 
2.2 Photochemical energy conversion 
The concept of electrochemical energy storage as batteries has captured the market of portable 
electronics, electro mobility and bridging stationary energy storage. However, the current 
limitations in performance enable the rational consideration of promising alternatives such as the 
storage as chemical energy, i.e. via hydrogen (H2). To date, the commercial production of H2 is 
mostly derived from fossil resources and partially electrolysis of water.[35] Provided that the 
consumed energy is delivered by renewable sources electrolysis can be considered as sustainable. 
Yet, to mitigate energy loss due to such a multistage conversion until H2 is obtained, photocatalysis 
provides a promising and green alternative.[36] Here, direct photon harvesting by a catalyst 
material provides the energy (∆23 = 298	kJ	mol*)) to split water into its elements, H2 and O2. 
The general mechanism of photocatalysis has been initially proposed for TiO2 and is equal for all 
types of semiconductors (Figure 3a).[37] In a first step, (i) a photon at suitable energy, i.e. higher 
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than the band gap energy (EG) of the semiconductor is adsorbed and creates an electron-hole pair 
(exciton). (ii) The hole (h+) remains in the valence band (VB) while its counterpart electron (e-) is 
excited into the conduction band (CB). After separation, (iii) the charge carriers migrate to the 
particle surface, usually promoted by the presence of a co-catalyst. (iv) Adsorption of reactants at 
the active centers allows the evolution of H2 by combined reduction and oxidation of water.[38] 
Unfortunately, this depicted pathway is a competing reaction to (v) recombination that includes 
radiative or thermal relaxation of the created electron-hole pair instead of water 
decomposition.[39] 
The performance metrics of a photocatalyst, such as the responsive excitation wavelength, the 
recombination rate, and the redox potential strongly correlates with the electronic band 
structure. To enable overall water splitting, a semiconductor needs to provide a flat band potential 
(i.e. the bottom of the CB) above the reduction potential of H+/H2 (per definition 0 V vs. SHE at 
pH = 0) and a VB edge that exceeds the oxidation potential of H2O/O2 (1.23 V vs. SHE at pH = 0). 
To that end, the minimum theoretical EG required for water splitting reaction is ~ 1.23 eV, yet, 
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Figure 3. (A) Schematic representation of photocatalytic overall water splitting on a 
semiconductor particle: (i) the absorption of a photon creates an exciton that is (ii) excited to the 
conduction band. The charge carriers (iii) migrate to the active sites, usually the co-catalyst, and 
(iv) undergo degradation of water. Recombination (v) via thermalization or radiative relaxation is 
the competing reaction, generally desired to be mitigated. (B) Schematic modification of the 
original band gap (grey) via non-metal doping (blue) that forms states above the original VB and 
via metal heteroatoms (red) that gives rise to states below the CB.[36c] 
 
The activity of photocatalysts is often quantified in a half-cell reaction from a model solution 
containing a sacrificial agent.[40] This is either an electron donor like alcohol which provides a lower 
oxidation potential (~0.82 eV vs. SHE) and becomes oxidized instead of water or electron 
acceptors such as silver nitrate (e.g. AgNO3) which are alternate reduced. 
Typical photocatalysts are semiconducting metal oxides; their CB and VB are composed of the 
oxygen’s 2p-orbital and either a d0 transition metal cation contributing an empty d-orbital or a d10 
metal cation that has an empty s- or p-orbital.[41] The most thoroughly investigated semiconductor 
is TiO2 (typically anatase - the photoctalytic most active morphology), owing to its abundance, 
non-toxicity, and superior performance.[42] Ongoing improvements includes its modification in 
terms of its shape,[21c, 43] exposed crystalline facets,[44] defect engineering,[45] and phase 
composition.[46]  
Anatase TiO2 has a typical EG of 3.0 – 3.3 eV and shows high and stable activity within the UV range 
(< < 400nm).[39, 42, 46b, 47] To commercialize photocatalysis, high reactivity above 400 nm is 
required to exploit major parts of the solar spectrum. A prevalent approach is the introduction of 
A B
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a heteroatom into TiO2 that enables modification of EG, including non-metal-doped TiO2, metal 
doped TiO2 and self-doped TiO2-x (Figure 3b).[48] 
The VIS response of non-metal doped TiO2 derives from new energy levels above the valence band 
maximum (VBM), diverging explained as for instance in N-doped TiO2: (i) Asahi et al.[49] claimed 
that the similar energy of N 2p and O 2p allows for hybrids that directly narrow the band gap. (ii) 
Irie et al.[50] described the partial replacement of O sites by N, giving rise to impurity energy levels 
above the original VBM. (iii) Ihara et al.[51] highlighted the importance of oxygen deficiency within 
the grain boundaries that enables VIS absorption; N-doping prevents the re-oxidation of the 
catalyst. These recent works demonstrate the importance of the doping mechanism distinction: N 
that substitutes for O forms shallow states above the VBM, in accordance to (i), while interstitial 
N preferentially creates isolated impurity states, as described in (ii).[52] 
Metal-doped TiO2’s response in the VIS can be explained by the introduction of new energy levels, 
owing to the electron acceptor nature of the dopant or charge-compensating Ti3+; both create 
states below the conduction band minimum (CBM).[53] The presence of Ti3+ also accounts for the 
bathochromic shift in absorption for self-doped TiO2-x. A promising dopant is Nb that generally 
forms states within the original CB of (anatase) TiO2. Charge-compensation via Ti3+ or surface 
functional peroxide groups gives rise to either bluish or yellowish samples, respectively, that show 
high activity under visible light.[54] High oxygen activity during calcination metal-doped TiO2 can 
prevent Ti3+ formation, and oxygen interstitials mainly charge compensate for higher valent Nb 
cations and allow for visible light harvesting.[54a] Crucially, the amount of Nb introduced was found 
to alter its doping mechanism and thus the energetic structure: Nb substitutes isolated for Ti at 
low amounts and tends to cluster above 2.0 at.%.[55] 
Beside the electronic structure, a morphology comprising a high surface area (e.g. small particles 
or porous systems) is desirable for high performance catalysis; however, such nanostructures 
often experience agglomeration/aggregation in heterogeneous catalysis. It was recently shown 
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that an ordered mesoporous CsTaWO6 catalyst with 40 nm pore size outperforms those derived 
from a polaxamer with 5 nm average pore size – despite much lower surface area.[56] This 
highlights the importance of the reactants access to the active surface area that is either limited 
by its arbitrary decrease due to agglomeration or by potential pore diffusion limitation. An 
optimized morphology is thus always a trade-off between sufficiently high surface area for large 
catalyst|reactant interfaces and optimized porosity to mitigate pore diffusion limitation.[57] 
In summary, energy conversion using solar light to produce H2 offers a promising strategy in terms 
of a sustainable future energy economy. This work capitalizes on an optimized trade-off between 
sufficiently high surface area and suitable pore sizes that eliminate diffusion limitation via BCP 
derived mesoporous networked TiO2. The model system is further developed towards response 
within the visible light via the introduction of Nb at different concentrations. 
 
2.3 Nanomaterials for energy applications 
Tremendous progress in the academic and technological fields has been achieved in the last 
decades by reducing sizes of functional solid materials to nanometers. The manipulation of the 
structure within the nanometer scale can thereby lead to advanced physical and chemical 
properties, owing to a dramatically increased surface area (along with higher surface to volume 
ratios),[58] extended mechanical integrity due to a reduced number of defects,[59] modified optical 
response owing to quantum confinement,[60] or optimized materials architecture 
(i.e. metamaterial-like behavior, exposed crystalline facets).[44a] This tailored preparation of 
nanostructures dramatically affects the performance in energy storage and conversion 
applications that are typically associated with physical and/or chemical reactions at the surface or 
interface, as depicted in Chapter 2.1 and 2.2. Smaller sizes can offer enhanced mass transport and 
a more efficient charge transfer, however, may also pose new challenges. For example, an 
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increased surface exposes more sites for charge recombination that lower the quantum efficiency 
(photocatalysis) and undersized pores may limit diffusibility of reactants or the electrolyte. 
Nanomaterials are generally categorized based on the number of dimensions that are not 
confined to the nanoscale range (i.e. > 100 nm), e.g. fullerenes (0D - all dimensions are below 
100 nm), nanotubes (1D – one dimension exceeds 100 nm), (mono-)layered structures (2D – two 
dimensions exceed 100 nm) and porous percolating networks (3D – all dimensions exceed 
100 nm).[61] 
Figure 4. General illustration of nanomaterial preparation by top-down and bottom-up strategy. 
Nanostructures are categorized based on the number of dimensions, which are not confined to 
the nanoscale, including fullerenes (0D), nanotubes (1D), mono(layered) structures (2D) and 
percolating networks (3D). 
 
The fabrication of such patterned nanostructures is either based on a top-down or a bottom-up 
approach (Figure 4), including (i) lithography, (ii) templated deposition, (iii) size reduction, 
(iv) replication against masters, and (v) self-assembly. Table 1 summarizes representative 
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Table 1. Strategies for patterned nanostructure fabrication, exemplary applications, and their 
characteristic intrinsic limitation. 
Pattern strategy Examples Limitations 
Lithography 
UV / laser writing 
Stamping 
Soft lithography via elastomeric 
masks[62] 
Nanoimprinting for circuits[63] 
Time-consuming 
Defects (i.e. diffraction effects) 
Costly 
Templated deposition 
Chemical vapor deposition 
Molecular beam epitaxy 
Metal oxide nanotubes[21c, 64] 












Mesoporous silica filling 
Embossing 
Porous Li-ion electrodes[68]  
Multisegmental Nanorods[35] 




Atomic layer deposition 
Macromolecular self-
assembly  
Porous Li-ion electrodes[23b] 
Nanophotonics[69] 
3D battery[70] 
Mesoporous photocatalysts[56b, 57] 
Defects (i.e. long-range order) 
Costly 
 
A plethora of strategies for nanostructured materials has been reported and reviewed within the 
field of energy applications.[24-25, 71] My work focuses on the particular self-assembly bottom-up 
approach using macromolecular co-assembly with inorganic precursors that gives rise to 3D 
ordered porous percolating networks. The use of tailored block copolymers as structure directing 
agents represents a synthetic pathway that provides unique features: 
(i) A uniform porosity enables homogeneous mass transport within the (tunable) pores.[56b, 
72] 
(ii) Structuring through the bulk reduces the surface area loss by agglomeration/aggregation, 
i.e. during electrode casting or in heterogeneous catalysis. This arbitrary decrease in active 
surface generally poses challenges for precise structure-property correlation.[57] 
(iii) Percolating networks are desirable to enable high and homogeneous electron mobility.[70, 
73]  
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(iv) Different nanostructures can be prepared from the same components without dramatic 
changes* in synthesis protocol, enabling structure-performance correlation at high 
validity.[69, 74] 
(v) Reasonable time consumption at comparably low cost for the production of ordered 
nanostructures. 
 
2.4 Macromolecular co-assembly 
2.4.1 Introduction to macromolecular chemistry 
Macromolecular chemistry was born in the 19th century by the successful cross-linking of natural 
rubber (also known as vulcanization) and the synthesis of resinous poly(styrene) (PS).[75] Important 
milestones in the next century towards commercialization were the launch of Bakelite, a plastic 
made from phenol and formaldehyde; the synthesis of poly(amide) (i.e. nylon),[76] and the 
organometallic catalyzed mass production of poly(ethylene).[77] Two models for polymer growth 
have been proposed:[78] (i) step-growth, by the inauguration of condensation of polyfunctional 
molecules, often under elimination of a small molecule (thermodynamically controlled),[79] and (ii) 
chain-growth, where initiation is required to produce reactive centers that add monomers 
successively (kinetically controlled). 
Non-crosslinked polymers are categorized as branched or linear, dominated by the nature and 
number of reactive sites in the monomer unit, including dendrimers, star-shaped, comb-like and 
copolymers.[80] The physical behavior is usually derived from the monomer, but highly sensitive 
on the degree of polymerization. Usually this number varies for each polymer chain in a given 
sample, hence often expressed as an average. An ordinary arithmetic mean is the number average 
                                                             
*Usually, several microstructures are accessible from one BCP by optimization of the polymer to precursor 
ratio. 
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(Mn), determined from the individual polymer molecule masses (Mi) and the number of chains of 
that molecular weight (ni), as defined in Equation 4. Taking into account that larger chains have a 
larger contribution to the properties than smaller ones, the molecular weight average (MW) is 
used, given in Equation 5. The molecular weight distribution is further described by the dispersity 














        Eq. 6 
The closer the DP to 1.0, the narrower the size distribution and hence the more uniform are the 
individual polymer chains. It can generally be influenced by synthesis parameters and 
polymerization techniques (i.e. radical, coordinative, and living anionic/cationic polymerization). 
 
2.4.2 Thermodynamics of polymer mixtures 
In binary mixtures of chemically different components, two phases may be formed, designated as 
macrophase separation. This behavior is well understood and thermodynamically described via 
the Gibbs free energy of mixing (∆GMix), a temperature dependent dimension, further linked to 
the enthalpy of mixing (∆NOP+) and entropy of mixing (∆QOP+), given by Equation 7. 
∆2OP+ = 	∆NOP+ − S∆QOP+      Eq. 7 
In polymer systems both, the enthalpy and entropy of mixing are described by the Flory-Huggins 
expression Equation 8 and Equation 9.[81] This simplified model is based on the approximation that 
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individual polymer segments and solvent molecules occupy one particular place in a theoretical 
lattice. 










	      Eq. 9 
Here, \] and \` describe the volume fraction of polymer A and B, respectively, υA and υB the 
(molar) volume of the monomer segments, NA and NB the individual polymerization degrees, υ0 a 
reference (molar) volume (mostly	√e]e`), n the mol of polymer, and R represents the ideal gas 
constant. f]` is the so called Flory-Huggins interaction parameter that describes the local 
interaction between both polymers A and B. Insertion of Equation 8 and Equation 9 into 
Equation 7 results in the Flory-Huggins solution theory equation for polymer blends, given in 
Equation 10. 






Z T(\`) + \]\`
bX_	
Yc
a  Eq. 10 
Miscibility of a binary solution requires a negative	∆2OP+. Since the volume fractions \] and \` 
are below 1, and the polymerization degree NA and NB are usually large, the entropic contribution 
is always negative, but small and decreasing, for increasing molecular weight. In consequence, the 
mixing behavior of binary polymeric solutions mainly depends on the Flory-Huggins interaction 
parameter. It has a dimension inversely proportional to temperature and is negative for only 
specific attractive A-B monomer interactions (i.e. hydrogen bonding or π-π-electron interaction). 
Owing to that, the mixing behavior changes upon temperature increase towards miscibility (when 
f]` > 0) or immiscibility (when f]` < 0), respectively. Since both, the polymerization degree and 
χAB take identical effect when increasing their product, χN (segregation product) is a general 
dimension for the compatibility of a polymer mixture. 
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The high applicability of the Flory-Huggins solution theory for polymer blends has been proven by 
systematic investigations of deuterized and non-deuterized binary polyolefin mixtures.[82] Polymer 
blends that are not miscible undergo a macrophase separation, of which each phase is rich of one 
component. Provided that the initially homogeneous mixture was metastable, nucleation of one 
phase as spheres in the matrix of the other is necessary, growing over time. An instable blend 
spontaneously separates into two phases, with a structure originating from the originally 
concentration fluctuation. In contrast, compatible mixtures, such as PE and PS, typically provide 
new properties, for instance a new glass transition temperature (TG), which is a threshold where 
a dramatic change in sequential polymer mobility is observed that lead to altered properties, e.g. 
an increased heat capacity. 
 
2.4.3 Block copolymers 
Copolymers are composed of at least two chemically different monomers covalently bond. Block 
copolymers (BCPs) contain repeating units arranged in blocks of which each block is only 
comprised of one component. The covalent bond impedes macroscopic phase separation. The 
simplest BCP is an AB diblock copolymer composed of two distinguishable blocks A and B, such as 
the most investigated system poly(styrene)-block-poly(isoprene) (SI).[83] Three parameters 
determine the separation of the two blocks into continuous microdomains, including (i) the 
volume fraction \] and \`, (ii) the polymerization degree N (with N = NA + NB), and (iii) the Flory-
Huggins interaction parameter χAB. The latter specifies the degree of incompatibility between the 
blocks, dependent on the temperature (T), the Boltzmann constant (kB), the number of nearest 
neighbors (z), and the interaction energies per repeating unit A-A (εAA), A-B (εAB), and B-B (εBB), as 







(k]] + k``)l      Eq. 11 
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With higher temperatures, χAB decreases and the increased compatibility leads to an order-to-
disorder transition (ODT) at a temperature TODT. To minimize the unfavorable interaction between 
the blocks, microphase separation into continuous domains comprising exclusively one 
component occurs. This microphase separation leads to domains with dimension on the order of 
the radii of gyration. The enthalpic penalty scales with the area between the incompatible 
components that leads to limited freedom in arrangement. Consequently, the conformation of 
the chains deviates from an ideal freely-jointed chain towards elongation of the polymer chains 
away from the interface between the two blocks. The balance between counteracting 
minimization of interface area and chain stretching leads to highly ordered spatial 
microstructures, dominated in morphology by the particular volume fractions \] and \`, as 
illustrated by the cone-column model for morphological transition in Figure 5.[84]  
 
Figure 5. Cone-column model for morphological transition upon volume fraction increase of 
component A in an AB diblock copolymer up to ɸA = 0.5.[84] The dashed curve illustrates the 
interface between both components. Typical morphologies are (A) spheres, (B) cylinders, and as 
both volume fractions converge: (C) lamellae.  
 
Theoretical descriptions of microphase separation define two distinguishable regimes in terms of 
the segregation product χN: the weak segregation limit (WSL, χN ~ 10)[85] and the strong 
segregation limit (SSL, χN >> 10).[86] Within the WSL, sufficiently weak interaction leads to mostly 
unperturbed individual chains with a gradual phase boundary. In contrast, an interface comprising 
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both, A and B is negligibly thin (narrow interface approximation) in the SSL and rather sharp phase 
boundaries are observable. Both extremes have been connected using the “self-consistent field” 
(SCF) theory by Matsen and Bates, [87] revealing theoretical and experimental phase diagrams of 
BCP with immiscible blocks that microphase separate into different morphologies, including 
spheres (S), cylinders (C), bicontinious gyroidal networks (G) and lamellae (LAM) (Figure 6).[88] 
Despite high consensus between theoretical prediction and the experimentally observed 
equilibrium morphologies, deviation is caused by the ordinary non-uniform monomer aspect ratio 
and concentration fluctuations. 
 
Figure 6. (A) Theoretical and (B) experimental phase diagram of poly(styrene)-block-
poly(isoprene) as a typical AB diblock copolymer. Adapted with permission from reference.[88c] 
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (C) Simulated equilibrium morphologies for different 
volume fractions \` (with \] + \` = 1). When the composition is inverted, morphological 
inversion takes place, where the major component forms a matrix that embeds the minor block. 
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With an increase in the number of blocks in linear BCPs, the variety of morphologies and their 
complexity is expanded.[89] The self-assembly of a linear ABC triblock copolymer, which contains 
three chemically distinguishable blocks A, B, and C, depends on three different interaction 
parameters (χAB, χBC, and χAC), the volume fractions of each block (ɸA, ɸB, and ɸC), as well as the 
total degree of polymerization N. Two categories are distinguishable for triblock copolymers: 
frustrated and non-frustrated ones. Non-frustrated ABC BCPs provide the highest χ for the 
interaction of block A and C, which are not directly covalently bonded, but separated by block B 
with distinctly lower χ (χAB ~ χBC « χAC). Upon microphase separation, A-C interfaces are 
consequently avoided. In contrast, frustrated polymers are characterized by one interaction 
parameter of the neighboring blocks (χAB or χBC) being larger than χAC. The more favorable A-C 
interface allows for a broader morphological variety, including perforated lamellae.[90] This work 
will focus on the linear, non-frustrated BCP poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-
poly(ethylene oxide) (ISO). Theoretical and experimental phase diagrams for an ideal ABC triblock 
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Figure 7. Theoretical, self-consistent-field theory (SCFT) derived phase diagram for a model ISO 
triblock copolymer with statistical segmental length (b) of bI = 6.0 Å, bS = 5.5 Å, and bO = 7.8 Å and 
interaction parameter of fno/nqr = 11.0, fnq/nstr = 14.2, and fno/nstr = 45.8. Dashed lines 
show isopleth of \o and \t. Exemplary equilibrium morphologies are illustrated for ISO with 
poly(isoprene) in blue, poly(styrene) in red and poly(ethylene oxide) in green. Reproduced with 
permission of IOP Publishing in the format Thesis/Dissertation via Copyright Clearance Center.[91b] 
  
Compared to diblock copolymers, the addition of a third block allows for core-shell arrangements, 
such as the core-shell double gyroid (G) or core-shell spheres (S), but alternating morphologies 
like for instance the alternating gyroid (GA) are possible, too. Linear triblock copolymers, such as 
the ISO, offer high compatibility and tunability: three chemically different blocks can be selectively 
blended or selectively removed and backfilled. This offers a versatile way for templating many 
materials into highly ordered bicontinuous structures (further described in Chapter 2.4.5). The 
addition of a fourth or even more blocks further extends the variability of structures and opens 
“Pandora’s box” of parameter space.[92] 
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2.4.4 Anionic polymerization 
For its use as a template, the individual chains of a BCP have to be uniform in MW of each block as 
well as overall; in other words, a low DP is required. This is generally achieved by using sequential 
living (anionic) chain growth polymerization that includes cyclic ethers or vinyl functional groups 
on the monomer unit. In a first step, a reactive species, such as a carbanion or oxyanion, is 
generated by an initiator and propagates via nucleophilic addition to the monomer. To obtain 
molecular weight control, the initiation step must be faster or at least the same rate as the chain 
propagation; otherwise the first chains growth are longer than the subsequently initiated.[93] 
Initiation typically occurs via the nucleophile addition of organometallic compounds of alkali 
metals or by electron transfer from free alkali metals. Most important for the sequential living 
anionic polymerization of ISO is the use of lithium organic compounds in non-polar solvents that 
promotes an insertion mechanism via π-complex formation.[91a, 94] Equations 12–14 summarize 
the mechanism of anionic polymerization, including a nucleophilic initiator (I-), a monomer (M), at 
constant reaction rate kobs, and an electrophilic, terminating species (T+). 
I* + M → IM*  Initiation (fast)              Eq. 12 
IMw* +M
xyz{|⎯~ IMw.)* 	  Propagation, n= 1,2,3, …             Eq. 13 
IMw* + T. → IMwT  Termination (fast)              Eq. 14 
Without impurities, there is no transfer reaction or termination expected that allows for a low 
dispersity. The concentration of living chains thus equals the initial concentration of the 
initiator [I]0 and the monomer concentration [M] at a time Ä = 	Å that can be derived from 
Equation 15. 
[M]Ñ = [M]3 exp(	−Üáàâ[I]3 Å)	                Eq. 15 
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Chain-growth proceeds until all monomers are consumed and further addition of any monomer 
species results in propagation of chain growth that enables the synthesis of block copolymers. 
Figure 8 illustrates the sequential living anionic polymerization of ISO according to the synthesis 
in this work. 
Figure 8. Reaction scheme for the preparation of ISO (PI-b-PS-b-PEO) via sequential anionic 
polymerization. The PI-b-PS-b-PEO triblock copolymer is prepared through reinitiating associated 
with a counterion exchange of the parent diblock PI-b-PS. 
 
The parent diblock copolymer poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene) (short: PI-b-PS) is prepared in 
non-polar benzene using sec-butyllithium (short: sec-BuLi) as nucleophilic initiator and 
subsequent addition of isoprene and styrene monomers.[94-95] Chain growth proceeds via an 
insertion mechanism that favors the formation of (1,4)-isomers of PI, yet, typically a minor amount 
of (3,4)-isomers (~10 %) can be found. The parental PI-b-PS diblock copolymer is end-
functionalized by an excess of ethylene oxide (short: PI-b-PS-b-EO); no further propagation is 
observed owing to the strong oxyanion lithium-interaction. The PI-b-PS-b-EO is terminated by 
methanolic hydrochloric acid and the counterion is exchanged. Washing of the precipitated 
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lithium chloride and reinitiation through deprotonation with potassium naphthalenide 
accomplishes the cation exchange. In the more polar solvent tetrahydrofuran (THF) PEO is 
polymerized. The living chains are end-functionalized with a hydroxyl group by methanolic 
hydrochloric acid that yields the final hydroxyl end-functionalized ISO (PI-b-PS-b-PEO). 
 
2.4.5 Block copolymer co-assembly 
The requirements for functionality of the materials in energy storage and conversion go far 
beyond those of pure polymers. To meet this advanced requirements hybrids of block copolymers 
and inorganic materials that comprise a well-defined structure on the scale of 10 - 100 nm have 
been explored.  
First efforts have been made with organic molecule self-assembly[96] to produce nanostructured 
silicates that have been extended by the use of anionic surfactants (i.e. Pluronics†),[97] and non-
ionic low-molecular weight BCPs.[98] Macromolecular co-assembly with large-molecular weight 
BCPs only soluble in organic solvents has been pioneered by Wiesner et al. for an organically 
modified aluminosilcate.[99] An amphiphilic diblock copolymer PI-b-PEO was used to form well-
ordered mesostructures through evaporation induced self-assembly with (3-
glycidyloxypropyl-)trimethoxysilane (GLYMO) and aluminum sec-butoxide. In the last two 
decades, the range of BCP derived mesostructured functional materials has drastically evolved, 
including transition metal oxides,[73, 100] carbons,[72, 101] and metals.[102] 
Generally, the macromolecular co-assembly occurs via selective attractive interaction 
(e.g. hydrogen bonding, ionic/polar/coordination interactions) between one block of the BCP and 
the additive(s). Examples include organometallic precursors (e.g. for transition metals), low 
                                                             
† Pluronics is a trademark of BASF for their poloxamers that are nonionic triblock copolymers. The general 
structure is (PEO)a-(PPO)b-(PEO)a with a= 2-130 and b = 15-67. 
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molecular weight oligomers (i.e. for carbons), and (surface-modified) nanoparticles (i.e. for metals 
and transition metals or ceramics). It has been shown that the upper size of the additive is limited 
to be smaller than the radius of gyration of the attracting block to prevent segregation.[102b, 103] 
Varying the amount of precursor that selectively swells one block provides a well-controllable 
pathway to achieve different hybrid mesostructures that would be expected along the PEO 
isopleth in the ABC terpolymer phase diagram,[91b] as illustrated in Figure 9 for ISO.[104] 
Figure 9. Illustration of the pathway for various morphologies by (A) varying the amount of 
inorganic precursor that selectively swells the PEO block (green) of an ISO. (B) Structures that 
would be expected are located along the PEO isopleth in the theoretically ISO phase diagram. 
Reproduced with permission of IOP Publishing in the format Thesis/Dissertation via Copyright 
Clearance Center.[91b] 
 
Although multiple structure-directing BCPs are available, in this work ISO was chosen, owing to 
several key features that include: (i) the compatibility of the PEO block with a plethora of 
hydrophilic inorganic precursors for functional energy materials (i.e. organometallics, conductive 
lithium salts, and phenolic resins). (ii) Compared to diblock copolymers, a triblock copolymer 
allows for an extended accessibility of structures even with a minority volume fraction of one block 
(i.e. using diblock copolymer, a lamellar morphology would require at least one ɸ ≥ 0.4 as seen 
from Figure 6a). (iii) The phase diagram of ISO suggests percolating networked structures with 
homogeneous porosity (e.g. GA) to be more frequent. 
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The BCP co-assembly results in polymer-inorganic hybrids that allow for their direct use in device 
applications or enable additional modifications, including carbonization of the organic template 
or complete removal, to obtain porosity and readily access to the inorganic materials functionality. 
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3. SCOPE 
Nanostructured materials that combine percolating networks for enhanced transport properties 
and large porosities that mitigate diffusion limitations are essential for energy storage and 
conversion applications. This thesis highlights the use of ordered functional energy materials 
derived from BCP co-assembly as a powerful tool towards superior performance in device 
applications (Figure 10). 
Figure 10. Summarized illustration of conducted post-treatment of self-assembled polymer-
inorganic hybrids. (A) Strategy of Chapter 4.1: carbonization of the structure directing template 
that in-situ generates a conductive carbon layer on the active material. (B) Strategy of 
Chapter 4.2–4.3: direct use of the hybrid as BCE. (C) Strategy of Chapter 4.4: complete polymer 
removal after structure formation that enables photocatalysis on the active material. 
 
Chapter 4.1 shows the BCP co-assembly of ISO with a titanium dioxide (TiO2) precursor that yields 
an interesting material for LIB anode materials due to TiO2’s safe operation potential (compared 
to graphite) in combination with attractive intercalation kinetics. The mesoporous microstructure 
enables superior electrolyte transport and thus shortened ion diffusion pathways. To obtain such 
porosity, the polymer has to be removed after self-assembly, yet, the general insufficient electrical 
conductivity of an oxide can be compensated by in-situ carbonizing of the macromolecular 
template to a thin conductive carbon layer (Figure 10a). High mechanical integrity allows for 
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ultrathick (300 µm) and dense (0.88 g cm-3), freestanding TiO2/C monoliths that (i) benefit from 
reduction of inactive components, (ii) provide unprecedented high areal and volumetric capacity, 
and (iii) show high rate capability. 
Chapter 4.2 reports on an ISO block copolymer that is selectively loaded with conductive lithium 
bis(trifluoromethane-sulfonyl)imidate (LiTFSI) in the PEO phase. Here, the ISO is an essential part 
of the functional material, and no further removal of the structure-directing agent is required 
(Figure 10b). Dissolving of an optimized amount of LiTFSI leads to an ionic conductivity within the 
lamellar oriented PEO domain in the self-assembled hybrid. Crucially, the MW,PEO is designed to be 
the minor component of the BCP; PI and PS provide macroscopic mechanical integrity. The 
combined functionality over a broad temperature range of this self-assembled BCP/LiTFSI hybrid 
allows for its stable use as block copolymer electrolyte (BCE), potentially in LMBs and LIBs. The 
beneficial stretched chain arrangement within the self-assembled PEO/LiTFSI domain and a 
modified coordination of Li that deviates from classical two ether oxygen coordination allowed 
unprecedented high ionic conductivity. This suggests the decoupling of ionic mobility from slow 
polymer relaxation. Conductivity that derives from Li+ being transported through accounts thereby 
for 70% of the total conductivity (compared to < 20% in pure PEO electrolytes with additionally 
several decades lower conductivity). The concept of such an ultra-small block containing BCEs 
represents a promising strategy to enable safer LMB operation, crucially, even at low 
temperatures. 
In Chapter 4.3, the focus was placed on the interplay of PEO block size and conductivity, 
electrochemical stability and mechanical integrity. The PEO block size was varied between 
2 kg mol-1 and 53 kg mol-1, while the PI:PS ratio was kept constant. We found that a lamellar 
microstructure usually depicted the highest conductivity. MW,PEO as high as 53 kg mol-1 had similar 
performance than commercial PEO electrolytes, however, the benefits of BCP self-assembly 
allowed distinct improved cationic conductivity. Decreasing to 7 kg mol-1 deteriorates the overall 
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performance, but along with increased Li+ contribution to the overall conductivity. Most 
importantly, we found that below 5 kg mol-1, and especially with a MW,PEO of 2 kg mol-1, the BCEs 
tend to be optimized towards high and stable conductivity between -20 °C and 90 °C and superior 
cationic contribution as high as 70%. The chemical stability vs. lithium, high mechanical integrity, 
and electrochemical durability indicates the concept of an ISO based BCE with ultra-small PEO 
block size is highly promising to realize the “next-generation” of batteries that capitalize on the 
high specific capacity of lithium metal. 
In applications that require direct access to the active materials surface, the structure directing 
polymer can be thermally removed, as for instance in photocatalysis for energy conversion that is 
presented in Chapter 4.4. Pure and Nb-doped TiO2 catalysts with a highly ordered alternating 
gyroid architecture and well-controllable mesopore size were prepared (Figure 10c). The polymer 
template has to be removed to enable photon harvesting and surface redox reaction towards H2 
evolution. By optimization of the temperature protocol for calcination, a crystalline 
semiconductor oxide with highly preserved GA morphology was obtained. In typical hydrogen 
evolution experiments under UV, our pure GA-TiO2 outperformed comparable TiO2 catalysts from 
literature and even the benchmark P25-TiO2 more than 5-fold. We ascribed the performance to 
the loss of diffusion limitation that gave access to the large surface area, while 
compartmentalization of the material by ~15 nm particles allowed for inter-grain charge transfer 
that dramatically reduced recombination rate. Visible light activity was achieved via the 
introduction of the metal dopant Nb that led to clustering at higher dopant amounts (i.e. 3 at. %) 
and created shallow trap states. Those trap states diminished dramatically the activity 
independent from the excitation wavelength. In contrast, at low Nb contents (i.e. 1 at. %), the VIS 
activity was 3-fold increased due to the discrete energy levels introduced. This model system 
represents the superior performance of an ordered mesostructure which (i) is an optimized trade-
off between pore accessibility and high surface area, while (ii) the percolating network enables 
high charge mobility, and (iii) even further light-material interaction are expected.  
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Chapter 4.1 
Ordered Mesoporous Titania/Carbon Hybrid Monoliths for Lithium-ion 
Battery Anodes with High Areal and Volumetric Capacity 
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and Volker Presser1,2,* 
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Free-standing, binder-free, and conductive additive free 
mesoporous titanium dioxide/carbon hybrid electrodes 
were prepared from co-assembly of a poly(isoprene)-block-
poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) block copolymer 
and a titanium alkoxide. By tailoring an optimized 
morphology, we prepared macroscopic mechanically stable 
300 mm thick monoliths that were directly employed as lithium-ion battery electrodes. High areal 
mass loading of up to 26.4 mg  cm-2 and a high bulk density of 0.88 g cm3 were obtained. This 
resulted in a highly increased volumetric capacity of 155 mAh cm3, compared to cast thin film 
electrodes. Further, the areal capacity of 4.5 mAh cm2 represented a 9-fold increase compared to 
conventionally cast electrodes. These attractive performance metrics are related to the superior 
electrolyte transport and shortened diffusion lengths provided by the interconnected mesoporous 
nature of the monolith material, assuring superior rate handling, even at high cycling rates. 
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Ordered Mesoporous Titania/Carbon Hybrid Monoliths for
Lithium-ion Battery Anodes with High Areal and Volumetric
Capacity
Tobias S. Dçrr,[a, b] Simon Fleischmann,[a, b] Marco Zeiger,[a, b] Ingrid Grobelsek,[a]
Peter W. de Oliveira,[a] and Volker Presser*[a, b]
Abstract: Free-standing, binder-free, and conductive addi-
tive-free mesoporous titanium dioxide/carbon hybrid elec-
trodes were prepared from co-assembly of a poly(iso-
prene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide)
block copolymer and a titanium alkoxide. By tailoring an
optimized morphology, we prepared macroscopic me-
chanically stable 300 mm thick monoliths that were direct-
ly employed as lithium-ion battery electrodes. High areal
mass loading of up to 26.4 mg cmˇ2 and a high bulk den-
sity of 0.88 g cmˇ3 were obtained. This resulted in a highly
increased volumetric capacity of 155 mAh cmˇ3, compared
to cast thin film electrodes. Further, the areal capacity of
4.5 mAh cmˇ2 represented a 9-fold increase compared to
conventionally cast electrodes. These attractive per-
formance metrics are related to the superior electrolyte
transport and shortened diffusion lengths provided by the
interconnected mesoporous nature of the monolith mate-
rial, assuring superior rate handling, even at high cycling
rates.
In the growing field of long-lasting and stable performing
mobile electronics and electrified transportation, lithium-ion
batteries (LIBs) find widespread use in rechargeable energy
storage systems.[1] LIBs commonly employ a graphite anode
and a lithium metal oxide cathode.[2] Energy is stored by Fara-
daic intercalation reactions of lithium ions into the layered
structure of the graphite anode during the charging step. The
relatively slow lithium ion diffusion into the host material limits
the power performance of the device.[3] However, to meet
future demands, a combination of high overall energy density
with fast charge/discharge rates is required. To that end, transi-




as attractive alternatives to graphite anode materials, because
of their superior lithium intercalation kinetics and safer opera-
tion potential, above the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
of the carbonate electrolytes.[7] The insufficient electrical con-
ductivity of such oxides is typically addressed by admixing of
5–20 mass % carbon conductive additive, forming an electrode
with 5–10 mass % polymer binder to achieve mechanical stabil-
ity. The high total amount of electrochemically inactive materi-
al, up to 30 mass %, drastically decreases the specific capacity
per mass of the final electrode, which is why binder-free and
free-standing electrodes can offer advantages.[8] This is even
more pronounced for the volumetric and areal capacities since
the mixing process with a conductive additive and polymer
binder yields comparably low electrode densities. High elec-
trode density and areal loading of active material are consid-
ered crucial for a transfer to practical electrochemical energy
storage applications.[9] While many studies report outstanding
gravimetric performance values for thin film electrodes with
loadings often below 1 mg cmˇ2, the mass of current collectors,
separator, electrolyte, and housing are often neglected. Consid-
ering the added mass of these device components, thin and/or
hollow electrodes become far less attractive since only areal
mass loadings above 10 mg cmˇ2 are attractive for actual appli-
cations.[9, 10] However, increasing the thickness and mass load-
ing of electrodes often substantially decreases the electrode
performance because of limitations posed by electrolyte trans-
port and increased overpotentials, if no well-designed 3D elec-
trode architecture is applied.[10, 11]
Ordered mesoporous metal oxides have been shown to
offer attractive rate handling characteristics due to the benefi-
cial electrolyte transport shortened diffusion paths in their
mesopore network.[12] In a study of Jiao et al. , mesoporous lith-
ium manganese oxide was synthesized by a hard-templating
approach.[13] The obtained material possessed a uniform pore
size distribution around 5 nm with a low wall thickness of 7–
15 nm, leading to attractive rate capability as LIB cathodes
when admixed with a binder and a conductive additive.[13] Lee
et al. demonstrated an approach of direct hybridization of
mesoporous titanium oxide with carbon by co-assembly of a
diblock copolymer structure directing agent for uniform meso-
pores up to 7 nm and higher specific surface areas
(>100 m2 gˇ1).[14] They further demonstrate that preservation
of the polymeric template as a thin carbon shell around the
electrode core material framework (e.g. , TiO2, Li4Ti5O12) increas-
es the conductivity and maintains the 3D network at the same
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time.[3, 15] Thin films of this material, cast on a current collector
using a polymer binder, showed good rate handling as a LIB
anode material.
Though the described materials showed attractive gravimet-
ric performances when cast as thin film electrodes, the result-
ing low electrode density and limited mass loading yield low
volumetric and areal capacities. In this study, we report for the
first time on free-standing, binder and conductive additive-free
mesoporous TiO2/carbon hybrid monoliths (TiO2/C) that form
electrodes without further preparation processes. By creating
an optimized pore structure, we obtained mechanically stable
300 mm thick electrodes with unprecedentedly high areal mass
loadings of up to 26.4 mg cmˇ2. Capitalizing on the high densi-
ty, mass loading, and additive-free character of these hybrid
electrodes, improved areal and volumetric capacities were ob-
tained, compared to electrodes prepared using conventional
mixing of mesoporous TiO2 (gyroidal TiO2), conductive additive,
and binder. The synthesis can easily be adapted to other Fara-
daic materials, underlining the high suitability of our one-pot
approach to obtain well-designed 3D electrode structures fea-
sible for practical applications.
Our approach for the synthesis of mesoporous structured
TiO2/carbon hybrids and gyroidal TiO2 by macromolecular co-
assembly of a poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly-
(ethylene oxide) (ISO) and a titanium alkoxide is illustrated in
Figure 1 A. Further details on the synthesis (including materials
and methods) are found in the Supporting Information. The
block copolymer (BCP) template was synthesized by living
anionic polymerization and comprised 30, 60, and 10 vol %
polyisoprene (PI), polystyrene (PS), and polyethylene oxide
(PEO), respectively, with a narrow polydispersity of 1.09 and an
overall molecular weight of 61,000 g molˇ1. Through evapora-
tion-induced self-assembly (EISA), microphase separation
occurs due to the internal repulsion of the unique polymer
blocks into pure phase domains; of those the PEO is exclusive-
ly swelled by the hydrophilic metal oxide precursor sol.[16]
By changing the conditions during the pyrolysis, we could
selectively choose to 1) preserve the organic polymer template
as a carbon shell around the TiO2 core material to obtain mon-
oliths (500 8C/700 8C, argon atmosphere; samples TiO2/C-500
and TiO2/C-700) or 2) completely remove the BCP (400 8C, air,
sample gyroidal TiO2), resulting in mesoporous TiO2 particles.
Although the ISO was initially designed to preferably direct
into gyroidal morphology (as it was indeed done for the gyroi-
dal TiO2), we found that for free-standing electrodes compris-
ing a conductive carbon shell, a mixture of lamellar and gyroi-
Figure 1. (A) Schematic of the TiO2/C and gyroidal TiO2 preparation via evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) of the ISO BCP and Ti(iProp)4. Variation of the
pyrolysis atmosphere can selectively preserve a conductive carbon shell. Photographs of the freestanding TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700 electrodes are shown.
(B–D) Scanning electron micrographs and (E-G) transmission electron micrographs of TiO2/C-500, TiO2/C-700, and gyroidal TiO2.
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dal material provides much higher macroscopic mechanical
stability. Earlier studies have highlighted the transition and the
coexistence of a lamellar and a gyroidal phase, designated as
hexagonally perforated lamellar (HPL).[17] We assume that the
complexity and internal stress of pure gyroidal morphology,
with its high amount of grain boundaries, are adverse for a
free-standing electrode, although the carbon shell was expect-
ed to support the networked TiO2. Therefore, we have adjusted
the swelling of the PEO phase by adding adequate amounts of
the metal organic precursor, to yield a structure combining the
stability of the less complex lamellar morphology with partially
mesoporous character in the individual lamella. Such a struc-
ture was not possible to synthesize without the supporting
carbon shell since the carbon condensates in the deeper
region of the lamellae and thus allows them to be covering
the particle surface. In the case of complete thermal removal
of the BCP, the TiO2 lamellae simply collapse, ultimately leading
to a powder sample. Accordingly, we used a mesoporous alter-
nating gyroidal TiO2 to compare the electrochemical characteri-
zation of TiO2 with or without hybridized carbon.
Electron micrographs of the pyrolyzed material show the pri-
mary lamellae order of the free-standing TiO2/C hybrids with
partial additional secondary interlamellar porosity; the latter is
very similar for TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700 (Figure 1 B–G). The
average interlamellar distance is about 40 nm, as seen from
transmission electron micrographs. This value is identical for
TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700, thereby suggesting no significant
difference in the carbon contents. All samples are composed
of randomly oriented nanometer-sized TiO2 domains, covered
by a shell of disordered carbon in case of samples pyrolyzed in
argon. We assume that the combination of the polycrystalline
character of TiO2 in combination with the high structural stress
of the gyroidal morphology causes insufficient macroscopic
stability of pure gyroidal samples, independent of the presence
of an additional supporting carbon shell. The elemental analy-
sis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is found in
Supporting Information, Table S1.
Results of the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) characteri-
zation for the ISO/precursor, TiO2/C hybrids, and gyroidal TiO2
are depicted in Figure 2 A. From the first diffraction (q*), al-
lowed q/q* ratios for lamellar (q/q* = 1, 2, 3, …) and alternating












,…) morphology are calculated
and given above the corresponding pattern.[18] Based on our
strategy, sufficient macroscopic stability is achieved for a lamel-
lar ordered sample, preserving partial porosity inside the
unique lamellae. The result is an ISO/precursor (TiO2/C) hybrid
comprising lamellar and alternating gyroidal scattering peaks
in first and second order well persevered during pyrolysis.[17a]
The periodicity (dspacing) decreases during the thermal treatment
from 44.8 nm of the ISO/precursor (TiO2/C) hybrid to 33.4 and
32.2 nm, for TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700, respectively, evidenced
by a shift of q* towards higher q-values. Very similar behavior
is observed for just gyroidal TiO2, where the ISO/precursor
hybrid exhibits a unique scattering, further identified as typical
gyroidal diffractions. As expected, a smaller dspacing of 38.7 nm
for the ISO/precursor (gyroidal TiO2) hybrid was found, and we
observed a further decrease to 29.8 nm due to the thermal
shrinking during calcination.[17a]
The mesoporous morphology is additionally studied by ni-
trogen gas sorption (Supporting Information, Figure S1 A). Both
TiO2/C hybrids show identical hysteresis shape at high relative
pressures, indicating a similar level of mesoporosity in good
Figure 2. (A) Small-angle X-ray scattering pattern of the polymer/precursor, the pyrolyzed hybrid materials TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700, and gyroidal TiO2, in-
cluding observable ideal peak positions for lamellar (LAM) and alternating gyroidal (GA) morphology. (B) X-ray diffraction pattern (wide angle) and (C) Raman
spectra of TiO2/C-500, TiO2/C-700, and gyroidal TiO2. Inset : Typical B1G, A1/G, and EG bands of crystalline anatase TiO2 from the gyroidal TiO2 sample.
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agreement with SAXS, SEM, and HRTEM. We determined a
total pore volume of 0.12 cm3 gˇ1 for TiO2/C-500 and of
0.16 cm3 gˇ1 for TiO2/C-700. Increasing pyrolysis temperature
favors the formation of micropores, observed by the curve pro-
gression at low pressure for TiO2/C-700. The BET specific sur-
face area (SSA) was very similar for all samples: 73 m2 gˇ1 for
TiO2/C-500, 107 m
2 gˇ1 for TiO2/C-700, and 93 m
2 gˇ1 for gyroi-
dal TiO2. The latter has a distinct higher volume of mesopores
(total pore volume: 0.39 cm3 gˇ1) due to the lack of remaining
carbon and the ordered nature of the pores of the gyroid mor-
phology.
The formation of crystalline titania is evident from X-ray dif-
fraction (Figure 2 B), identified to be pure nano-crystalline ana-
tase for the TiO2/C-500 and gyroidal TiO2. Higher process tem-
peratures favor the formation of rutile in TiO2/C-700, calculated
to be 12 % from Rietveld refinement (Supporting Information
Table S2 and Figure S2). The lack of graphite-related reflection
peaks shows the disordered nature of the carbon phase for
TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700. For such an amorphous carbon, the
typical D-band (prohibited in perfectly crystalline graphite) and
G-band (in-plane bond-stretching of sp2-hybridised carbon
rings) are observed in Raman spectra at 1370 and 1590 cmˇ1,
respectively (Figure 2 C).[19] An intense and sharp signal at
144 cmˇ1, assigned to the E1g mode of anatase, evidences the
presence of the TiO2 core material in TiO2/C samples. Strong
fluorescence masks further modes of titania phases, such as
B1g (394 cm
ˇ1), Eg (636 cm
ˇ1), and the combined B1g/A1g (cen-
tered at 514 cmˇ1). For the gyroidal TiO2, without such a
carbon shell, several anatase modes are clearly observable, as
can be seen in the inset of Figure 2 C.
The total amount of amorphous carbon in the TiO2/C sam-
ples was determined by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) con-
ducted in synthetic air (Supporting Information, Figure S1 B).
Above 300 8C, oxidation takes place and is almost completed
at 500 8C. Thereby, we can identify a total amount of carbon of
ca. 15 mass % for TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700. There was no
noteworthy mass loss for the reference gyroidal TiO2, since the
polymer template was already completely removed during cal-
cination in air at 400 8C as part of the material synthesis.
The electrochemical performance of TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-
700 free-standing monolith electrodes will be evaluated by
comparison with gyroidal TiO2 particles admixed with conduc-
tive additive and binder to form conventional electrodes. To
allow for an investigation on the monolith structure on the
performance, conventional electrodes will be prepared from
gyroidal TiO2 as thin films (60 mm) and in the same thickness as
the monolith electrodes (300 mm). The electrodes’ bulk densi-
ties and areal mass loadings are given in Supporting Informa-
tion, Table S3.
Cyclic voltammograms of the samples are recorded at a scan
rate of 0.1 mV sˇ1 (Figure 3 A) for a qualitative assessment of
the electrode performances versus a lithium counter electrode
in 1 m LiClO4 ethylene carbonate/dimethyl carbonate electro-
lyte. The onset of the main lithiation peaks can be observed
for all electrodes at about 1.7 V versus Li+/Li, whereas delithia-
tion occurs starting at around 1.9 V versus Li+/Li. This reaction
is associated with the lithiation of anatase with about 0.55 Li
per TiO2.
[20] Peak-stretching can be observed for the monolith
electrodes, related to mass transport limitations in the thick
electrodes.[11] Besides the main intercalation peaks, two small
pairs of peaks can be observed around 1.5 V versus Li+/Li,
which are much more significant for the two monolith electro-
des than for the gyroidal TiO2 samples. These intercalation
peaks represent further lithiation/delithiation of the material
up to 1 Li per TiO2, which has been previously reported for
anatase TiO2 with nanoscopic domain sizes.
[20] This behavior is
only found for anatase TiO2, which is why the peak duplet is
more pronounced for TiO2/C-500 than for rutile-containing
TiO2/C-700.
Quantitative analysis of the gravimetric and volumetric elec-
trochemical performance and rate handling was conducted by
galvanostatic cycling at varying specific currents (Figure 3 B–C),
the charge/discharge profiles including the first cycle are
found in Supporting Information, Figure S3 and Figure S4 A–D.
At a low rate, TiO2/C-500 electrode showed the highest capaci-
ty of 155 mAh cmˇ3, whereas both cast electrodes exhibited
around 90 mAh cmˇ3. This is due to the higher density of the
monolith materials, since it can be expected that few limita-
tions are posed by diffusion or mass transport at very low
rates. At increasing rates, up to 1 A gˇ1, the 300 mm monolith
hybrid electrodes still exhibit a comparable capacity to the
60 mm gyroidal TiO2, with a retention of about 60 mA h cm
ˇ3.
For comparison, the cast 300 mm gyroidal TiO2 electrode drop-
ped significantly to around 15 mAh cmˇ3 at this rate. The much
higher capacity retention of the monolith electrodes is a con-
sequence of the improved electrolyte mass transport within
the interconnected mesoporous network with the carbon shell
as electron pathways in the TiO2/C. In the particle-based gyroi-
dal TiO2 electrode, depletion of lithium ions leads to the ca-
pacity drop; only a small part of the electrode volume partakes
in the intercalation reaction. The stability of the electrodes is
tested by prolonged cycling at a low rate of 0.025 A gˇ1 (Fig-
ure 3 C). It can be observed that the hybrid monolith electro-
des exhibit a very stable cycling behavior over 100 charge/dis-
charge cycles, whereas the gyroidal TiO2 thin film electrode
shows a slight drop of 9 % over 100 cycles. High stability of
TiO2/C hybrid samples can be related to the interconnected
network, where titania domains are engulfed in a carbon shell,
effectively preventing disintegration during cycling.
The advantages of the hybrid monolith electrodes become
even more apparent when considering the areal performance
(Figure 4 A). The maximum areal capacity of around
4.5 mAh cmˇ2 of the TiO2/C-500 electrode represents a 9-fold
increase compared to the 60 mm gyroidal TiO2 electrode, and
an almost two-fold increase compared to the corresponding
300 mm gyroidal TiO2 electrode with the same thickness. Even
at a high rate of 2 A gˇ1, the TiO2/C-700 electrode still shows
twice the area-normalized performance compared to the thin
film electrode.
For better comparability with literature, galvanostatic cycling
was carried out by normalizing to the cycling current to the
electrode masses. However, when comparing different electro-
des that are optimized for density and mass loading, normali-
zation to the electrode area can be useful (Figure 4 B). In a re-
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cently reported study by Sun et al. ,[10] it was demonstrated
that a highly interconnected network of holey graphene, hy-
bridized with niobia showed remarkable performance at high
areal mass loadings (11 mg cmˇ2). When comparing to the data
of this material (replotted; green symbols), the TiO2/C monolith
electrodes exhibit similar performance. This shows that our
first report on a one-pot synthesis for free-standing electrodes
with high mass loading shows attractive performance, compa-
rable to the state-of-the-art in thick electrodes.
In conclusion, mesoporous, free-standing, binder-free, and
conductive additive-free TiO2/C hybrid monolith electrodes
were prepared for the first time by a one-pot synthesis
Figure 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms of TiO2/C-500, TiO2/C-700, and gyroidal TiO2 electrodes at 0.1 mV s
ˇ1 in a voltage window of 1.0–3.0 V vs. Li+/Li. (B) Gravi-
metric discharge capacity with variable rates from 0.025 to 5 A gˇ1 and (C) volumetric discharge capacities including Coulombic efficiency values over
100 cycles.
Figure 4. Areal capacity at (A) different discharge rates and (B) at different areal current densities for TiO2/C-500, TiO2/C-700, and gyroidal TiO2 casted electro-
des with 60 mm and 300 mm thickness. Data for Sun et al. are from Ref. [10] .
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method and studied with a focus on their areal and volumetric
electrochemical capacity. It was found that the carbon shell
supported, lamellar TiO2 microstructure is required for suffi-
cient macroscopic stability, concurrently ensuring sufficient
conductivity. The use of TiO2/C hybrid monolith electrodes as
LIB anodes allowed the operation of ultrathick (300 mm) and
dense (0.88 g cmˇ3) electrode discs at high rates. This mass
loading is at least an order of magnitude above commonly in-
vestigated LIB electrode materials. The increased electrode
density and mass loading show up to 60 % higher volumetric
and areal capacities than cast, mesoporous TiO2 particle-based
electrodes, while still exhibiting high rate handling per-
formance. We believe that our results are highly interesting for
industrial applications, where dense materials are required for
downsizing, and high mass loadings are desired to compen-
sate for the additional mass of cell components. The model
system comprising TiO2 as intercalation material can easily be
exchanged in future studies to synthesize other metal oxide-
based high-performance electrode materials.
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Materials and Methods 
Materials 
We used the following chemicals: Benzene (99 %, Alfa Aesar), n-buthyllithium (nBuLi, 2.5 M in 
hexane, Alfa Aesar), 1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE, 98 %, Alfa Aesar), isoprene (99 %, <1000 ppm p-tert-
butylcatechol, Sigma Aldrich), sec-buthyllithium (secBuLi, 1.4 M in cyclohexane, Sigma Aldrich), 
styrene (ReagentPlus, stabilized, Sigma Aldrich), calcium hydride (CaH2, 1-20 mm granules, 88-98 %, 
Alfa Aesar), ethylene oxid (EO, 99.8 %, Praxair), potassium (98 %, pieces in mineral oil, Fisher 
Scientific), naphthalene (99 %, Fisher Scientific), deuterochloroform (CDCl3, 99.8 atom% D, Sigma 
Aldrich), methanol (MeOH, 99 %, AlfaAesar), tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99 %, <1000 ppm stabilizer, Alfa 
Aesar), chloroform (CHCl3, <99.8 %, ACS, Alfa Aesar), titan(IV)isopropoxide (Ti(iProp)4, 99.999 %, 
Sigma Aldrich), hydrochloric acid (HCl, reagent grade, 37%, Sigma Aldrich), and absolute 
tetrahydrofuran (THFabs, 99.85 %, extra dry, non-stabilized, Acros Organics) were used as received or 
purified as described. 
 
Polymer synthesis 
Poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (ISO) terpolymer was synthesized via 
sequential living anionic polymerization as described elsewhere.[1] Briefly, all chemicals were treated 
with either nBuLi or CaH2 followed by distillation under reduced atmosphere. The first two blocks 
were sequential synthesized in benzene using sec-BuLi as the initiator. The living poly(isoprene)-
block-poly(styrene) was endcapped with purified EO and deactivated by MeOH/HCl. The lithium 
counter ion was exchanged by potassium, washed several times with MilliQ water, dried, dissolved in 
THF, and reactivated by potassium naphthalenide. An appropriate amount of purified EO was added 
and the living ISO was then hydrated by MeOH/HCl, dried, and dissolved in CHCl3. After multiple 
washing in MilliQ water, the polymer/CHCl3 solution was finally precipitated in an aliquot of MeOH, 
filtrated, dried, and stored at 6 °C to slow down cross-linking or degradation. 
 
Synthesis of mesoporous TiO2/C hybrids and gyroidal TiO2 
Mesoporous TiO2 was synthesized through an evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) as described 
in literature for related inorganic materials.[2] Briefly, a 4.5 mass% ISO polymer/THFabs solution was 
blended with pre-hydrolyzed precursor sol containing HCl, THFabs, and Ti(iProp)4. The one of the 
important points for the preparation of our ordered mesoporous samples is a tailored sol-gel 
reaction to generate a hydrophilic titania containing sol. The controlled sol-gel reaction leads to TiO2 
seeds (ranging from discrete particles to continuous networks), small enough to favorably interact 
with the PEO block of our ISO BCP via hydrogen bonding. 
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By adding different amount of our pre-hydrolyzed sol, we alter the degree of swelling of the 
hydrophilic PEO and thus changing the predominating most energetic stable morphology archived by 
the subsequent evaporation induced microphase separation. A rough idea of the possible accessible 
structures using ISO, based on its relative volume fraction of each block, could get by the idealized 
ISO phase map from Tyler et al. (Ref. [3]). The combined BCP/precursor sol was stirred for 3 h and the 
solvent was evaporated on a hotplate at 35 °C, covered by a glass dome. 
The samples were further aged in vacuum at 90 °C and the polymer was either removed during 
calcination in air at 400 °C to achieve the reference gyroidal TiO2 particles or, to preserve a 
conductive carbon shell, for the mesoporous TiO2/C hybrids, performed in argon at 500 °C or 700 °C 
for 3 h and a heating rate of 1 °C/min. For the latter two, the samples are consistently labelled 
TiO2/C-500 and TiO2/C-700. 
 
Material characterization 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out using a JEOL 2100F microscope with an 
acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Free-standing composite samples were dispersed in isopropanol, tip 
sonicated for 30 s and drop casted on a copper grid with a lacey carbon film from Gatan. 
The material microstructure was investigated by use of a high-resolution field emission scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) JEOL JSM 7500F. Electron micrographs were recorded with an 
acceleration voltage of 1.5-5 kV dependent on the sample and the measurement spot. Additionally, 
the composition of the samples was measured using energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) with a X-
MAX-150 detector from Oxford Instruments in a JSM-7500F from JEOL. The free-standing and binder-
free electrodes were placed on a copper substrate, the reference gyroidal TiO2 on carbon tape, and 
spectra were taken at 40 different positions using 12 kV acceleration voltage. 
The ISO composition and polydispersity (PDI) were characterized using a combination of nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis. 1H-
NMR was performed on a Bruker Avance III HD Nanobay equipped with a SampleXpress auto sampler 
and a BBFO probe for 5 mm tubes. The polymer sample was dissolved in CDCl3 and measured at 
300 MHz. We used GPC to determine the PDI and the molecular weight (MW) of the synthesized ISO 
polymer. Polymeric samples were dissolved in THF (1 mg/mL) and filtered through a 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) syringe filter. The GPC measurements were performed on a Waters 
ambient-temperature GPC system equipped with a Waters 2410 differential refractive index (RI) 
detector. From the analysis of the terminated polyisoprene (PI), taken after the first step of the 
sequential anionic polymerization, the exact Mw,PI was determined using commercial PI standards. 
The integrated NMR signal was further normalized to the MW,PI for the final analysis. 
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The carbon content in the TiO2/C hybrids was evaluated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). A TG 
209 F1 Libra system from Netzsch with an automatic sample changer and alumina crucibles was 
used. Samples of ca. 10 mg were heated to 700 °C in synthetic air with a rate of 20 °C/min. The 
amount of titanium oxide was measured by calculating the remaining sample mass when carbon was 
completely oxidized. 
Raman spectra were measured with a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope equipped with an 
excitation wavelength of 532 nm (Nd-YAG laser), a grating with 2400 lines/mm, a 50x objective 
(numeric aperture: 0.9), and a spectral resolution of ~1.2 cm-1. Using an output power of 0.2 mW, the 
spot size in the focal plane of the sample was about 2 μm. The acquisition time was 20 s and 
10 accumulations were used to achieve a high signal-to-noise ratio. 
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected with a Bruker Discover D8 powder 
diffractometer unit, operating in reflection mode at 40 kV and 40 mA, with Cu-Kα (0.154 nm) as 
incident radiation. Measurements were performed with point focus. The data were acquired using 
the area detector VANTEC 500 from Bruker AXS with a resolution of 2048 pixel. In the applied 
configuration, the angle subtended by the detector was 33°. The integration has been applied in a 2θ 
angle range between 16° and 100° with a step size of 0.02°. Powder samples were analyzed by use of 
a sapphire single crystal sample holder. The structural refinement of the obtained phases and profile 
analysis of related powder diffraction patterns were carried out with the Bruker AXS program TOPAS. 
The line profile shapes were described by determination of an instrument function. Therefore, LaB6 
powder was chosen as standard material. The microstructural contributions were modeled including 
a physical broadening function in the refinement. The integral breadth-based volume weighted 
calculation assuming intermediate crystallite size broadening was modelled by a Voigt function. 
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pattern were recorded on a Xenocs XEUSS 2.0, equipped with a 
Dectris Pilatus 1M detector, a Cu Kα source (0.154 nm) and a sample to detector distance of 250 cm 
(calibrated by silver behenate). The samples were directly placed on a small square of polyimide tape 
and measured without further modifications. The primary beam was masked, and a total radial 
integration was performed for 1-D pattern. 
A Quantachrome Autosorb iQ system was used to measure the nitrogen gas sorption. The samples 
were degassed at 300 °C for 20 h to remove volatile components form the surface. The relative 
pressure for the measurement varied between 2·10-6 and 1. A total of 53 points were measured for 
the adsorption curve and 23 points for the desorption curve. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET; 
Ref. [4]) equation was applied with the ASiQwin software in the regime from 0.12 to 0.27 to calculate 




For electrochemical characterization, discs with a diameter of 6 mm were punched out of the free-
standing and binder-free titania/carbon hybrid monoliths. Thereby, electrodes TiO2/C-500 and 
TiO2/C-700 had a thickness of 300 µm (±30 µm) and were used without further treatment. 
For comparison, polymer-bound electrodes with gyroidal titania were used (labelled “gyroidal TiO2” 
throughout this work). The TiO2 powder was mixed with 20 mass% carbon black (Super C65, Imerys 
Graphite & Carbon) as the conductive additive, dispersed in ethanol and stirred in a mortar until a 
carbon slurry was obtained. To achieve a free-standing electrode, 10 mass% PTFE (60 mass% 
aqueous solution, Sigma Aldrich) were added and mixed in a mortar until a dough-like paste was 
formed. This results in 70 mass% TiO2, 20 mass% carbon black, and 10 mass% PTFE. Using a rolling 
machine (MTI HR01), electrodes with a thickness of 60 µm (±10 µm) and 300 µm (±10 µm) were 
fabricated and dried over night at 90 °C and 2 kPa. 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) characterization was performed in custom-built cells with a polyether ether 
ketone body and spring-loaded titanium pistons. The layout and specification of our cells can be 
found in Ref. [5]. For galvanostatic measurements, we employed 2032-type coin cells. Half-cell 
characterization was conducted with metallic lithium as reference and counter electrode. Working 
and counter electrodes were separated with a glass fiber separator (Whatman Grade GF/D from GE 
Healthcare Life Sciences) and 12 mm copper and aluminum foil were used as current collectors on 
the negative and positive side, respectively. The cells were assembled in an argon filled glovebox 
(MBraun Labmaster 130, O2 and H2O <1 ppm) and filled with 1 M LiClO4 in a mixture of ethylene 
carbonate and dimethyl carbonate electrolyte (EC/DMC, volume ratio 1:1) from BASF (battery grade). 
Galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling was carried out with an Arbin battery analyzer at a constant 
current density of 25 mA/g for charging and discharging in the potential window of 1-3 V vs. Li+/Li. To 
quantify the power handling ability, we increased the specific current from 25 mA/g to 5 A/g in 
several steps for the first 40 cycles and then decreased again to the initial current of 25 mA/g. Finally, 
the stability was tested at 25 mA/g until 95 cycles were completed. 
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Figure S1. (A) Nitrogen gas sorption isotherms recorded at -196°C of TiO2/C-500, TiO2/C-700, and 
gyroidal TiO2 (STP = standard temperature and pressure). (B) Thermogravimetric analysis of TiO2/C-




Figure S2. Rietveld refinement for (A) TiO2/C-500 and (B) TiO2/C-700. Lines on the bottom of each 
diffractogram represent anatase (PDF #03-065-5714) and rutile (PDF #01-070-7347). 
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Figure S3. Galvanostatic charge/discharge profiles of all samples at 25 mA/g. 
 
 
Figure S4. Comparison of first and second galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles of all samples 





Table S1. EDX data. 
 Element in atomic% (average±standard deviation) 
Sample C O Ti Cl 
TiO2/C-500 25.0±3.3 50.9±3.9 24.1±5.2 - 
TiO2/C-700 25.2±3.9 49.3±5.2 25.4±7.5 ~0.1 
Gyroidal TiO2 3.7±0.8 63.4±10.1 32.9±10.6 - 
 
Table S2. Rietveld refinement data. 
 Sample 
 TiO2/C-500 TiO2/C-700 
Phase anatase rutile anatase rutile 
100 % - 88 % 12 % 
Lattice constant a = 3.7930 Å 
c = 9.4812 Å 
- a = 3.7893 Å 
c = 9.4851 Å 
a = 4.5973 Å 
c = 2.9626 Å 
Crystallite size 6 nm - 8 nm 33 nm 
Strain (ε0) 0.0029 - 0.0022 0.0000 
 
Table S3. Characteristic electrode data. 




Areal mass loading 
(mg/cm2) 
TiO2/C-500 300 0.88 26.4 
TiO2/C-700 300 0.78 23.4 
Gyroidal TiO2 60 0.54 3.2 
Gyroidal TiO2 300 0.54 16.2 
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In searching for polymer based electrolytes with 
improved performance for lithium ion and lithium 
metal batteries, we studied block copolymer 
electrolytes with high amounts of 
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium obtained by 
macromolecular co-assembly of a poly(isoprene)-
block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) and 
the salt from tetrahydrofuran. Particularly, an ultra-short poly(ethylene oxide) block of 
2100 g mol-1 was applied, giving rise to 2D continuous lamellar microstructures. The macroscopic 
stability was ensured with major blocks from poly(isoprene) and poly(styrene) which separated 
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the ionic conductive PEO/lithium lamellae. Thermal annealing lead to high ionic conductivities of 
1.4 mS cm at 20 °C with low activation energy and a superior lithium ion transference number of 
0.7, accompanied by an improved mechanical stability (storage modulus of up to 107 Pa). With 
high Li:O ratios >1, we show a viable concept to achieve fast Li+ transport in BCP, decoupled from 
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An Ambient Temperature Electrolyte with Superior Lithium Ion
Conductivity based on a Self-Assembled Block Copolymer
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Abstract: In searching for polymer-based electrolytes with
improved performance for lithium ion and lithium metal
batteries, we studied block copolymer electrolytes with
high amounts of bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium
obtained by macromolecular co-assembly of a poly(iso-
prene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) and
the salt from tetrahydrofuran. Particularly, an ultra-short
poly(ethylene oxide) block of 2100 g molˇ1 was applied,
giving rise to 2D continuous lamellar microstructures. The
macroscopic stability was ensured with major blocks from
poly(isoprene) and poly(styrene), which separated the
ionic conductive PEO/salt lamellae. Thermal annealing led
to high ionic conductivities of 1.4 mS cmˇ1 at 20 8C with
low activation energy and a superior lithium ion transfer-
ence number of 0.7, accompanied by an improved me-
chanical stability (storage modulus of up to 107 Pa). With
high Li:O ratios >1, we show a viable concept to achieve
fast Li+ transport in block copolymers (BCP), decoupled
from slow polymer relaxation.
Lithium (Li) metal anodes are considered as key technology for
novel cell chemistries, for example, lithium/sulfur, lithium/air,
or solid state batteries.[1] For such cell chemistries, and specifi-
cally for Li metal anodes, the electrolyte plays a crucial role in
performance, and needs to fulfill a list of criteria for long,
stable, and safe cycle performance.[2] Current liquid electrolytes
cannot offer the mechanical resistance required to reliably sup-
press Li dendrite formation that can eventually lead to short-
circuits and thermal runaway reactions.[3]
A common route to improved electrolytes is to exchange
liquid by polymer electrolytes. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is
the most thoroughly investigated polymer for electrolyte appli-
cation; however, it suffers from poor ionic conductivity s at
ambient temperature of 10ˇ6 S cmˇ1, caused by its high crystal-
linity.[4] Moreover, the Li+ transference numbers () for common
PEO electrolytes do not exceed 0.3, which indicates a rather
low cationic contribution to the overall conductivity.[5] This is
due to strong Li+ coordination to ether oxygen in the polymer
backbone.[6] Decreasing the molecular weight of PEO indeed
reduces its crystallinity, but limits the mechanical stability re-
quired in a broad temperature range.[7]
Block copolymer (BCP) electrolytes enable independent
tuning of mechanical, chemical, and electrochemical properties
by variation of the block materials and sizes.[8] Previous work
has shown that the addition of a second block, such as poly-
(styrene) (PS) or poly(oxybutylene) dramatically affects the crys-
tallization behavior of PEO.[9] The incompatibility of the cova-
lently linked blocks potentially allows microphase separation
into 1D, 2D, or 3D continuity.[10] Structural investigations by
Bates et al. showed the considerable potential as electrolyte by
dissolution of lithium salt in a structure directing BCP.[11] We fo-
cused on tuning the individual and separated blocks to inde-
pendently optimize mechanical and transport properties,[12]
that is, a high elastic modulus to prevent Li dendrite growth,[13]
and short PEO chains for superior ion mobility in a broad tem-
perature range.[7]
We prepared a poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-
poly(ethylene oxide) (ISO) BCP (DP = 1.09, MW,tot =
57 200 g molˇ1) with an ultra-small PEO block of 2100 g molˇ1.
Electrolyte membranes with high salt concentration were pre-
pared from a solution of lithium bis(trifluoromethane)sulfon-
imide (LiTFSI) and the BCP in THF through an evaporation in-
duced self-assembly (EISA) as schematically shown in Fig-
ure 1 A (for further details of the synthesis, see the Supporting
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Information). The molar ratio Li :O has been varied up to 5:1 re-
ferring to O from PEO or rather up to 1.4:1 (if referring to O
from PEO + non-removable THF from membrane preparation).
The amount of LiTFSI dissolved in the ISO BCP crucially affects
the ionic conductivity and an optimum was reached at a Li :O
(PEO) ratio of 4.3:1 (Figure 1 B), simply denoted as ISO/LiTFSI.
Note that the amount of LiTFSI did selectively swell the PEO
block and thus altered the overall relative volume fractions,
subsequently giving rise to several microstructures. However, a
lamellar orientation was clearly detectable using small-angle X-
ray scattering (SAXS) from Li:O (PEO) ratios of 3.5:1 and higher
(Figure S2).[14] A commercial PEO-based electrolyte (400 000 Da,
Li :O 1:28, sample: PEO/LiTFSI) was used as reference material.
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM)
in Figure 1 C indicated that LiTFSI dissolved in the BCP. Higher
magnification in Figure 1 D,E showed that the selectively swell-
ed lamellar oriented PEO domain produces higher contrast.[15]
Insulating poly(isoprene) (PI) and PS domains were indistin-
guishable and separated the ion conducting PEO lamellae,
which is in line with previous works on the ion distribution in
BCPs.[15]
SAXS revealed long-range order in our microphase separat-
ed solid electrolyte (Figure 2 A). The neat ISO polymer exhibit-
ed long-range internal order with a periodicity (d100) of 28 nm
that caused sharp SAXS peaks. The selective swelling of the
PEO domain with LiTFSI changed the overall relative volume
fractions and led to a larger periodicity of 52 nm, as indicated
by the shift of the first diffraction (q*) towards lower q-values.
It also changed the energetically favored microstructure during
the EISA process towards a 2D lamellar (LAM) alignment, as al-
ready seen from HRTEM (Figure 1 C–E). As expected, there was
no detectable microstructural order found for either
the neat or the LiTFSI blended PEO reference.
Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) patterns at
room temperature (Figure 2 B) indicated crystalline
PEO in the reference material both with and without
LiTFSI through typical Bragg reflections at 14.68
(021), 15.18 (110), 19.18 (120), 22.18 (112), and 23.48
(032).[16] The absence of any reflexes from crystalline
LiTFSI in the PEO/LiTFSI reference sample proved
complete dissolution of the salt. The results for the
ISO-based system with its ultra-small PEO blocks
were quite different with only weak reflections for
the neat polymer most likely from nano-crystalline
PEO domains. Dissolving LiTFSI caused stronger re-
flexes that were clearly different from either crystal-
line PEO or neat LiTFSI, indicating a crystalline sur-
rounding for Li+ , which varies from non-dissociated
LiTFSI (Figure S3 A).
Simultaneous thermal analysis coupled with mass
spectroscopy (TGA-DSC-MS) showed a nearly stable
content of 9⌃3 wt % of remaining THF, which could
not be removed by vacuum drying (Figure S4). We
conclude that the non-removable THF takes part in
the aforementioned Li+ coordination, stabilizing the
high salt content with molar ratios Li :O (PEO + THF)
in the range 1.0:1 to 1.4:1 for all membranes and
plays, in combination with the resulting high Li :O ratios, a cru-
cial role for the high ionic conductivity. This result deviates
from the common assumption that dissolved Li+ in PEO is co-
ordinated by at least two oxygen atoms.[17] Earlier studies al-
ready proposed altered coordination of lithium in the PEO do-
mains of a BCP, even without a lithium excess, due to stretched
chains through microphase separation.[15, 18]
The total conductivity s of the optimized ISO/LiTFSI electro-
lyte was monitored by electrochemical impedance spectrosco-
Figure 1. A) Simplified preparation scheme for ISO/LiTFSI electrolytes. The BCP comprises
PI (blue), PS (red), and PEO (green), the latter blended selectively with LiTFSI. B) Arrhenius
plot from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of different Li :O (PEO) ratios. C–
E) HRTEM image of a lamellar ordered electrolyte membrane, with a Li :O (PEO) ratio of
4.3:1 / Li :O (PEO + THF) ratio of 1.4:1.
Figure 2. A) Radially integrated 1D SAXS pattern at 20 8C of the neat and
LiTFSI containing ISO BCP and PEO reference. Theoretically predicted q/q*
ratios for a lamellar microstructure are indicated as stars above the ISO/
LiTFSI curve. B) Corresponding radially integrated 1D WAXS pattern at 20 8C
and the bibliographic reference peak for crystalline PEO.
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py (EIS) in consecutive heating cycles from ˇ20 to 90 8C. At
20 8C, the conductivity of the best ISO/LiTFSI electrolyte was
2.0 mS cmˇ1, almost four orders of magnitude above that of
our standard PEO/LiTFSI electrolyte (3.5 î 10ˇ4 mS cmˇ1) (Fig-
ure 3 A). Even down to ˇ20 8C, ISO/LiTFSI showed high con-
ductivity still above 0.1 mS cmˇ1. Note that the reproducibly
measured conductivity for ISO/LiTFSI proved a preferential ori-
entation of the conductive lamellae perpendicular to the elec-
trodes and thus to the membrane surfaces.
These are amongst the highest values reported so far for
BCP-based electrolytes.[19] A high conductivity of 0.35 mS cmˇ1
was reported for a robust microphase separated PEO-PS at
30 8C,[20] whereas our best membrane reached 2.7 mS cmˇ1.
Typical gel type polymer electrolytes usually need significantly
higher amounts of liquid components to reach similar conduc-
tivities, accompanied by loss of mechanical stability.[21] Taking
into account that ion transport only occurs in the PEO lamel-
lae, the effective local ionic conduction in these domains has
to be even higher, as the measured values are averages over
the entire electrolyte area between the electrodes, including
non-conducting PI and PS domains. The HRTEM images shown
in Figure 1 C–E allowed the estimation that around ten percent
of the total membrane surface area consists of conductive PEO
lamellae, which results in an effective local ionic conductivity
in the range of 10 mS cmˇ1.
Repeated heating cycles strongly increased the total conduc-
tivity of a pristine membrane and reached a stable, reproduc-
ible value in subsequent heating cycles after the 3rd one (Fig-
ure 3 A). This transition was reproducible for different samples
and in every case irreversible, so that it can be interpreted as a
thermally induced aging, resulting in a stable structured ISO/
LiTFSI electrolyte. After the second heating cycle, a reduced
temperature dependence of the conductivities can be found in
the Arrhenius plots reasoned by a low activation barrier of
0.14 eV in the range of 30 to 90 8C for the ion transport.
Temperature-dependent SAXS on a pristine ISO/LiTFSI mem-
brane was performed in consecutive cycles to observe structur-
al changes in situ; results of the first and second heating cycle
are shown in Figure 3 B,C. Distinct changes in SAXS during the
first heating indicated slight structural modification; when
90 8C was first reached, the reflexes shifted towards lower q-
values, and higher order peaks appeared more clearly but re-
mained consistent with the lamellar morphology. The de-
creased q* value implies a slightly increased periodicity from
d100 = 52 to 54 nm, which is probably due to thermal-induced
segregation of the lamellae. We believe that a metastable
structure was initially formed by solvent evaporation, where
the lamellar signal was due to the ordered PEO + LiTFSI
domain, initially blurred with PS at the phase boundary. As the
melting temperature of PS was reached, there was sufficient
mobility to complete the PS-PEO phase separation and the
thermodynamically stable lamellar structure was reached, addi-
tionally supported by differential scanning calorimetry (Fig-
ure S3 B). The q*-shifting was irreversible, only slight sharpen-
ing of the peaks in additional cycles were observed.
Thermal annealing also affected the mechanical stability as
shown using rheological measurements (Figure 3 D). The stor-
age modulus (G’) was measured from oscillatory shear experi-
ments at constant frequency of 1 Hz between 35 and 90 8C.
Not surprisingly, the PEO/LiTFSI reference exhibited a G’ of 4 î
106 Pa up to the expected phase transition. Subsequently G’
dropped below 105 Pa, but restored again while cooling. In
contrast, ISO/LiTFSI shows upon heating below the
transition (i.e. , up to 70 8C) a reproducible G’ of 3 î
106 Pa. Once annealed up to 90 8C, G’ rapidly in-
creased to 107 Pa and remained at this value in addi-
tional cycles, which is consistent with the fact that
formation of a long-range ordered lamellar structure
increased the storage modulus, compared to the ini-
tially formed metastable structure (Figure S5).[22] In
contrast to the assumption by Newman and Monroe
that for sufficient suppression of dendrite growth
the storage modulus of electrolytes is required to be
at least twice that of Li metal (4 GPa),[13b] other publi-
cations state distinctly lower G’ values as safe.[23]
Strong lithium cation coordination in PEO electro-
lytes is responsible for its low (0.1–0.2 at 60 to
90 8C).[24] Short PEO chains are known to increase the
ion mobility, due to the higher segmental and mo-
lecular mobility.[7, 25] Also “polymer-in-salt” like ratios
of lithium per oxygen that we could introduce here
without loss of mechanical stability, have been re-
ported to favor the Li+ mobility.[26] We determined
tLiá for ISO/LiTFSI electrolytes and the PEO/LiTFSI ref-
erence material using the BRUCE method in symmet-
ric Li jelectrolyte jLi cells (for details, see the Support-
ing Information),[27] with tLiá of 0.70⌃0.03 for ISO/
LiTFSI in the temperature range 40 to 60 8C, whereas
Figure 3. A) Multiple, consecutive EIS measurements for pristine ISO/LiTFSI and PEO/
LiTFSI reference. Temperature-dependent SAXS measurement of ISO/LiTFSI given for a
1st B) and a 2nd C) heating cycle from ˇ15 to 105 8C. D) Rheology measurement
(n = 1 Hz) for a pristine ISO/LiTFSI and PEO/LiTFSI before and after thermal annealing at
90 8C. The Li :O (PEO) ratio for ISO/LiTFSI is always 4.3:1.
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our PEO reference yielded tLiá = 0.12⌃0.04, consistent with the
literature.[5, 24, 28] tLiá as high as 0.7 have so far only been found
for PEO electrolytes with an Li :O ratio of 0.5:1 at 70 8C, which
suffer from distinct lower conductivities than common PEO
electrolytes.[28a]
With the total conductivity and tLiá measured for ISO/LiTFSI,
the partial lithium ion conductivity is 1.4 mS cmˇ1 at room tem-
perature. The effective local in the PEO lamellae will be even
ten times higher, as argued above, and becomes comparable
to that of inorganic solid Li+ conductors[29] and even classical
liquid electrolytes in lithium batteries.[2d] The results of the
transference number measurements were also relevant regard-
ing the stability, as the electrolyte surface was exposed to lithi-
um metal electrodes. A long-term steady-state current during
chronoamperometric measurement (Figure S5), indicated that
the electrolyte was stable versus lithium under the applied
conditions (10 mV, 40 to 60 8C), as degrading redox reactions
would have resulted in a current increase and a thicker solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) in a current decrease.[30]
The high ionic conductivities together with an extremely
low activation energy of 0.14 eV in the range of 30 to 90 8C
(Figure 3 A) in the area of superionic sulfidic solid-state conduc-
tors[31] and high in our ISO/LiTFSI electrolytes suggests that the
lithium ion coordination of ether oxygen is drastically reduced
and point at a conduction mechanism that is based on or-
dered lithium ion pathways, stabilized by THF ether oxygen
and the TFSIˇ anion. This conduction mechanism, promoted
by small PEO blocks and high Li :O ratios, seems to be decou-
pled from the polymer backbone movement, as s clearly sur-
passes existing BCP-based electrolytes with lower Li :O ratios.[32]
There, the Li+ transport is still limited by strong interactions
with ether oxygen of the locally bounded PEO chain.
It became clear already before 2000 that the ionic conduc-
tivities of amorphous salt in polymer electrolytes are strictly
limited by the slow chain relaxations of the polymer network.
It was soon evident that a further improvement of ionic con-
ductivities relied on an effective decoupling of ion transport
from the polymer relaxations.[33] Extended order or even or-
dered quasi-crystalline packing instead of the amorphous state
was realized as a possible approach to decouple the polymer
lattice from the ion transport with the chance of higher ionic
mobility.[34] The work of Bruce et al. has shown that crystalline
polymer domains in PEO indeed deliver channel structures and
enhance the ion mobility, which becomes decoupled from the
polymer mobility as predicted.[35] We think that the observa-
tions in our work are strongly connected to these earlier con-
cepts and show another promising route towards ordered
hybrid structures stabilized by ordered BCP membranes.
In conclusion, ISO/LiTFSI electrolytes with an ultra-small PEO
block of 2100 g molˇ1 and high Li:O (PEO) ratios of up to 5:1,
or rather Li :O (PEO + THF) ratios of up to 1.4:1, were prepared
from THF solution by evaporation induced self-assembly and
studied with focus on their microstructure and lithium ion con-
ductivity. The largest s was found for electrolytes with a Li :O
(PEO) ratio of 4.3:1, comprised a 2D lamellar orientation. In
combination with the determined, we achieved of 1.4 mS cmˇ1
at 20 8C, which could possibly be enhanced by increasing the
number of conductive PEO lamellae by simply tuning the BCP
composition. Temperature dependent SAXS correlated thermal-
ly activated regular lamellar structure with an increased con-
ductivity and a higher mechanical stability up to G’= 107 Pa.
High Li:O ratios, low activation barriers of 0.14 eV in the range
of 30 to 90 8C, and superior tLiá of 0.7 indicated that the classi-
cal inter- and intrachain hopping was probably enhanced by
an additional mechanism, most likely based on Li+ conductive
channels. The unprecedented high cationic conductivity with
its low temperature dependence suggested that the Li+ ion
mobility in the PEO domain has been decoupled from slow
polymer relaxation. Further work will now concentrate on elu-
cidation of the fast transfer mechanisms and optimization of
the BCP composition.
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An Ambient Temperature Electrolyte with Superior Lithium Ion
Conductivity based on a Self-Assembled Block Copolymer






Materials. Benzene (99 %, Alfa Aesar), bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium  (LiTFSI, 99.95 %, Sigma 
Aldrich), n-buthyllithium (nBuLi, 2.5 M in hexan, Alfa Aesar), 1,1-dipehnylethylene (DPE, 98 %, Alfa Aesar), 
isoprene (99 %, < 1000 ppm p-tert-Butylcatechol, Sigma Aldrich), sec-butyllithium (sBuLi, 1.4 M in 
cyclohexane, Sigma Aldrich), n-butyllithium (1.6 M in hexane, Acros Organics), styrene (ReagentPlus©, 
stabilized, Sigma Aldrich), calcium hydride (CaH2, 1-20 mm granules, 88-98 %, Alfa Aesar), ethylene oxid 
(EO, 99.8 %, Praxair), potassium (98%, pieces in mineral oil, Fisher Scientific), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 
reagent grade, 37 %, Sigma Aldrich), methanol (MeOH, 99 %, Alfa Aesar) naphthalene (99 %, Fisher 
Scientific), poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO, 400000 g/mol, Sigma Aldrich), tetrahydrofuran (THF, 99 %, 
< 1000 ppm stabilizer, Alfa Aesar) and chloroform (CHCl3, 99.8+ %, ACS, Alfa Aesar) were either purified 
as described or if not further mentioned used as received.  
Polymersynthesis. Poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (ISO) terpolymer was 
synthesized in a living sequential anionic polymerization as previously reported.[1-2] In summary, all 
chemicals were additionally cleaned with either nBuLi or CaH2 followed by distillation under reduced 
atmosphere. Poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene) was prepared in benzene using sBuLi as initiator, 
endcapped with purified EO and deactivated by MeOH/HCl. The lithium counter ion was exchanged by 
potassium, and the solvent by THF. The final poly(ethylene oxide) block was synthesized and the final ISO 
was then hydrated by MeOH/HCl, dried and dissolved in CHCl3. The ISO/CHCl3 mixture was slowly dropped 
in an aliquot of MeOH and the precipitated ISO was dried and further stored at 6 °C. The polymer contained 
31.3 vol% of poly(isoprene) (PI), 65.1 vol% of poly(styrene) (PS), and 3.6 vol% of PEO (Fig. S1). 
ISO/LiTFSI electrolyte membrane. A 4 wt% solution of ISO in THF and a 12.5 wt% solution of LiTFSI 
(vacuum dried at 140 °C for 48 h) in THF were mixed in the desired ratios and stirred for 48 h. The mixture 
was transferred into a 5 mL PTFE beaker and stored at 35 °C in a THF saturated atmosphere to allow a 
slow evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) over approximately 48 h. The resulting membranes were 
dried in reduced atmosphere at 80 °C over-night. Note that the exchange of the casting solvent might 
resulted in a brittle and non-homogeneous membrane, as for instance using CHCl3. 
PEO/LiTFSI electrolyte membrane. To prepare a PEO/LiTFSI membrane, PEO (vacuum dried at 100 °C 
for 48 h) and LiTFSI (vacuum dried at 140 °C for 48 h) were homogenized in an agate mortar. A chewy 
mass was received, which was stored at 120 °C in an oven in a vacuum sealed pouch bag over night. The 
result is a transparent, colorless rubber. The rubber was hot-pressed to a membrane with a thickness of 
about 300 µm at 80 °C and 100 bar. 
 
1H-NMR. A Bruker Avance III HD Nanobay equipped with a SampleXpress autosampler and a BBFO probe 
for 5 mm tubes was used for 1H-Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR). The ISO sample was 
dissolved in CDCl3 and measured at 300 MHz. 
GPC. Polydispersity and molecular weight (MW) of the ISO was determined by gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) using a Water ambient-temperature GPC system equipped with a Waters 2410 
differential refractive index (RI) detector. The sample was dissolved in THF (1 mg/mL) and filtered through 
a PTFE-filter. 
WAXS. For wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) the prepared membrane were cute and placed in a glass-
capillary, sealed and the sample stage was set under vacuum. The diffraction pattern were recorded on a 
Xenocs XEUSS 2.0, equipped with a Cu k-alpha source (λ = 154 pm) and a Dectris Pilatus 1M detector, 
calibrated by Ag-behenate. For 1-D pattern, the primary beam was masked and a total radial integration 
was performed. 
SAXS. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) pattern were recorded on a Xenocs XEUSS 2.0, equipped with 
a Dectris Pilatus 1M detector and a Cu k-alpha source (λ = 154 pm). The sample to detector distance was 
2500 mm. Sample preparation, setup calibration and 1-D conversation were similar to the WAXS 
measurement. 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). All spectra were recorded using a Metrohm Autolab 
Potentiostat PG-STAT302N. The frequency range investigated was 1 Hz to 2 GHz. To investigate the ionic 
conductivity, the sample was measured in a symmetric steel | sample | steel cell with a square shaped 
contact area of 1 cm2. The temperature was controlled by a Julabo temperature unit FP 45-He. 
Lithium ion transference number. Also for this measurements, we used a Metrohm Autolab Potentiostat 
PG-STAT302N. The sample was measured in a cylindrical symmetric lithium | sample | lithium cell with a 
diameter of 12 mm. To determine I0 and Is, a constant potential of 10 mV was applied until a steady state 
was reached. This application was framed by two EIS measurements to determine the required resistances. 
Equation 1 calculates tLi+ from the ratio of the steady state current Is to the initial current I0, generated by a 
constant potentiostatic polarization at a potential ∆𝝋 of 10 mV. Equation 2 additionally uses Rct,0 and Rct,s, 
the charge transfer resistances in the initial and the steady state. This equation takes the influences of the 
charge transfer processes from electrolyte to electrode into account that may change during polarization, 








                   (2) 
 
Rheology measurement. The storage moduli have been determined using an Anton Paar Rheometer MCR 
501 equipped with a convective temperature device (-160 °C – 600 °C). The pristine samples were 
measured without further modification with a D-PP25-SN0 single-use system at 1 Hz, Oscillation amplitude 
0.1 % and a constant pressure of 5 N, with respect to the exact sample diameter of 20 mm. 
DSC. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) has been performed on a Mettler Toledo GmbH HP-DSC 827. 
The samples have been sealed in inert atmosphere to a 40 µL aluminum crucible and measured under 
argon. 
Simultaneous thermal analysis (TGA/DSC) coupled with mass spectroscopy (MS). Simultaneous 
TGA/DSC has been performed on a Netzsch STA 449 F3 coupled with a mass spectrometer from Netzsch 
QMS 403 C. The sample has been sealed in a stainless steel crucible under inert argon atmosphere. 
Measurement was carried out using a ramp of 10 °C/min from 35 °C to 600 °C.  
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Figure S1. (A) 1H-NMR spectra of neat ISO block copolymer. Impurities due to precipitation in an aliquot of methanol, 
eliminated by further drying in reduced atmosphere. (B) GPC of corresponding sample. 
 
Figure S2. Radially integrated 1D SAXS pattern at 20 °C of pristine ISO/LiTFSI electrolytes at different Li:O (PEO) 
ratios. Theoretically predicted q/q* ratios are indicated with dots (spherical micelle packing, BCC), squares (alternating 




Figure S3. (A) Radial integrated 1-D WAXS pattern (@ 20 °C) of the neat and LiTFSI blended ISO BCP (Li:O (PEO) 
4.3:1), neat LiTFSI and a from THF evaporated LiTFSI sample. Triklinic P-1 LiTFSI (PDF 01-082-2341) as bibliographic 
reference. (B) High-resolution DSC of a pristine ISO/LiTFSI (Li:O (PEO) 4.3:1) sample in consecutive temperature loops. 
 
 
Figure S4. (A) Simultaneous thermal analysis (TGA (black)/DSC (blue)) coupled with (B) mass spectroscopy (MS) or 
ISO013/LiTFSI with an Li:O (PEO) ratio of 4.3:1. Mass-to-charge ratios (m/z) for expected species are referred to H2O+ 
(18), C2H3+ (27), C2H4+/CO+ (28), C2H5+/CHO+ (29), CH3OH+, O2+ (32), C3H5+ (41), C3H6+/C2H2O+ (42), 
C3H8+/C2H4O+/CO2+ (44), C2H5OH+ (46), SO+ (48), SO2+ (64), CF3+ (69), C4H8O+ (72), C6H5+(77) and C6H6+ (78).  
 
 
Figure S5. Rheology measurement in consecutive heating cylces of (A) a pristine ISO/LiTFSI (Li:O (PEO) 4.3:1) and 
(B) a pristine PEO/LiTFSI electrolyte.  
 
 
Figure S5.  Chronoamperometric measurement for lithium ion transference number (tli+) determination at 40 °C with an 
applied potential of 10 mV in a symmetric Li|Polymer electrolyte|Li cell for ISO/LiTFSI with an Li:O (PEO) ratio of 4.3:1.  
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Block copolymers are promising 
materials for electrolytes in 
lithium metal batteries that can 
be tuned by changing the 
individual blocks to 
independently optimize ion transport as well as electrochemical and mechanical stability. We 
explored the performance of electrolytes based on modified triblock copolymers poly(isoprene)-
block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide). Large polyethylene oxide (PEO) blocks with a 
molecular mass of 53 kg mol-1 allowed only for low lithium salt loadings and led to poor ionic 
conductivity below 60 °C. However, we found that unusually small molecular weight of the ion 
solvating PEO blocks down to 2 kg mol-1 enabled polymer-in-salt loadings of up to 5:1 Li:EO. A 
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superior total ionic conductivity greater than 1 mS cm-1 was found for optimized compositions 
above 0 °C with remarkably low temperature dependence in a wide range from -20 °C to 90 °C. 
We believe that highly ordered 2D lamellae from controlled self-assembly established a beneficial 
environment for ionic transport with ionic mobility decoupled from segmental polymer motion. 
This also explains lithium ion transference numbers as high as 0.7 were obtained for the high 
conductivity samples. 
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ABSTRACT: Block copolymers are promising materials for electrolytes
in lithium metal batteries that can be tuned by changing the individual
blocks to independently optimize ion transport as well as electrochemical
and mechanical stability. We explored the performance of electrolytes
based on modified triblock copolymers, poly(isoprene)-block-poly-
(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide). Large polyethylene oxide (PEO)
blocks with a molecular mass of 53 kg mol− 1 allowed only for low lithium
salt loadings and led to poor ionic conductivity below 60 °C. However,
we found that unusually small molecular weight of the ion solvating PEO
blocks down to 2 kg mol− 1 enabled polymer-in-salt loadings of up to 5:1 Li/EO. A superior total ionic conductivity greater than
1 mS cm− 1 was found for optimized compositions above 0 °C with remarkably low temperature dependence in a wide range
from − 20 to 90 °C. We believe that highly ordered two-dimensional lamellae from the controlled self-assembly established a
beneficial environment for ionic transport with ionic mobility decoupled from segmental polymer motion. This also explains
lithium ion transference numbers as high as 0.7 that were obtained for the high conductivity samples.
1. INTRODUCTION
Lithium (Li) metal anodes offer significantly higher specific
capacities than graphite anodes in rechargeable Li-ion batteries
(LIBs) and are thus considered as the “next generation”
technology.1− 3 They substantially increase the specific energy of
such batteries,4− 6 but their practical use is limited by the risk of
inhomogeneous Li plating on the electrode surface that can lead
to “dendritic” Li (HSAL)7 morphologies with large specific areas
that increase the risk for short circuits and thermal runaway
reactions.8 Polymer electrolytes and, in particular, the widely
modifiable block copolymer (BCP)-based electrolytes could
reduce this problem if they fulfilled the following requirements:
(i) Sufficient cationic mobility to reduce the concentration
gradients that arise during (dis-)/charging9 and prevent
local electrolyte depletion.10
(ii) Formation of uniform and conformal solid electrode|
electrolyte interfaces.
(iii) Electrochemical and chemical (kinetic) stability, in
particular versus Li metal,11,12 the cathode material,13
and the current collectors (commonly, aluminum and
copper).14
(iv) Sufficient mechanical storage modulus, (G′), of at least
105 Pa for polymeric electrolytes to suppress the dendritic
Li growth in Li-metal batteries (LMB).15− 17
No simple salt-in-polymer electrolyte is available that would
meet all of the above criteria. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), the
most commonly investigated polymer for electrolyte applica-
tion, is either too soft or not conductive enough, depending on
the molecular weight (MW). PEO strongly coordinates Li ions at
the ether oxygen, which couples ionic to polymeric mobility and
leads to low cationic mobility.18− 23 The cationic conductivity
correlates with the degree of crystallinity of PEO and thus, with
temperature. Higher mobility at temperatures exceeding∼60 °C
leads to an increased conductivity even for large PEO with MW
of several hundred kg mol− 1. Electrolytes from PEO with lower
MW have reduced crystallinities and provide greater mobility,
but their mechanical performance is insufficient for battery
application.
This trade-off between macroscopic rigidity and microscopic
mobility can be elegantly resolved using BCPs. The soft PEO
blocks can be combined with stronger polymer blocks such as
poly(styrene) (PS) to create block copolymer electrolytes
(BCEs) that are suitable for Li metal anodes in rechargeable
batteries.24− 27 Self-assembled, ordered BCP structures, espe-
cially such with lamellar microstructure, have been reported to
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improve charge transport in between the electrodes.28− 30 The
addition of a third block, for instance, poly(isoprene) (PI) in
addition to PS and PEO, gives access to a wider range of
accessible microstructures and allows for more freedom in
choosing the PEO block size.31,32 A diblock copolymer with a
favorable lamellar morphology would imply a volume fraction
ratio of the two types of blocks in the range ∼0.4− 0.6.33 This
limits the lowest feasible block size, as the overall molecular
weight of the BCP should reach several tens of kg mol− 1 for
sufficient mechanical stability at elevated temperatures.
We have recently reported first results on an electrolyte based
on poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene
oxide) (PI-b-PS-b-PEO; acronymized as ISO hereafter) with
an ultrashort PEO block that enables high “polymer-in-salt” Li/
EO (EO = ethylene oxide repeating unit) ratios up to 5:1 within
a macroscopically stable, rubberlike membrane that has a
periodic lamellar microstructure.29 These electrolytes showed
high ionic mobility that was decoupled from the segmental
movement of the polymer. Large amounts of salt in the lamellar
PEO domains were stabilized by nonremovable residual
tetrahydrofuran (THF) from the membrane preparation
process. The aim of the current work was to exploit this
promising principle and create electrolytes that retain the large
salt loadings but meet all criteria required for deployment that
are mentioned above.
To create a practically applicable electrolyte material, we
tuned themolecular structure of the self-assembled, ISO-derived
BCEs by successively decreasing the PEO block size at a
constant PI/PS block size ratio to find the optimum in Li+
mobility and stability. In Section 3.1, we correlate the overall and
effective cationic conductivity as a function of the PEO block
size. Conductivities were interpreted with respect to the
obtained microstructures via wide- and small-angle X-ray
scattering (WAXS and SAXS) in Section 3.2. We found small
PEO blocks with high lithium salt concentrations to be
indispensable for a distinctly increased ionic mobility. The
final Section 3.3 provides data on the remaining critical
parameters: thermal properties, the electrochemical stability
window (ESW), and mechanical stability.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium (LiTFSI,
99.95%, Sigma-Aldrich), 1,1-diphenylethylene (98%, Alfa Aesar), sec-
butyllithium (secBuLi, 1.4 M in cyclohexane, Sigma-Aldrich), n-
butyllithium (1.6 M in hexane, Acros Organics), potassium (98%,
pieces in mineral oil, Fisher Scientific), calcium hydride (CaH2, 1− 20
mm granules, 88− 98%, Alfa Aesar), hydrochloric acid (HCl, reagent
grade, 37%, Sigma-Aldrich), methanol (MeOH, 99%, Alfa Aesar),
naphthalene (99%, Fisher Scientific), PEO (400 000 g/mol, Sigma-
Aldrich), and chloroform (CHCl3, 99.8+%, ACS, Alfa Aesar) were used
as received. Benzene (99%, Alfa Aesar), THF (anhydrous, ≥99.9%,
inhibitor-free, Sigma-Aldrich), isoprene (99%, <1000 ppm p-tert-
butylcatechol, Sigma-Aldrich), and EO (99.8%, Praxair) were treated
with nBuLi and styrene (ReagentPlus, stabilized, Sigma-Aldrich) with
CaH2, followed by distillation under reduced pressure.
2.2. Polymer Synthesis. ISO BCP templates were synthesized
using living sequential anionic polymerization, as previously
reported.34,35 Poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene) was prepared in
benzene using stoichiometric amounts of secBuLi as the initiator and
endcapped with an excess of EO. The lithium counter ion was
exchanged by potassium after deactivation of the living polymer chain.
The final PEO block was synthesized in THF, and the resulting ISOwas
then terminated by a reaction withMeOH/HCl, dried, and dissolved in
chloroform. The resulting mixture was slowly precipitated in an aliquot
of MeOH, and the final ISO was dried and stored at 6 °C. Table 1
summarizes the composition of the prepared BCPs.
2.3. ISO/LiTFSI Electrolyte Membrane. Membrane preparation
was conducted in a dry environment (dry room, dew point below − 55
°C). A 4 wt % solution of ISO in anhydrous THF and a 12.5 wt %
solution of LiTFSI (vacuum-dried at 140 °C for 2 d) in anhydrous THF
weremixed in the ratios given in Table 2 and stirred for 2 d. Themixture
was transferred into a 5 mL PTFE beaker, and the polymer was allowed
to self-assemble during slow solvent evaporation at 35 °C in a solvent-
saturated atmosphere. The resulting membranes were vacuum-dried
(<10− 3 bar) at 90 °C overnight. Using other solvents than anhydrous
THF (e.g., chloroform) resulted in dry, brittle, and inhomogeneous
membranes that were not suitable for further investigation, which is a
first indication of the importance of THF.
2.4. 1H Nuclear Magnetic Resonance. 1H nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (1H NMR) was performed on a Bruker
AVANCE III HD NanoBay equipped with a SampleXpress
autosampler and a BBFO probe for 5 mm tubes. Samples were
dissolved in deuterated chloroform and measured at 300 MHz.
2.5. Gel Permeation Chromatography. Gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) determined the polydispersity (DP) and the
molecular weight (MW). We used a Waters ambient-temperature GPC
system equipped with a Waters 2410 differential refractive index
detector. For analysis, samples were dissolved in THF (1 mg mL− 1).
For poly(isoprene) analysis, the following standards from Polymer
Standards Service (Mainz, Germany) have been used for calibration:
poly(isoprene-1.4) PSS-pio7.5k, PSS-pio10k, PSS-pio13k, PSS-pio21k,
and PSS-pio47k.
2.6. Wide- and Small-Angle X-ray Scattering.WAXS and SAXS
measurements were performed on a Xenocs Xeuss 2.0 setup, equipped
with a Cu Kα source (λ = 154 pm) and a DECTRIS PILATUS 1M
detector. We cut pieces of the electrolyte membranes and sealed them
in fused silica capillaries with epoxy resin. All samples were measured in
the vacuum chamber attached to the X-ray setup. The sample to
Table 1. TotalMW, Polydispersity (DP), Volume Fractions ( f),MW,PEO, and the Estimated Corresponding Number of EO-Units of
the Four ISO Compositions Prepared and Used in This Study
sample MW





a/kg mol− 1 est. number of EO units
ISO-2k 57 1.09 31 65 4 2.1 50
ISO-5k 52 1.03 32 60 8 4.6 100
ISO-7k 61 1.12 30 60 10 6.9 160
ISO-53k 88 1.32 15 28 57 52.6 1200
aFrom combined 1H NMR and GPC. bFrom GPC.
Table 2. Potentiostatic Determination of the Lithium Ion
Transference Numbers (tLi+) with the Bruce−Vincent
Method46,47 and Partial Lithium Ion Conductivities (σLi+) at
40 °C for the Four ISO Samples with Salt Concentrations
which Showed the Best Conductivities
Li/EO σtotal/mS cm− 1 tLi+ (eq 1) σLi+/mS cm− 1
ISO-53k (0.04:1) 0.04:1 0.04 0.38 ± 0.08 0.02
ISO-7k (0.22:1) 0.22:1 10− 4 0.52 ± 0.04 5 × 10− 5
ISO-5k (1.33:1) 1.33:1 0.05 0.58 ± 0.04 0.03
ISO-2k (4.30:1) 4.30:1 3.66 0.70 ± 0.02 2.56
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detector distances were calibrated with silver behenate to 312 ± 1 and
2506 ± 1 mm for WAXS and SAXS, respectively. The primary data
analysis was done with the Foxtrot software (version 3.2.7, SOLEIL,
France).
2.7. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy. All spectra
were recorded using a Metrohm Autolab Potentiostat PG-STAT302N
in a frequency range from 1 Hz to 2 MHz with temperature controlled
by a Julabo temperature unit FP 45-He. To investigate the ionic
conductivity, the sample wasmeasured in the symmetric cell setup steel|
BCE|steel with a square contact area of 1 cm2.
2.8. Cyclic Voltammetry. The measurements were performed by a
Metrohm Autolab Potentiostat PG-STAT302N at a temperature of 60
°C in an UNE200 oven from Memmert GmbH. The scan rate was 0.5
mV s− 1, and the potential range observed was from − 0.6 to 7.0 V versus
Li/Li+. All samples were contacted with a stable spring-loaded metal
working electrode (thickness 1 mm). Pt was used as the working
electrode for the high potential range (above 3.3 V vs Li/Li+) and Cu
for the lower potentials (below 3.3 V). Lithium metal foil (thickness 1
mm, attached on top of a Ni plate) was used as the reference electrode,
and a stainless steel counter electrode with a diameter of 12 mm was
used.
2.9. Lithium Ion Transference Number (tLi+). The sample was
measured in the symmetric cell setup Li|BCE|Li (cylindrical geometry
with diameter 12 mm) using a potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab PG
STAT302N). Two electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
measurements were used to determine the required intermediate and
final impedance spectra. Equation 1 provides tLi+ from the ratio of the
steady state current, IS, to the initial current, I0, generated by a constant
potentiostatic polarization at a potential Δφ of 10 mV. It additionally
takes Rct,0 and Rct,S into account, which are the charge transfer
resistances in the initial and the steady state, respectively, to model the
charge transfer from the electrolyte to electrode that may change during














2.10. Rheometry. An Anton Paar Rheometer MCR 501 equipped
with convection heating (160− 600 °C) was used to measure the
storage and loss moduli, G′ and G″. Pristine samples were measured
without further preparation on a D-PP25-SN0 single-use system at 1
Hz, an oscillation amplitude of 0.1%, and a constant force of 5 N with
respect to the exact sample diameter (20 mm).
2.11. Differential Scanning Calorimetry. A METTLER
TOLEDO HP-DSC 827 was used for differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). The samples were sealed in a 40 μL aluminum crucible under
inert atmosphere and measured under argon.
2.12. Thermogravimetric Analysis−Mass Spectroscopy.
Thermogravimetric analysis coupled with mass spectroscopy (TGA−
MS) was performed on a NETZSCH STA 449 F3 coupled with a mass
spectrometer from NETZSCH QMS 403 C. Measurements were
carried out using a 10 °C min− 1 ramp from 35 to 600 °C.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Correlation of PEO Block Size and Cationic
Conductivity. Four ISO samples with constant main block
size ratios (PI/PS ratio 1:2) and decreasing PEO block sizes
were prepared by sequential anionic polymerization. Three of
the four ISO samples contained PEO blocks with relatively low
molecular weights (MW,PEO) of 2 kg mol− 1 (denoted as ISO-2k),
5 kg mol− 1 (denoted as ISO-5k), and 7 kg mol− 1 (denoted as
ISO-7k), respectively. The fourth ISO composition provided a
much higher valueMW,PEO of 53 kg mol− 1 (denoted as ISO-53k)
at the identical PI/PS ratio. Table 1 summarizes the character-
istics of the four ISO compositions as obtained from combined
GPC and 1H NMR spectroscopy. The individual blocks were
identified using 1H NMR, and the particular volume fractions
were determined by normalizing using the MW of the
synthesized parental PI block, as initially determined by GPC
(using commercial PI standards).
BCE membranes were prepared in a dry environment (dry
room, dew point below − 55 °C) by mixing a constant volume of
a solution containing 4.0 wt % ISO in anhydrous THF with
different volumes of a solution containing 12.5 wt % vacuum-
dried lithium bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide (LiTFSI) in
anhydrous THF, as previously reported.29 The mixture was
Figure 1. Arrhenius plots of the EIS results for all evaluable BCEs made from (A) ISO-53k, (B) ISO-7k, (C) ISO-5k, and (D) ISO-2k. The indicated
average Li/EO ratios are based on polymer composition, and they do not account for the residual THF (more details on the preparation can be found
in Table S1).
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slowly dried to allow for evaporation-induced self-assembly
(EISA) during the membrane formation. The freestanding,
rubberlike membranes were dried in vacuum (<10− 3 bar) at 60
°C overnight and aged for 0.5 h at 90 °C and subsequently used
as BCE. We carried out our membrane preparation in a dry-
room, using only anhydrous and purified chemicals, we further
determined the amount of water in the electrolytes to always be
far below 100 ppm by using Karl Fischer titration. Another
sufficient evidence for negligible water content is the stability of
the lithium metal|electrolyte interface during polarization
experiments (as controlled by the intermediate impedance
measurements).
We expect two predominant effects when changing the Li salt
concentration which selectively swells the PEO phase:36,37 (i)
the morphology with the lowest free energy (that forms during
solvent evaporation) changes depending on the relative volume
fraction of the blocks. A rough idea of the favoredmicrostructure
follows from the individual ISO compositions with respect to the
phase diagram.34,38 (ii) increasing the salt concentration first
increases the overall conductivity, usually until a maximum is
reached. A subsequent decrease of the total conductivity is
usually attributed to the increasing ion association.39
Table S1 (cf. Supporting Information) summarizes the overall
BCE formulation. In this work, all Li/EO ratios were calculated
as referred to the PEO block size. Note that a small amount of
nonvolatile THF was observed which very probably contributes
to the coordination of lithium ions too (vide infra). In all
samples, however, the amount of PEO predominated.
We successively increased the salt content. Salt segregation
was observed when the saturation limit was exceeded yielding
macroscopically inhomogeneous membranes which were not
considered further. The homogeneous membranes were
characterized using EIS between − 20 and 90 °C. The total
ionic conductivities (σ) as deduced from the impedance are
shown in Figure 1. Some of the apparently homogeneous
membranes turned out to be too brittle for these measurements
or did not provide consistent impedance spectra; they were
excluded from the EIS analysis.
Not surprisingly, the conductivities of the BCE samples as
prepared from ISO-53k and containing a high PEO volume
fraction of 57 vol % showed a steep increase with temperature
(cf. Figure 1A) as normally observed in conventional salt-in-
PEO electrolytes;40 the very low values below the transition
range 40− 60 °C are due to partial crystallization. In agreement
with that, we detected the crystalline-amorphous phase
transition in our ISO-53K sample by DSC (Figure S1a) above
40 °C, which correlates well with the strong increase around that
temperature.
Electrolytes made from the BCP samples with a lower PEO
block size (MW,PEO) did not show any detectable endothermic
phase transition nor a correlated steep change of the
conductivity (Figure S1b− d). The BCE samples made from
ISO-7k exhibited rather small conductivities below 10− 5 S cm− 1
virtually independent of the Li/EO ratio and clearly not useful as
battery electrolytes. This result is in agreement with earlier
studies on BCP electrolytes which reported decreasing
conductivities with the decreasing PEO block sizes.41 We
found, however, that this correlation only holds aboveMw,PEO ≈
7 kg mol− 1. Smaller PEO blocks, as used in ISO-5k, exhibited
low activation energies with moderate total conductivities of
10− 6 S cm− 1 (− 20 °C) up to 10− 4 S cm− 1 (90 °C). Sufficiently
short PEO blocks probably increased the conductivity in two
ways: (i) the reduced number of ether oxygens led to higher Li/
EO ratios that reduced the cation coordination; (ii) lowMW,PEO
values provided a higher segmental mobility and thus, increased
ionic mobility of the interacting ions. Ultra-small PEO blocks
exhibited the highest total conductivities with a very small
dependence on the temperature, consistent with our preliminary
results on ISO-2k with its “polymer-in-salt” lithium salt
loadings.29 In such materials, the ether oxygen of residual
nonvolatile THF may partially compensate for the coordinative
deficiency with regard to the lithium cations. The surprisingly
high total conductivity strongly hints to ionic mobilities that are
more or less decoupled from the slow segmental polymer
relaxation. The best performing electrolyte exhibited a total
conductivity of 2.2 mS cm− 1 (20 °C) at a Li/EO ratio of 4.3:1
(referred to ether oxygen of PEO), which clearly exceeds the
previously reported conductivities for other BCP-based electro-
lytes42,43 and becomes similar to values for polymer gel-type
electrolytes.44,45
We selected the most conductive Li/EO ratio for each ISO
composition (further denoted as “ISO-53k (0.04:1)”, “ISO-7k
(0.22:1)”, “ISO-5k (1.33:1)”, and “ISO-2k (4.30:1)”) and
performed additional experiments on them with a focus on their
qualification for direct current charging/discharging in lithium
cells. In this context, the contribution of the partial conductivity
of lithium ions is of the greatest interest as this characterizes the
steady state charging/discharging rate capability of the binary
electrolyte. Hence, the lithium transference number tLi+ is
needed. Together with the total conductivity, σtotal, it allows to
calculate the value for partial conductivity of lithium ions
according to σLi+ = tLi+σtotal.
9 In this study, we used the Bruce−
Vincent method46,47 (potentiostatic polarization, cf. Exper-
imental Section). Table 2 summarizes the resulting values of tLi+
and σLi+. We also carried out preliminary tests of the long-term
steady-state current in the symmetric Li|BCE|Li cell as used for
the transference number determination. We found long-time
stability against Li metal at 40 °C and 10 mV for all investigated
ISO compositions; no indications were observed for instabilities
such as current oscillations, short circuits, or loss of contact.
In all samples, tLi+ increased with the decreasing PEO block
size (cf.MW,PEO of the various ISO compositions in Table 1) and,
as column 2 in Table 2 shows, with the increasing Li/EO, too.
The value tLi+ of 0.38 for ISO-53k (with a low Li/EO of 0.04:1)
indicated a distinctly higher overall cationic contribution to the
total conductivity. For comparison, the total conductivity was
close to that of conventional salt-in-PEO electrolytes which
exhibit tLi+ of about 0.2 because of stronger interaction of Li+
with the ether oxygen.9 This might be a consequence of the
ordered microstructure which also influences the microstructure
in the PEO-rich domains and thus modulates the interaction
with the lithium cations.36,48
Hence, as Table 2 shows, more than 50% of the (still low)
total conductivity of the ISO-7k sample (Li/EO = 0.22:1) is due
to Li+ conduction. Even higher tLi+ values of 0.58 and 0.70 were
found for ISO-5k and ISO-2k together with high total
conductivities. This indicates a considerable decoupling of the
ion transport from the polymer dynamics, in particular with
respect to the lithium ions in ISO-2k. It leads to the observed
high partial Li+ conductivities of 0.03 and 2.56 mS cm− 1 in ISO-
5k (1.33:1) and ISO-2k (4.30:1), respectively. Note that these
values are an average over the cross-section of the electrolyte.
Taking into account that the conducting lamellar domains
enriched with PEO and lithium salt are only a small fraction of
the cross-section, one can assume that the local lithium
conductivity is even higher, probably by up to one decade.49
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3.2. Phase Composition and Microstructural Order.
The amount of lithium salt added to the various ISO samples
affects the equilibrium morphology formed upon self-assembly,
as discussed above.37 To correlate the strong changes of the
partial Li+ conductivities with the ISO compositions, we
characterized the polymer electrolytes with SAXS. Figure 2A
shows the scattering of the most conductive ISO/LiTFSI
hybrids (all others are shown in Figure S2). We identified the
microstructure of the polymer electrolytes by comparing the
scattering vector (q) of high order diffraction peaks with the
theoretically expected peak positions (marked with triangles in
Figure 2A) as calculated from the first diffraction peak (q*) of
typical ISO microstructures. The experimental peak positions
agreed well with those predicted for a lamellar microstructure.50
The periodicity (d) of the lamellar, LiTFSI-blended PEO
domains was calculated as d = 2π/q* to 61.1, 55.1, 43.9, and 52.5
nm for ISO-53k (0.04:1), ISO-7k (0.22:1), ISO-5k (1.33:1), and
ISO-2k (4.30:1). The periodicity decreased for lower PEO block
size; an exception was ISO-2k (4.30:1) which was dominated by
an extended swelling of the PEO domain because of the much
higher relative LiTFSI content.
Any crystallinity of PEO strongly influences the Li+
conductivity as shown in several publications by Bruce et al.
who investigated the conductivity of crystalline salt-in-PEO
materials over a broad temperature range.51 In this work, we
performed WAXS to search for partially crystalline domains in
the most conductive electrolytes for each of our ISO-based
electrolytes and found clear evidence for ordering from the
reflexes as shown in Figure 2B. ISO-53k (0.04:1) exhibited peaks
at 14.6°, 15.1°, 19.1°, 22.1°, and 23.4° that we identified as Bragg
diffraction from (021), (110), (120), (112), and (032) planes of
PEO.52 However, there was no crystalline phase identified for
the samples derived from ISO-7k and ISO-5k as already
expected from EIS and DSC results. Temperature-dependent in
situ WAXS revealed that the initial crystallinity of the pristine
electrolytes as seen immediately after solvent evaporation in
ISO-7k (0.22:1) irreversibly vanished after thermal annealing
above the melting temperature of PEO (Figure S3). A particular
case was the sample ISO-2k (4.30:1), which exhibited strong
crystallinity that did not vanish even at 120 °C and hence cannot
originate from the PEO-rich domain. Additionally, the
characteristic diffraction pattern was different from that of our
pristine LiTFSI as well as different from library data of crystalline
LiTFSI (Figure S4).We also dissolved LiTFSI in THF and dried
that solution following our synthetic protocol as used for the
electrolyte preparation (i.e., EISA process in dry environment).
A different scattering pattern compared to the pristine salt was
obtained (Figure S4). We believe that the signal in ISO-2k
(4.30:1) was caused by lithium with considerable additional
THF coordination and the PEO ether oxygen.29 Yet, any
attempt to introduce comparably high amounts of salt into pure
PEO (2000 g mol− 1) using THF to mimic the chemical
environment in our BCE resulted in a honeylike mixture that did
not show appreciable scattering .
In summary, the combined results from EIS, DSC, SAXS,
WAXS, and the determination of tLi+ revealed the following key
features: (i) PEO chain stretching within the BCEs correlated
with an improved ionic mobility. (ii) The highest total
conductivity was always obtained for a two-dimensional (2D)
lamellar microstructure; other morphologies (as reported in the
Supporting Information, Figure S2) consistently revealed lower
conductivities (Figure 1). (iii) The partial conductivity due to
Li+ generally increased with decreasing PEO block size. (iv)
Large PEO blocks partially crystallized, accompanied by
decreasing conductivity, especially at low temperatures. (v)
LowMW,PEO provided less ether oxygen and higher Li/EO ratios,
enabled by THF insertion as in ISO-2k (4.30:1).
We found electrolytes from BCE with MW,PEO ≤ 5 kg mol− 1
and high Li concentrations most promising and continued with
their evaluation in further detail.
3.3. Thermal, Electrochemical, and Mechanical Stabil-
ities. We evaluated the mechanical integrity of ISO-5k- and
ISO-2k-derived BCE with applied potentials and at different
temperatures. Our results suggests that residual THF (non-
volatile in vacuum <10− 3 bar at 90 °C) complexes Li at Li/EO
ratios >1 for ISO-5k and ISO-2k. The solvent may affect long-
term thermal and electrochemical stability, act as a plasticizer,
electropolymerize at the cathode at higher positive potentials, or
simply evaporate on heating. We used TGA−MS to elucidate a
possible thermal degradation of the BCEs, to quantify the
remaining THF, and to determine a thermal stability window
(Figure 3). The spectra indicate mass losses starting at 140 °C
that were similar for both, ISO-5k (1.33:1) and ISO-2k (4.30:1)
electrolytes, with leaving decomposition fragments including
C2H3+ (m/z = 27), C2H5+/CO+ (m/z = 29), C3H5+ (m/z = 41),
C3H6+/C2H2O+ (m/z = 42), and C3H8+/C2H4O+/CO2+ (m/z =
44). Only for ISO-5k (1.33:1), we found C4H8O
+ (m/z = 72).
All these fragments are consistent with (decomposed) THF
leaving the sample, with two main differences between our
BCEs: (i) The fragment m/z = 72 that corresponds to an intact,
ionized C4H8O ring was not detected for ISO-2k (4.30:1),
probably because of stronger THF interaction in the electro-
lytes. (ii) We estimate an initial THF content of∼8% for ISO-5k
(1.33:1) and ∼5% for ISO-2k (4.30:1) from the total mass loss
at 300 °C. This is surprising given the higher Li/EO ratio of ISO-
2k (4.30:1) and its greater salt content that should require more
THF to achieve sufficient Li+ coordination. A possible
explanation assumes different roles of THF within the PEO
domain: in ISO-2k (4.30:1), THF may form clusters with Li+
(and TFSI−) that cause the observed strong crystalline
scattering in WAXS, as discussed above. The clusters are
strongly bound to the PEO domain and remain intact below 140
°C, in agreement with the temperature-dependent WAXS
results that indicated crystallinity up to 120 °C. In ISO-5k
Figure 2. Typical X-ray scattering data: (A) SAXS and (B) WAXS at
room temperature for ISO-53k (0.04:1), ISO-7k (0.22:1), ISO-5k
(1.33:1), and ISO-2k (4.30:1) electrolytes. Triangles in panel (A)
denote the theoretically predicted diffraction positions of a lamellar
structure calculated from the first diffraction peak (q*). Crystalline
PEO library data (PDF 00-057-1528 and PDF 00-049-2201) are given
in panel (B).
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(1.33:1), one Li+ can interact with an EO repeating unit of PEO
and a THFmolecule. Such coordination cannot cause crystalline
WAXS scattering, again consistent with our results. The THF in
ISO-5k (1.33:1) is only partially coordinated and can thus soften
the BCE as a plasticizer.53
The desired stability windows for electrolytes in LIBs and
LMBs have to be at least 4 V.54 We evaluated whether the ESWs
of the investigated BCEs provides such an electrochemical
stability range. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was applied in the
potential range from − 0.6 to 7.0 V versus a Li/Li+
pseudoreference electrode (Figure 4). The oxidative stability
was tested at a Pt working electrode in a Pt|BCE|stainless steel
cell, the reductive stability at a Cu working electrode in a Cu|
BCE|stainless steel cell. Note that the different starting
potentials are due to the open-circuit potential that varies
from every individual cell.
Measurements on the ISO-5k (1.33:1) electrolytes indicated
an excellent oxidative stability up to 4.5 V versus Li/Li+ but was
limited by THF electropolymerization at higher potentials.55− 57
The THF oxidation was independently verified in voltammetry
measurements on a 1M solution of LiTFSI in THF (Figure S5).
In addition, PEO oxidation is well known to start at roughly 4.5
V versus Li/Li+.58 Hence, the stability of the BCE studied here is
restricted to potentials below 4.5 V. A second increase of current
density above 5 V versus Li/Li+ probably indicates the
electrochemical oxidation and degradation of non-PEO blocks.
Apart from that, ISO-2k (4.30:1) electrolytes showed limited
stability above 4 V (vs Li/Li+) with strong peaks [one decade
higher than for ISO-5k (1.33:1)] in the first two cycles. We
cannot attribute the peaks to specific reactions so far. On the low
potential side, both membranes were stable against reduction
down to − 0.6 V versus Li/Li+.
Both electrolytes seem to be sufficient for tests with state-of-
the-art cathode materials such as lithium iron phosphate (Li
intercalation at ∼3.5 V vs Li/Li+)59 or lithium cobalt oxide (Li
intercalation at ∼4.0 V vs Li/Li+).59
The mechanical strength of ISO-5k (1.33:1) and ISO-2k
(4.30:1) was measured in oscillatory shear experiments at a
constant frequency of 1 Hz and a constant force of 5 N. Figure
5 shows both storage (G′) and loss (G″) moduli during heating
and subsequent cooling. The values for ISO-2k (4:30:1) withG′
= 107 Pa were one decade higher than for ISO-5k (1.33:1); both
showed no detectable glass transitions (i.e., no intersection ofG′
and G″) within the test range. The lower G′ for ISO-5k (1.33:1)
additionally supports our assumption that THF acts as a
plasticizer. In both systems, G′ was restored on cooling.
Examples in the literature showed that polymer-based electro-
lytes with comparable G′ can successfully suppress dendritic
growth.15,16 The long-term stability of the electrode materials
versus Li metal was examined by Li stripping/plating experi-
ments in a symmetric Li|BCE|Li pouchbag cell (Figure S6). Cells
Figure 3. TGA−MS of (A) ISO-5k (1.33:1) and (B) ISO-2k (4.30:1)
vs temperature. Mass loss is given as black dotted line; the most
abundant fragments are shown together with their m/z.
Figure 4. ESWs from CV in a 1st (black), 2nd (blue), and 3rd (red) cycle for ISO-5k (1.33:1) (A + B) and ISO-2k (4.30:1) (C + D). Oxidative stability
was measured vs a Pt electrode and reductive stability vs a Cu electrode.
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with ISO-5k (1.33:1) and ISO-2k (4.30:1), respectively, run 100
cycles at 60 °C with a rate of 0.1 mA cm− 2 without a safety
shutdown. Accordingly, we believe that the BCP-basedmaterials
found here may be suitable to improve the lifetime and safety of
lithium cells.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
This study demonstrates the versatility of multiblock copoly-
mers and shows that it is possible to create polymer electrolytes
with much higher local lithium conductivities than previously
found in conventional salt-in-polymer electrolytes. This
required a high local lithium salt concentration, a small
concentration of donor atoms that coordinate the lithium
ions, and an ordered triblock microstructure with preferential
2D lamellar, ion-conducting planes containing the conductive
salt. The basic triblock copolymer system chosen in this work
consisted of PI, PS, and PEO blocks with variable sizes. A large
range of ordered microstructures in the parent phase diagram
and the capability for self-assembly after dissolving high
amounts of lithium salt make this material promising as BCEs.
The volume ratio PS/PI was kept constant as 1:2 to support
the composition close to the optimum probability of 2D lamellar
ordering of planes. The polar PEOblocks formed stable, salt-rich
lamellar domains that exhibited superior ionic conductivities
over a wide temperature range and remarkable high lithium
transference numbers. The samples with the smallest PEO block
sizes, that is ISO-5k (1.30:1) and ISO-2k (4.30:1) reached ionic
conductivities around 1mS cm− 1, thermal stability up to 140 °C,
and electrochemical stability in the potential range 0− 4.5 V
versus Li/Li+ reference.
Preliminary tests with lithium metal contact (potentiostatic
polarization and Li stripping/plating experiments) indicated
good stability: no preferred lithium dendrite growth or contact
loss was observed. We were surprised to consistently find a small
quantity of remaining, nonvolatile THF (as originally used as
solvent for BCE preparation) in the stable samples. It will be
interesting to investigate whether THF takes part in stabilizing
an ordered salt-rich structure of the conducting domains. We
plan to study the effect of modifying additives within BCP-based
electrolytes in the near future, to be combined with cell-level
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The block copolymer electrolyte formulations used in this work are given within Table S1. We 
successively increased the content of conductive salt until segregation was observed and inhomogeneous 
membranes were obtained that we did not consider.
Table S1. ISO/LiTFSI formulation for all different ISOs and resulting Li:EO ratios in brackets below, 
calculated considering the ether oxygen provided by the particular PEO block.
12.5 mass% LiTFSI in THF
200 µL 400 µL 600 µL 800 µL 1000 µL 1200 µL 1400 µL
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ISO/LiTFSI BCE hybrids were investigated with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to identify phase 
transitions between – 30°C and 100°C (Figure S1). 
Figure S1. DSC in four consecutive heating cycles of the most conductive BCEs (a) ISO-53k (0.04:1), (b) 
ISO-7k (0.22:1), (c) ISO-5k (1.33:1) and (d) ISO-2k (4.30:1).
The energetically favorable microstructure that forms through evaporation induced self-assembly of 
ISO/LiTFSI BCE hybrids depends on the overall relative volume fractions was identified using Small-
Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). Figure S2 summarizes the 1D integrated SAXS pattern recorded at room 
temperature for selected sample compositions.
Figure S2. Radially integrated SAXS pattern at room temperature for all in EIS evaluable ISO/LiTFSI 
hybrids made from (a) ISO-53k, (b) ISO-7k, (c) ISO-5k and (d) ISO-2k. Theoretically predicted 
diffraction positions are calculated from the first diffraction peak (q*): triangles (lamellar, LAM), 
diamonds (gyroid, GA) and stars (spherical micelle packing, BCC).
In situ Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) data recorded during heating of the pristine BCEs is shown 
in Figure S3 to highlight the importance of a thermal treatment during synthesis. Representative traces are 
shown at temperatures where phase transitions of crystalline PEO are expected together with data recoded 
after cooling (dark blue).
Figure S3. Temperature dependent in-situ WAXS for temperatures close to the expected phase transition 
temperature of PEO and after subsequent cooling (dark blue) of the most conductive BCEs (a) ISO-53k 
(0.04:1), (b) ISO-7k (0.22:1), (c) ISO-5k (1.33:1) and (d) ISO-2k (4.30:1).
Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering (WAXS) data for pristine LiTFSI, LiTFSI that was dissolved in THF and 
slowly dried (denoted as: LiTFSI-THF), ISO-2k (4.30:1) and the neat ISO-2k are shown in Figure S4. 
Crystalline triclinic P-1 LiTFSI data are included (PDF: 01-082-2341).
Figure S4. WAXS data of pristine LiTFSI (black), LiTFSI-THF (blue), ISO-2k (4.30:1) (red) and the neat 
ISO-2k (green). Crystalline LiTFSI library data (PDF:01-082-2341) are given (dark blue).
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) measurement on a 1M LiTFSI solution in THF in Figure S5 
demonstrates that oxidative degradation occurs at 4.5 V via THF electro-polymerization.
Figure S5. Oxidative electrochemical stability from linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) on a 1M LiTFSI in 
THF solution at 22 °C measured versus Li/Li+. The working electrode was Pt.
The long term stability of the electrode materials versus Li metal was examined with Li stripping/plating 
experiments in a symmetric Li|BCE|Li pouchbag cell. Figure S6 shows the results for (a) ISO-5 (1.33:1) 
and (b) ISO-2k (4.30:1). Cycles were performed under constant conditions at 60°C, with an applied 
current density of 0.1 mA cm-2 (typical rate for liquid electrolytes) for a period of 1 h on one electrode, 
followed by the same procedure at the opposite electrode per cycle. We observed a continuous increase in 
overpotential, most likely due to an increasing surface roughness at the lithium electrodes. Despite of the 
harsh testing conditions, both cells ran 100 cycles without safety shutdown due to impending short circuit. 
Note also that the sheet resistance of the cell used here was on the order of Rsheet = 2 Ω cm2 (overvoltage 
divided by the current density). Neglecting the interface resistance and (L = 0.07 cm), the steady state 
lithium ion conductivity of ISO-5k (1.33:1) and ISO-2k (4.30:1) can be estimated for cycles 25 to 45 as 
σLi+ = L/Rsheet ≈ 0.04 ± 0.01 S cm-1 at 60 °C, in very good agreement with the conductivity from 
impedance results.
Figure S6. Li stripping/plating experiment performed at 60 °C and a current density of 0.1 mA cm-2 on 
(a) ISO-5k (1.33:1) and (b) ISO-2k (4.30:1); sample thickness ~700 µm. The results for the cycles 
25 (50 h) to 45 (90 h) are shown in the main plot, the full 100 cycles (200 h) are shown in the inset.
Figure°S7 shows an exemplary potential scheme of the special function of THF within ISO-5k (1.33:1) 
and ISO-2k (4.30:1), based on the calculated Li:EO ratios. As suggested from TGA-MS, we assume THF 
either being partially coordinated to Li+ (ISO-5k (1.33:1)) or forms clusters (ISO-2k (4.30:1)).
Figure S7. Exemplary schemes of the potential coordination of THF within (A) ISO-5k (1.33:1) and (B) 
ISO-2k (4.30:1), based on the calculated Li:EO ratios.
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We synthesize pure and Nb-doped 
TiO2 photocatalysts with highly 
ordered alternating gyroid 
architecture and well-controllable 
mesopore size of 15 nm via co-
assembly of a poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) block copolymer. A 
combined effort by electron microscopy, X-ray scattering, PL, XPS, Raman spectroscopy, and DFT 
simulations reveal that the addition of small amounts of Nb result in the substitution of Ti4+ with 
isolated Nb5+ species that introduces inter-bandgap states, while at high concentrations, Nb 
prefers to cluster forming shallow trap-states within the CBM of TiO2. The gyroidal photocatalysts 
are remarkably active towards hydrogen evolution under UV and VIS light due to the open 3D 
network, where large mesopores ensure efficient pore diffusion and high photon harvesting. The 
gyroids yield unprecedented high evolution rates beyond 1000 µmol h-1 (per 10 mg catalyst), 
outperforming even the benchmark P25-TiO2 more than 5-fold. Under UV light, the Nb-doping 
reduces the activity due to the introduction of charge recombination centers, while the activity in 
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the VIS triple upon incorporation owing to a more efficient absorption of the inter-bandgap sites. 
This unique pore architecture may further offer hitherto undiscovered optical benefits to 
photocatalysis, related to chiral and metamaterial-like behavior, which will stimulate further 
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bandgap (EG), such as the most thor-
oughly studied titanium dioxide (TiO2), 
converts photon energy into an elec-
tron–hole pair (i.e., exciton), which, after 
separation, migrates to the materials sur-
face, eventually splitting water to O2 and 
H2.[1b,2] Despite considerable advances in 
recent research on photocatalysis, efforts 
remain devoted toward designing effi-
cient catalysts capable of operating under 
solar light with high quantum efficiency, 
stability, durability, nontoxicity, and low 
cost.[3] Therefore, the community explores 
a wide range of materials design con-
cepts.[4] One popular approach to improve 
the catalytic activity is to nanostructure 
the catalyst to achieve large surface areas, 
extended porosity, and, ideally, to con-
trol the exposed crystalline facets.[5] Typi-
cally, nanostructured materials come in a 
wide range of shapes and morphologies, 
such as quantum dots,[6] tubes,[7] rods,[8] 
sheets,[9] and wires.[10] Those nanoparticu-
late systems, however, often experience 
agglomeration/aggregation in liquid envi-
ronments, consequently limiting reactant 
access to their active surface area (typically 
measured by Brunnauer–Emmett–Teller 
(BET) or density functional theory (DFT)).[11] This limits their 
validity as model systems in heterogeneous liquid catalysis.
Ordered porous catalysts have recently emerged as prom-
ising model catalysts and electrodes, due to their homoge-
neous pore distribution and tunable pore sizes.[12] A common 
approach is based on block copolymers (BCPs) as structure-
directing agents using an evaporation-induced self-assembly 
(EISA) process.[13] Most researchers have used commercial 
polymers (e.g., Pluronic), which typically yield 2D pore arrange-
ments with pore diameters below 10 nm.[14] However, recent 
advances have demonstrated that such small pores are not suf-
ficiently large to eliminate kinetic limitations imposed by reac-
tion diffusion through the pores in liquid environments.[12e,15] 
Moreover, we could recently show that a 3D-interconnected 
pore network (such as alternating or double gyroids) greatly 
facilitates reactant diffusion and can thus provide ready access 
to the entire interior surface, consequently enhancing the 
photocatalytic performance to a large extent.[16] For example, 
Pure and Nb-doped TiO2 photocatalysts with highly ordered alternating 
gyroid architecture and well-controllable mesopore size of 15 nm via co-
assembly of a poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) 
block copolymer are synthesized. A combined effort by electron microscopy, 
X-ray scattering, photoluminescence, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 
Raman spectroscopy, and density functional theory simulations reveals that 
the addition of small amounts of Nb results in the substitution of Ti4+ with 
isolated Nb5+ species that introduces inter-bandgap states, while at high 
concentrations, Nb prefers to cluster forming shallow trap states within the 
conduction band minimum of TiO2. The gyroidal photocatalysts are remark-
ably active toward hydrogen evolution under UV and visible light due to the 
open 3D network, where large mesopores ensure efficient pore diffusion and 
high photon harvesting. The gyroids yield unprecedented high evolution rates 
beyond 1000 µmol h−1 (per 10 mg catalyst), outperforming even the bench-
mark P25-TiO2 more than fivefold. Under UV light, the Nb-doping reduces 
the activity due to the introduction of charge recombination centers, while 
the activity in the visible triple upon incorporation is owed to a more efficient 
absorption due to inter-bandgap states. This unique pore architecture may 
further offer hitherto undiscovered optical benefits to photocatalysis, related 
to chiral and metamaterial-like behavior, which will stimulate further studies 
focusing on novel light–matter interactions.
Photocatalysis
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1. Introduction
Hydrogen is considered as the green energy source of the 
future. One of the most promising routes to obtain this 
resource is the photoassisted production from water using solar 
energy.[1] Typically, a semiconductor material with a suitable 
Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 1802566
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we demonstrated for photocatalytic hydrogen evolution that 
ordered mesoporous CsTaWO6 catalysts with 40 nm pore sizes 
and a gyroidal architecture greatly outperformed those derived 
from the commercial Pluronic P-123 with 1D pores and 5 nm 
pore diameters.[14b,17]
The synthesis of ordered mesoporous metal oxide networks 
using BCP directed coassembly with a metal organic precursor 
through evaporation induced self-assembly has been pioneered 
by Wiesner and co-workers[18] and Stucky and co-workers[19] for 
silica (SiO2) and aluminosilicates. TiO2 was the first ordered 
mesoporous transition metal oxide and primarily synthesized 
for use in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs).[20] In contrast to, 
for instance, tantalum oxide (Ta2O5), where extended crystalline 
domains have been reported (>25 nm),[21] mesoporous anatase 
TiO2 typically comprises of distinctly smaller crystallites 
(≈10 ±  5 nm) within the walls.[22] This compartmentalization 
is highly interesting, considering that the materials resistivity, 
and thus charge mobility, notably depends on the crystalline 
nature (i.e., size, topology, degree).[23] In photocatalysis, small 
crystallites can offer short diffusion ways for the excitons and 
lower recombination rates due to charge transfer in-between 
the grains.
Another approach toward advancing photocatalysts involves 
the tuning of the bandgap,[24] which has often been attempted 
via substitutional doping to prepare visible light photon har-
vesting catalysts.[1b,25] An example is the substitution on the 
Ti4+ sites by Nb5+ at low oxygen activity which includes the for-
mation of Ti3+ defect states within the original bandgap of TiO2 
near its conduction band minimum (CBM).[26] This typically 
gives rise to an extended absorption range (e.g., bluish sam-
ples) and thus allows solar driven catalysis. Yet, it also lowers 
the redox potential of the separated excitons and, crucially, 
favors the formation of recombination centers, which consider-
ably reduces the catalyst’s activity.[1b,27] As a result, the activity 
of catalysts with visible light response often suffers under UV 
irradiation. In contrast, oxygen-rich environments upon syn-
thesis are expected to favor the formation of Ti4+ vacancies 
and O2− interstitials (O″i), thus reducing the aforementioned 
limitations.[27] However, prediction of the materials response to 
light and its activity is not easy, in particular since the amount 
of doping significantly affects the electronic structure, crystal-
linity, and even morphology of the catalyst.[28]
In this work, we designed a model system comprising 
of pure and Nb-doped TiO2 catalysts with a highly ordered 
mesoporous network of alternating gyroids and uniform 
pore diameters of 15 nm, via modified co-assembly of 
metal–organic precursors and an optimized poly(isoprene)-
block-poly(styrene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (ISO) BCP 
(Section 2.1). The samples were characterized with a wide 
range of techniques, including X-ray powder diffraction 
(XRD), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS), transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), diffuse 
reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), photoluminescence (PL), 
Raman spectroscopy, and inductively coupled plasma optical 
emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) toward their phase composi-
tion (Section 2.2) and morphology (Section 2.3) that is further 
supported by computational simulations using density func-
tional theory. A crucial difference of lattice incorporation for 
Nb-doping has been found: small amounts of Nb resulted in 
preferential anisotropic incorporation, while lager amounts of 
Nb led to spatial clustering (Section 2.4). Finally, we evaluated 
and compared the photocatalytic performance of the samples 
toward hydrogen evolution under both, UV and visible illumi-
nation, benchmarked against similarly prepared nanoparticle 
(NP) references and a commercial P25-TiO2 (Section 2.5).
2. Results and Discussions
2.1. Synthesis of Mesoporous Catalysts
The synthesis route for ordered mesoporous alternating gyro-
idal (GA) TiO2 is based on a macromolecular coassembly pro-
cess and summarized in Figure  1. We first prepared an ISO 
terpolymer by sequential anionic polymerization, comprising of 
30, 60, and 10 vol% of poly(isoprene) (PI), poly(styrene) (PS), 
and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), respectively, with a molecular 
weight (MW) of 61 000 g mol−1 and a narrow polydispersity 
(DP) of 1.09. The ISO was dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
and mixed with a precursor solution containing either pure 
Ti(iProp)4 or a mixture of Ti(iProp)4 and Nb(OEt)5, which selec-
tively swelled the PEO block. The final structure of the catalyst 
material was defined by the relative volume fractions of the 
Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 1802566
Figure 1. Illustration of the evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) based on the preparation of ordered mesoporous pure and Nb-doped TiO2. 
A) A solution of the block copolymer is mixed with an adjusted amount of a precursor containing solution. B) Evaporation of the solvent induces 
self-assembly of the polymer, while the inorganic precursor selectively swells the PEO block. C) TEM image of the resulting polymer–inorganic hybrid 
with the expected arrangement (schematics in inset) before calcination and D) TEM image of the freestanding porous oxide after calcination with the 
expected gyroidal architecture (schematics in inset).
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polymer blocks after swelling and optimized by adjusting the 
ISO composition and amount of precursor solution.[29] The 
solutions were subjected to an EISA process to achieve gyroidal 
polymer–inorganic assemblies (further named as ISO/GA-TiO2, 
ISO/GA-TNO1, and ISO/GA-TNO3). These solid hybrids were 
then calcined at 400 °C to remove the polymer and crystallize 
the inorganic gels to yield the respective porous gyroidal metal 
oxides, that is, the pure titania (sample: GA-TiO2), and the 1 
or 3 at% Nb-doped titania (sample: GA-TNO1 and GA-TNO3, 
respectively).
2.2. Phase Composition
XRD (Figure  2A) revealed that all calcined samples consisted 
nearly exclusively of the anatase phase (PDF No. 03-065-5714). 
This corresponds well with literature, where it is known that 
low process temperatures typically form the kinetically favored 
anatase rather than thermodynamic-stable rutile.[30] Yet, struc-
tural refinement showed that the pure TiO2 sample contained a 
tiny amount (i.e., 3.2 mass%) of rutile. The amount decreased to 
1.7 mass% upon doping, independent of the Nb concentration 
(Table S1, Supporting Information). It is further important to 
highlight the absence of any impurity phases, such as niobium 
oxides or mixed oxide solutions.
This is in line with Raman spectroscopy (Figure 2B), where 
all samples showed the typical modes associated with the 
anatase phase: a sharp Eg(1) mode at 144 cm−1, the characteristic 
Eg(2) (196 cm−1), B1g (394 cm−1), Eg(3) (636 cm−1) bands, and 
the combined B1g/A1g mode (centered at 514 cm−1).[31] Any pos-
sible rutile modes were likely below the detection limit. Also, 
we did not observe any impurity phases (e.g., Nb2O5), in line 
with XRD. The incorporation of Nb slightly broadened the B1g 
mode and caused a tiny shift toward lower Raman shift, which 
is consistent with previous works.[32] The center of the most 
intense Eg(1) mode shifted from 144 to 146 cm−1 with increased 
Nb content.
Importantly, we did not observe any residual carbon in 
the calcined samples. This was in line with the thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA, Figure S1A, Supporting Information) 
data of solid hybrids without calcination, which revealed the 
typical weight losses, induced by residual solvent evapora-
tion (below 200 °C), the combustion of the precursor ligands 
(250–330 °C), and the oxidation of the polymer (above 
350 °C). Crucially, when holding the calcination temperature 
at 400 °C for 4 h to simulate the calcination conditions for 
our sample, no additional weight loss was detected, hence 
confirming complete polymer removal. In addition, we did 
not observe any sp2/sp3 carbon-related peaks in Raman spec-
troscopy up to 2500 cm−1 (Figure S1B, Supporting Informa-
tion).[16] This is in line with TEM, which shows no carbon 
layer on the materials’ surfaces (Figure  3D–I). The absence 
of carbon in other forms can also be excluded by ICP-OES 
(Table S2, Supporting Information). All results thus confirm 
the complete removal of the structure-directing polymer 
upon calcination.
Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 1802566
Figure 2. A) X-ray diffraction data for GA-TiO2, GA-TNO1, and GA-TNO3, respectively, with reference data for anatase and rutile TiO2 crystalline peaks 
marked in the curve. B) Raman spectra for the three samples with B1g, B1g/A1g, and Eg peaks shown in the inset. C) Small-angle X-ray scattering data of 
the ISO/precursor hybrids and calcined samples. The theoretically predicted scattering positions corresponding to an alternating gyroid (GA) structure 
are marked with triangles. For clarity reasons, the curves are shifted proportionally along the y-axis. The first peak center is set as q*.
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2.3. Pore Structure
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and TEM (Figure 3) data 
revealed that all calcined samples consisted of well-ordered 
mesopores with remarkably uniform pore diameters of around 
15 nm. There was no noteworthy effect of the introduction 
of Nb on the pore architecture or pore diameter. The walls of 
the pores were composed of randomly oriented nanocrystals 
of around 10 nm, as estimated from TEM in Figure 3G–I.[22] 
Again, the addition of Nb did not significantly alter the compart-
mentalization of the pore walls or the size of the nanocrystals.
The porosity of the samples was investigated by nitrogen 
physisorption (BET, Figure S1C, Supporting Information). 
All nitrogen isotherms were largely identical in shape and 
show type IVa hysteresis, which is typical for a mesoporous 
material.[33] The specific surface areas (SSABET) were meas-
ured as 82, 95, and 100 m2 g−1 for GA-TiO2, GA-TNO1, and 
GA-TNO3, respectively, and the total pore volume was calcu-
lated to be 0.81 cm3 g−1 (GA-TiO2), 0.84 cm3 g−1 (GA-TNO1), and 
0.89 cm3 g−1 (GA-TNO3).
SAXS provided in-depth information on the pore ordering, 
derived from the first scattering peak (q*) and the respective 
ratios with the higher order peaks (q). Figure 2C reveals a clear 
periodicity in ISO/GA-TiO2, with the calculated q/q* ratios cor-
relating well with the theoretical scattering pattern of a typical 
alternating gyroid (GA) morphology (q/q* = 1, √3, √4, √5,…).[34] 
Crucially, the GA structure was largely preserved upon calci-
nation, which is in line with the aforementioned SEM/TEM 
results. Note that the domain real-space spacing (d), calculated 
by d = 2πq− 1 had decreased from 41 to 27 nm, corresponding to 
a decrease of 32%, as indicated by the shift of q* toward higher 
q-values.[12c] This is attributed to shrinkage of the Ti-containing 
domains upon calcination. Both, GA-TNO1 and GA-TNO3, show 
a comparable gyroid structure and a similar shrinkage extent 
of around 35%. Interestingly, we observed a significant split in 
the first scattering peak, which is indicative of structural com-
plexity, as seen in the nonsymmetric 2D radial scattering for 
q* (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
2.4. Incorporation of Niobium
The respective amounts of Nb in the samples were quantified 
by ICP-OES (Table S2, Supporting Information) and agreed well 
Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 1802566
Figure 3. A–C) Scanning electron microscopy images and D–F) low- and G–I) high-magnification transmission electron microscopy images of the 
calcined GA-TiO2, GA-TNO1, and GA-TNO3.
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with the expected values of 1.15 and 2.78 at%, for GA-TNO1 and 
GA-TNO3, respectively. A qualitative distribution can be derived 
from TEM-EDX analysis of the structured doped samples 
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). Rietfeld analysis of the 
XRD pattern revealed that the unit cells in both Nb-containing 
samples were larger than in the pure TiO2, which suggests a 
substitutional doping of Ti with Nb (Table S1, Supporting Infor-
mation). It is intriguing, however, that the expansion of the unit 
cell in GA-TNO1 along the c-direction was considerably more 
pronounced (increase of c by 0.006 Å) than in a, b-direction 
(no apparent increase). This contrasts with GA-TNO3, which 
showed a purely isotropic lattice widening.
The surprising anisotropic lattice increase in GA-TNO1 was 
investigated further by DFT based simulations. Since DFT 
calculations do not have the accuracy to calculate lattice param-
eters on an absolute scale with the required precision, we quan-
tified the changes of the nearest-neighbor NbO and NbTi 
distances along the z (equals c) or x,y (equals a,b) directions 
when we relaxed the atomic positions until the forces were 
below 1 mRy bohr−1. We found that the six nearest neighbor 
O atoms relaxed on average by 0.015 Å away from Nb, but there 
was marked anisotropy, and the largest increase of 0.020 Å 
was found in the z-direction. Similarly, the four nearest Ti 
atoms (which are above/below the x,y-plane) relaxed by 0.05 Å, 
while the four next nearest neighbors (all in the same x,y-plane) 
increased their distance only by 0.03 Å. This is in accord with 
the measured 0.006 Å larger c lattice parameter of Nb-doped 
anatase and confirms an anisotropic substitutional doping.
XPS was used to analyze the oxidation state of the dopant 
and to clarify the nature of charge compensation, shown in 
Figure  4. It is important to note that all samples exclusively 
showed Ti4+ in the Ti 2p photoemission spectrum independent 
of doping.[35] A typical oxide splitting value of 5.7 eV between 
Ti 2p1/2 and Ti 2p3/2 was found. Although the full-width at 
half maximum (FWHM) for each spin–orbital component 
is expected to be the same, in the case of Ti 2p, the Ti 2p1/2 
is much more short living, broadened, and less distinct than 
expected (Coster–Kronig effect).[36] The O 1s spectrum was 
similar over all samples with no noticeable effect of material 
doping. Typical binding values for lattice oxygen (green, 529 eV) 
were found, but they tended to broaden toward higher binding 
energies (BEs) due to hydroxide surface groups (violet, cen-
tered ≈531 eV). In contrast, the Nb 3d spectra differed strongly 
between the pure and doped samples. As expected, no Nb was 
found for GA-TiO2, while both, GA-TNO1 and GA-TNO3, con-
tained the characteristic Nb 3d5/2 and Nb 3d3/2 peaks with their 
intensity increasing with higher Nb content. The Nb 3d signal 
splits in a ratio of 2:3 with 2.78 eV and symmetric FWHM 
(Table S3, Supporting Information), in line with literature.[37] 
However, GA-TNO3 showed a significant decrease in binding 
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Figure 4. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data: A–C) Ti 2p spectra, D,E) O 1s spectra, and G–I) Nb 3d spectra of GA-TiO2, GA-TNO1, and GA-TNO3, 
respectively.
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energy of the Nb 3d by around 0.7 eV with respect to an identi-
cally prepared gyroidal Nb2O5 reference (Table S3, Supporting 
Information). A lower binding energy corresponds to a lower 
oxidation state of Nb due to a higher local electron density, such 
as provided by interstitial O″i species, which may be present to 
charge compensate for Nb5+ doping.[38]
The presence of Nb is expected to affect the optical properties 
of TiO2,[27] which we investigated with DRS (Figure  5A) as well 
as solid-state PL (Figure 5B). The absorption edge was almost 
identical for all gyroidal samples; the bandgap was calculated 
as 3.0 eV, which is in line with literature.[39] The absence of an 
extended absorption feature below 500 nm confirms that no 
Ti3+ defect states were formed within the TiO2 bandgap, in line 
with XPS results.[40] Interestingly, GA-TNO1 additionally exhib-
ited weak absorption peaks at around 600 nm, which can be 
assigned to discrete intra-bandgap states formed by Nb within 
the minority rutile phase.[26d] The absence of this absorption 
features in GA-TNO3 may well be explained by the tendency 
of Nb to form clusters, which instead favors the formation of 
shallow trap states within the TiO2 CBM.[28] This hypothesis was 
tested by DFT simulations. Indeed, it appears that at higher Nb 
contents, the tendency of Nb atoms to cluster around the addi-
tional interstitial O″i atom (i.e., when two Nb atoms are direct 
neighbors of the O-interstitial) is energetically more favorable 
by about 0.4 eV than the formation of isolated sites (i.e., when 
one Nb is close, but the other one is as far away as possible).
The doping and its effect on charge carrier trapping and 
transfer was further analyzed by PL with 350 nm excitation 
(Figure 5b). The observed weak photoluminescence of GA-TiO2 
is in line with literature and has been attributed to a reduced 
recombination rate due to mobile charge carriers, charge 
transfer, or radiative quenching by surface groups.[41] Due to 
the high oxygen activity upon material’s synthesis, we cannot 
exclude additional O″i species as origin of the PL response, 
yet, only small amounts might be present as stabilizing higher 
valent metal atoms are not present in pure GA-TiO2. However, 
the addition of Nb has significantly increased these defects 
causing a stronger emission response. In contrast, the Nb-
containing samples showed a strong peak centered at around 
440 nm (≈2.8 eV), with the highest photoluminescence inten-
sity found for GA-TNO1. Again, this can be explained by the 
presence of O″i species, which may act as electron sinks and 
facilitate radiative recombination. Consequently, the more Nb 
species, the faster the recombination would be expected. How-
ever, in the case of GA-TNO3, the comparative decrease in PL 
intensity can be attributed to the aforementioned Nb clustering, 
which favors non-radiative d-d transitions of the excited elec-
trons within the shallow trap states.[26d,28,42]
In summary, the combined results from XPS, SAXS/XRD, 
DRS/PL/Raman spectroscopy, and DFT studies revealed sev-
eral key features of our gyroidal photocatalysts. First, we found 
an absence of Ti3+, which typically broadens the Ti 2p peaks in 
XPS toward lower binding energies.[43] Based on the downshift 
of the Nb 3d peak, we assume that the electron deficiency in our 
doped materials is charge compensated mainly by O2− intersti-
tials (O″i), although a contribution by Ti4+ vacancies (V″″Ti), as 
Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 1802566
Figure 5. A) Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy of gyroidal samples and the commercial P25 reference with magnification of visible light range 
(400–800 nm). B) Photoluminescence spectra for gyroidal samples, excited with 350 nm laser. C) Evolution profiles of UV-driven hydrogen evolution 
(λ = 240–400 nm) for GA-TiO2, GA-TNO1, GA-TNO3, and the commercial P25 reference.
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previously reported for high oxygen activity upon synthesis[26b–d] 
and polymer derived mesoporous materials,[44] is additionally 
possible. The results further suggest that, at low concentrations, 
Nb incorporates preferably as isolated species, introducing 
inter-bandgap states, while at higher concentrations, it prefers 
to cluster and form shallow states near the TiO2 CBM. Both, 
the nature of Nb incorporation and charge compensation spe-
cies, are expected to affect the photocatalytic performance of 
our catalysts.
2.5. Photocatalytic Evaluation
The photocatalytic performance of the samples was evaluated 
toward hydrogen evolution for both, UV (λ = 240–400 nm) 
and visible light (λ = 400–800 nm). As reference materials, we 
used (i) NPs, which were prepared under identical conditions 
as the gyroids, but without BCP (sample: NP-TiO2, NP-TNO1, 
and NP-TNO3 for the pure, 1 and 3 at% doped sample, respec-
tively), and (ii) commercial P25-TiO2 (sample: P25). The first 
references enabled us to investigate the influence of our 3D 
ordered mesoporous structure, while P25 allowed a setup-
independent comparison with literature. Characterization of 
the reference materials can be found in Figure S4 (Supporting 
Information). For the photocatalytic test reaction a dispersion 
of 10 mg in a 1:1 H2O:MeOH model solution was used with in 
situ photodeposited Pt as cocatalyst (≈0.5 mass%). The actual 
amount of Pt was 0.43 mass%, as quantitatively confirmed by 
post-mortem ICP-OES (Table S2, Supporting Information). 
The particles were of uniform size (≈2 nm) and well distrib-
uted on the surface of the catalysts (the visual representation 
of the Pt NPs with TEM can be found in Figure S5, Supporting 
Information).
2.5.1. UV Irradiation
The hydrogen evolution profiles are shown in Figure 5C, while 
the steady-state hydrogen evolution rates (HER) are summa-
rized in Figure  6A. We observed three key features:
(1) Pore structure: The gyroids clearly outperformed the nano-
particulate counterparts to a large extent. For example, GA-
TiO2 and the corresponding NP-TiO2 showed activities of 
1001 ±  76 µmol h−1 (mass-correlated: 0.1 mol g−1 h−1) and 
194 ±  7 µmol h−1 (mass-correlated: 0.02 mol g−1 h−1), respec-
tively. The effect was even more pronounced when compar-
ing to P25, where the activity of GA-TiO2 was increased by 
5.5 times. The HER of GA-TiO2 corresponds to a photonic ef-
ficiency of ≈12% (calculation can be found in the Supporting 
Information) and is currently among the highest values re-
ported for pure TiO2 photocatalysts (Table  1). The reasons for 
the superior activity of the gyroidal structures are manifold. 
The gyroidal samples exhibit larger specific surface areas than 
the nanoparticulate references, yet, this only accounts for a 
60% increase of the rates, at maximum. Another contribution 
may arise from the large mesopores and the 3D open net-
work, which allows direct access to the interior surface with-
out kinetic limitations from pore diffusion. Furthermore, the 
size of the nanocrystals (around 10 nm) that build the walls of 
the gyroids is considered ideal to ensure short diffusion ways 
for the photoexcited charge carriers to the active surface sites, 
while permitting charge transfer in-between the grains thus 
lowering the recombination tendency.[22] At last, the excellent 
long-range ordering of the gyroidal pore structure may in-
duce beneficial optical effects, possibly related to the reported 
negative refractive index (RI)[52] and metamaterial-like behav-
ior[53] in gyroidal materials, whose impact on photoinduced 
energy conversation has yet to be investigated.
(2) Stability: The commercial P25 showed a steady-state activity 
of 173 ±  12 µmol h−1, which is in line with literature under 
comparable process conditions and underlines the viability of 
our setup. Note that the initial activity for P25 was consider-
ably higher but had dropped after minutes, leading to the val-
ues reported in literature. This recently discovered early-stage 
deactivation is supposed to originate from a complex interplay 
of UV-induced oxygen vacancies and the Pt cocatalyst active 
sites, which induces a change in reaction mechanism associat-
ed with CO formation.[54] Importantly, a calcination treatment 
prior to the reaction to anneal oxygen vacancies can minimize 
this deactivation process, thus highlighting the impact of de-
fects. Crucially, our gyroidal samples did not show this early-
stage deactivation, owing to the fact that they had already been 
exposed to high temperatures in oxygen-rich atmosphere dur-
ing the template removal and crystallization. We further con-
ducted cycling and duration experiments (up to 20 h), which 
revealed a slow deactivation process that is typically assigned 
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Figure 6. A) Steady-state evolution rates of UV-driven hydrogen evolution (λ = 240–400 nm) for GA-TiO2, GA-TNO1, GA-TNO3, their nanoparticulate 
counterparts, and the commercial P25 reference. B) Steady-state evolution rates of visible-driven hydrogen evolution (λ = 400–800 nm) for GA-TiO2, 
GA-TNO1, GA-TNO3; the values for the nanoparticle references (not shown) were below the detection limit.
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to surface poisoning and active site blocking (Figure S6, Sup-
porting Information).[55] Still, the overall performance of the 
gyroidal samples remained superior, even after 20 h.
(3) Nb-doping: The activity decreased considerably upon Nb in-
corporation, that is, from 755 ±  60 to 435 ±  9 µmol h−1 for 
GA-TNO1 and GA-TNO3, respectively. Similarly, the corre-
sponding values for the nanoparticulate references decreased 
to 26 µmol h−1. From PL we expect for both doped gyroidal 
samples an increased charge recombination rate by radiative 
relaxation compared to GA-TiO2. The lower activity of GA-
TNO3 despite lower PL intensity is likely caused by d-d tran-
sition within the shallow trap states followed by nonradiative 
relaxation, for example, via thermalization.[26a]
2.5.2. Visible Irradiation
We tested our materials under visible light (400–800 nm) 
using the same experimental conditions as for UV-driven 
catalysis (Figure 6B). Not surprisingly, the nanoparticle refer-
ences exhibited no detectable H2 evolution, although DRS 
suggests a pronounced bathochromic shift. In contrast, the 
gyroids showed remarkably high activities of 0.60, 1.62, 
and 0.68 µmol h−1, for GA-TiO2, GA-TNO1, and GA-TNO3, 
respectively. Normalized to weight, these values amount to 
60, 162, and 68 µmol h−1 g−1, respectively. These high values 
demonstrate that the aforementioned characteristics of the 
gyroidal structure also dramatically benefit the performance 
under visible light that is also comparable to advanced state-of-
the-art materials (selection is given within Table S5, Supporting 
Information).
In contrast to the UV-based results, the activities under visible 
increased with the incorporation of Nb. In fact, GA-TNO1 exhibited 
an activity that was almost three times higher than of GA-TiO2 and 
GA-TNO3. We attribute this enhancement to the presence of iso-
lates Nb species, whose intra-bandgap states can offer additional 
absorption sites for a more efficient light harvesting. In compar-
ison, the decrease of HER in GA-TNO3 is attributed to the forma-
tion of clusters and the charge compensation with oxygen intersti-
tials, where shallow trap states within the TiO2 CBM replace the 
intra-bandgap states, in line with DFT simulations. Finally, the ani-
sotropic substitution of Nb may additionally affect the photocata-
lytic performance, which has yet to be investigated in more detail.
3. Conclusion
In this work, we report on the preparation of BCP-derived 
mesoporous pure and Nb-doped TiO2 with alternating gyroid 
architecture. The pores were remarkably well-ordered and uni-
form in diameter (≈15 nm). All samples consisted mainly of the 
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Table 1. Exemplary results from UV-driven photocatalytic hydrogen evolution using pure TiO2 taken from literature.
Crystal structure Cocatalyst [mass%] Setup H2 evolution rate
Light source Reactant medium Per hour (catalyst mass) Mass-specific Reference






100.10 mmol h−1 g−1 this work






24.70 mmol h−1 g−1 [6a]
Anatase/rutile
67/33 mass%
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6.75 mmol h−1 g−1a) [45]
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1.75 mmol h−1 g−1a)
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2.78 mmol h−1 g−1a)
[48]

















1.50 mmol h−1 g−1a)
0.95 mmol h−1 g−1a)
[50]






0.68 mmol h−1 g−1a) [51]
a)Calculated from given values.
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anatase phase and did not contain any carbon residues or impu-
rity phases, as confirmed by XRD, Raman spectroscopy, TEM, 
TGA, and ICP-OES. The high oxygen activity applied upon cal-
cination prevented the formation of Ti3+ defects. Instead, XPS 
and DFT studies suggested the formation of interstitial O″i 
charge compensate for Nb5+ electron deficiency. The addition of 
small amounts of Nb resulted in the substitution of Ti4+ with 
isolated Nb5+ species causing an anisotropic lattice widening, as 
confirmed by XRD and DFT studies. DRS and PL revealed that 
these species introduced inter-bandgap states, which offer addi-
tional absorption sites in the visible region and facilitate charge 
recombination. In contrast, at high concentrations, Nb preferred 
to form clusters with shallow trap states within the CBM of TiO2.
The performance of the gyroidal photocatalysts toward 
hydrogen evolution under both, UV and visible light conditions 
was among the highest reported in literature for pure TiO2 
photocatalysts. Interestingly, while the activity under UV light 
decreased by Nb doping due to the addition of charge recom-
bination centers, the activity in the visible increased more than 
threefold upon the incorporation of 1 at% Nb. This enhance-
ment was attributed to a more efficient absorption due to inter-
bandgap sites. However, the activity dropped with increased Nb 
content, owing to the formation Nb clusters, which limited the 
absorption properties.
We further ascribe the superior activity of our gyroids to their 
beneficial porosity, large pore size, and 3D interconnectivity, 
which reduced kinetic limitations by pore diffusion, as well as to 
the compartmentalization of the narrow pore walls that allowed 
for short diffusion ways for photoexcited excitons. We believe 
that this unique pore architecture holds hitherto undiscovered 
optical benefits to photocatalysis, possibly related to the reported 
chiral and metamaterial-like behavior of the chiral alternating 
gyroid structure, which will stimulate further interest and future 
studies focusing on novel light–structure interactions.
4. Experimental Section
Materials: Benzene (99%, Alfa Aesar), THF (99%, <1000 ppm 
stabilizer, Alfa Aesar), chloroform (CHCl3, 99,8+%, ACS, Alfa Aesar), 
methanol (99%, Alfa Aesar), n-butyllithium (nBuLi, 2.5 M in hexane, 
Alfa Aesar), sec-butyllithium (secBuLi, 1.4 M in cyclohexane, Sigma 
Aldrich), 1,1-diphenylethylene (DPE, 98%, Alfa Aesar), isoprene (99%, 
<1000 ppm p-tert-butylcatechol, Sigma Aldrich), styrene (ReagentPlus, 
stabilized, Sigma Aldrich), ethylene oxide (EO, 99.8%, Praxair), calcium 
hydride (CaH2, 1–20 mm granules, 88–98%, Alfa Aesar), potassium 
(98%, pieces in mineral oil, Fisher Scientific), naphthalene (99%, 
Fisher Scientific), titan(IV)isopropoxide (Ti(iProp)4, 99.999%, Sigma 
Aldrich), niobium(V)ethoxide (Nb(OEt)5, 99.95% trace metals basis, 
Sigma Aldrich), P25-TiO2 (Aeroxide TiO2 P25, Evonik), hydrochloric acid 
(HCl, reagent grade, 37%, Sigma Aldrich), and absolute tetrahydrofuran 
(THFabs, 99.85%, extra dry, unstabilized, Acros Organics) were directly 
used as received or purified as described below.
Polymer Synthesis: The polymeric template ISO was synthesized via 
living sequential anionic polymerization.[56] In short, all chemicals were 
cleaned with either nBuLi (using DPE as indicator) or CaH2 (stirred 
overnight). The synthesized poly(isoprene)-block-poly(styrene) was 
endcapped by double-distilled EO using benzene as solvent, and the 
lithium counter ion was exchanged by potassium. The PEO block was 
finally prepared in THF and the final ISO was precipitated from CHCl3 in 
an aliquot of MeOH, filtrated, and further stored at 6 °C.
Synthesis of GA-TiO2 and GA-TNO1/3: The mesoporous TiO2 samples 
were synthesized using EISA as already described in literature for related 
inorganic materials.[12a,c,21] In summary, a 4.5 mass% ISO in THFabs 
solution was combined with a certain amount of a precursor solution 
containing THFabs, HCl, and Ti(iProp)4 — for the preparation of TNO1/3 
Nb(OEt)5 partially replaces the Ti(iProp)4. The mixture was stirred for 
3 h at room temperature, transferred into 5 mL PTFE beakers and placed 
on a hotplate (35 °C) covered with a glass dome. After 24 h the rubber-
like polymer/precursor disc was further aged under reduced atmosphere 
(90 °C/24 h) and calcined at 400 °C/3 h using a ramp of 1 °C min−1.
Synthesis of NP-TiO2 and NP-TNO1/3: Nanoparticle references were 
prepared similar to their gyroidal counterparts, except there was no BCP 
present. Although no self-assembly was expected, the samples were 
placed in PTFE beakers on a hotplate under a glass dome, and further 
identically aged and calcined.
Material Characterization: The ISO polymer was characterized using 
combined proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) and gel 
permeation chromatography (GPC). A sample of PI was taken during 
the preparation of ISO and analyzed on a Waters ambient-temperature 
GPC system equipped with a Waters 2410 differential RI detector. A 
concentration of 1 mg mL−1 was used and characterized using PSS 
PI standards. The final composition and molecular weight (MW) were 
determined by normalizing the 1H-NMR signals, measured on a Bruker 
Avance III HD Nanobay equipped with a SampleXpress autosampler and 
a BBFO probe for 5 mm tubes at 300 MHz, to the PI GPC results. The 
final polydispersity (DP) was further analyzed by GPC.
The mesoporous structure was investigated using a high-resolution 
field emission SEM JSM 7500F from JEOL. The electron microscopy 
images were measured with an accelerating voltage of 1.0–1.5 kV on 
a gold-sputtered powdered sample placed on a carbon tape. TEM was 
carried out using a JEOL 2100F microscope. The powdered samples 
were dispersed in isopropanol, drop-casted on a copper grid with a lacey 
carbon film from Gatan and measured with an accelerating voltage of 
200 kV.
TGA was used to determine the mass loss during calcination of the 
ISO/precursor hybrids and to search for residual carbon after successful 
template removal. A TG 209 F1 Libra system from Netzsch with an 
automatic sample changer was used and the samples were placed in 
alumina crucible. In a typical experiment, 10 mg of sample were heated 
in synthetic air with 20 °C min−1.
XRD patterns were recorded on a Bruker Discover D8 powder 
diffraction unit, equipped with a Cu-Kα (λ = 0.154 nm) source, operating 
in reflection mode at 40 kV and 40 mA, using a sapphire single-crystal 
sample holder. Data were acquired using a Bruker area AXS detector 
VANTEC 500 (resolution: 2048 pixel). In the applied configuration, the 
angle subtended by the detector was 33° and integration was performed 
in a 2θ angle range between 16° and 100° with a step size of 0.02°.
SAXS measurements were performed on a Xenocs XEUSS 2.0 setup 
equipped with a Dectris Pilatus 1M detector and a Cu-kα source (λ = 
0.154 nm). The sample-to-detector size was 2512 mm, calibrated with 
a silver behenate standard. Either a piece of the rubber-like polymer/
precursor disc or a piece of the calcined, freestanding oxide sample was 
placed on a Kapton tape and measured without further modification. For 
1D patterns, the primary beam was masked and total radial integration 
was performed. The scattering of pure Kapton tape was measured; no 
scattering was found in the q range of 0.02–0.08 Å−1.
XPS measurements were carried out on a custom-built SPECS XPS 
spectrometer equipped with a monochromatized Al-Kα X-ray source 
(µFocus 350) and a hemispherical WAL-150 analyser (acceptance angle: 
60°). All samples were mounted onto the sample holder using double-
sided carbon tape. Pass energies of 100 and 30 eV and energy resolutions 
of 1 eV and 100 meV were used for survey and detail spectra, respectively 
(excitation energy: 1486.6 eV, beam energy and spot size: 70 W onto 
400 µm, angle: 51° to sample surface normal, base pressure: 5 × 10−10 
mbar, pressure during measurements: 2 × 10−9 mbar). Data analysis 
was performed using CASA XPS software, employing transmission 
corrections (as per the instrument vendor’s specifications), Shirley/
Tougaard backgrounds,[57] and Scofield sensitivity factors.[58] Charge 
Adv. Energy Mater. 2018, 1802566
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correction was applied so the adventitious carbon peak (CC peak) 
was shifted to 284.8 BE. All content values shown are in units of relative 
atomic percent (at%), where the detection limit in survey measurements 
usually lies around 0.1–1 at%, depending on the element. The accuracy of 
XPS measurements is around 10–20% of the values shown. Assignment 
of different components was primarily done using ref. [59].
Raman spectra (RAMAN) were measured with a LabRAM Aramis 
from Horiba Jobin Yvon, using a 633 nm helium-neon laser with 
an 1800 gr mm−1 grating (0.75 cm−1 pixel−1) in a range from 50 to 
1000 cm−1. The acquisition time was 10 s with a fourfold accumulation. 
Calibration was done with a Si wafer and TiO2 spectra were normalized 
in intensity to either Eg (144 cm−1) or combined mode of B1g/A1g 
(centered at 514 cm−1) for full spectra or zoomed inset, respectively.
A Quantachrome Autosorb-6B was used for nitrogen gas sorption. 
Samples were degassed at 100 °C for 3 d and a total of 19 points for 
the adsorption and the desorption, respectively, were collected. The BET 
equation[60] was applied for the calculation of the specific surface area 
(SSABET).
DRS was measured on an Agilent Cary 5000 UV–visible–NIR high-
performance spectrophotometer, equipped with an Agilent diffuse 
reflectance accessory (DRAs). Powdered samples were filled in a sample 
holder and measured through a quartz window with an acquisition time 
of 0.1 s with a resolution of 1 nm (scan rate: 600 nm min−1). Calibration 
was done with 100% reflectance PTFE reference plate and a zero-
reflectance background by blocking the beam.
For the fluorescence spectroscopic (PL) measurements, an Edinburgh 
Instruments FPS920 photoluminescence spectroscopy setup was used. 
This setup contains a XE900 Xenon Arc Lamp (500 W) as an illumination 
source, double Czerny–Turner monochromators (type TMS300) at 
both excitation and emission arms as well as a S900 single-photon 
photomultiplier (type R928) as the detector. In a single measurement, 
a powdered photocatalyst was squeezed between two quartz plates and 
put into the excitation light beam, while the reflected light was measured. 
UV and visible light excitation wavelengths were set to 350 ±  5 and 
420 ±  5 nm, respectively. The signal was acquired in the range between 
400 and 800 nm. To filter out excitation wavelength, cutoff filters of 395 
and 455 nm were used for UV and visible excitations, respectively.
In order to support some of the experimental results and their 
interpretation, DFT calculations on the electronic structure of Nb 
impurities in Anatase using the WIEN2k code were performed.[61] The 
calculations employed the generalized gradient approximation[62] and a 
Hubbard-U term[63] with an U value of 7 eV. It was shown earlier[64] that 
U values above ≈5 eV lead to localization of Ti-3d electrons and a spin-
polarized solution can be found; a larger U value also leads to a more 
credible bandgap of anatase.[65] To simulate the impurities, 4 × 4 × 2 face-
centered supercells (96 atoms/cell) were employed and convergence 
with body-centered cells (192 atoms/cell) was verified. The results for 
a single Nb impurity are similar to previous reports in literature.[26d,64-66]
Photocatalytic H2 evolution was quantified in a closed home-built 
flow reactor, which was top-irradiated with a 200 W super pressure 
Hg lamp (UV: λ = 220–400 nm, visible: λ = 400–700 nm, Lumatec). 
During the reaction, the reactor was constantly purged with argon 
5.0 as a carrier gas (flow rate: 30 mL min−1, controlled with a mass 
flow controller, MCC Instruments). The amounts of generated 
hydrogen in the flow were quantified by a gas analyzer (X-Stream, 
Emerson) equipped with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). 
10 mg of each powdered photocatalyst were dispersed in a 10 mL 
aqueous methanol solution (50 vol%) by ultrasonication for 1 min. 
The reaction mixture was degassed by bubbling argon for 5 min and 
a certain amount of an aqueous H2PtCl6 solution was added to the 
mixture before closing the top lid to allow for in situ photodeposition 
of 0.5 mass% of platinum nanoparticles used as a cocatalyst.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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Figure S1. (A) Thermogravimetric analysis of inorganic/polymer hybrid (ISO/GA-TiO2) and 
the corresponding oxide after thermal removal of the polymer template (GA-TiO2). Applied 
Temperature profile for ISO/GA-TiO2 is inciated by blue dotted line. (B) RAMAN 
spectroscopy with extended range and magnification of 1000 – 2500 cm-1 and (C) nitrogen 






Figure S2. 2D small-angle X-ray  scattering patterns of the (A-C) inorganic/polymer hybrids 
and (D-F) the corresponding calcined samples after template removal. The black strikes are 














Figure S4. Characterization of the nanoparticulate references. (A) X-ray powder diffraction 
(XRD) including bibliographic data for anatase (PDF 03-065-5714) and rutile (PDF 01-070-
7347). (B) RAMAN and (C) diffuse reflectance (DRS) spectroscopy. (D) Hydrogen evolution 







Figure S5. Post-mortem TEM anaysis of GA-TiO2. Darker spots represent photodeposited Pt 
nanoparticles as indicated in (A).  
 
 







Table S1. Results from Rietveld refinement. 
 GA-TiO2 GA-TNO1 GA-TNO3 
Phase anatase rutile anatase rutile anatase rutile 
Mass% 96.812 3.188 98.369 1.631 98.345 1.655 
Crystallite size 12.1 nm 24.6 nm 15.6 nm 35.9 nm 13.7 nm 29.4 nm 
Space Group I41/amdZ P42/mnm I41/amdZ P42/mnm I41/amdZ P42/mnm 
Lattice constant a = 3.78697 Å c = 9.50578 Å 
a = 4.59190 Å 
c = 2.95567 Å 
a = 3.78680 Å 
c = 9.51132 Å 
a = 4.59414 Å 
c = 2.95640 Å 
a = 3.78879 Å 
c = 9.51234 Å 
a = 4.59440 Å 
c = 2.95890 Å 
Cell volume 136.32392 Å3 62.32181 Å3 136.39049 Å3 62.39821 Å3 136.54878 Å3 62.45797 Å3 
 
Table S2. Results from ICP-OES. 
Sample Mass / mg Ti / mg l-1 Nb / mg l-1 Pt / mg l-1 Mass% Ti Mass% Nb Mass% Pt 
GA-TiO2 28.75 3.31 ± 0.05 -- -- 57.57 ± 0.78 -- -- 
GA-TNO1 59.59 6.53 ± 0.14 13.76 ± 0.36 -- 54.45 ± 0.01 1.15 ± 0.03 -- 
GA-TNO3 64.18 7.13 ± 0.08 39.80 ± 0.82 -- 55.58 ± 0.60 3.10 ± 0.06 -- 
GA-TNO3† 13.61 1.41 ± 0.02 8.63 ± 0.08 1.18 ± 0.05 51.76 ± 0.77 3.17 ± 0.03 0.43 ± 0.02 
†recovered sample after H2 evolution experiment 
 
Table S3. Results from XPS spectra deconvolution of Nb 3d signal. 
 Position / eV  Area [%] FWHM‡ / eV  
Sample Nb 3d5/2 Nb 3d3/2 Nb 3d5/2 Nb 3d3/2 Nb 3d ΔEB / eV 
GA-TNO1 206.97 209.75 60.02 39.98 1.17 2.78 
GA-TNO3 206.32 209.10 60.15 39.85 1.19 2.78 
NP-TNO1 208.05 210.83 57.95 42.05 1.24 2.78 
NP-TNO3 208.13 210.91 59.18 40.82 1.38 2.78 
Nb2O5 Reference 207.05 209.63 60.54 39.46 1.11 2.78 
‡FWHM was set to be identical. 
 
Calculation of the photonic efficiency of the photocatalytic reaction has been performed based 
on the following equation:[S1] 
 
                    ( )   
                          
                           
     
 
Number of H2 molecules has been derived from the value of HER activity after 30 min of 
light exposure using the following equation: 
 
                                    
         (     )     (             )⁄
     (  ⁄ )         (       ⁄ )
 
 
Number (#) of incident photons has been calculated using power energy meter PM100D 
(Thorlabs) and amounted for 2.77*1018 photons/sec assuming that all useful photons had the 
same energy of 5.67*10-17 J (corresponding to a wavelength of 350 nm, which represents an 
intensity-weighted average of Hg lamp spectrum output in the region between 240 and 
400 nm). 
 
Table S4. Calculated photonic efficiency values in sacrificial water splitting towards H2 
evolution for the tested samples. 
Sample  H2 evolution rate / µmol h-1 Photonic efficiency / % 
GA-TiO2 1001 12.1 
GA-TNO1 755 9.1 
GA-TNO3 435 5.2 




Table S5. Selection of recent progresses in photocatalytic hydrogen evolution from literature. 




[S1] a) E. Braslavsky Silvia, M. Braun André, E. Cassano Alberto, V. Emeline Alexei, I. 
Litter Marta, L. Palmisano, N. Parmon Valentin, N. Serpone, Pure Appl. Chem., Vol. 
83, 2011, p. 931; b) M. Qureshi, K. Takanabe, Chem. Mater. 2017, 29, 158-167. 
[S2] U. Maitra, U. Gupta, M. De, R. Datta, A. Govindaraj, C. N. R. Rao, Angew. Chem. 
2013, 125, 13295-13299. 
[S3] H. Yu, R. Shi, Y. Zhao, T. Bian, Y. Zhao, C. Zhou, G. I. N. Waterhouse, L.-Z. Wu, 
C.-H. Tung, T. Zhang, Adv. Mater. 2017, 29, 1605148. 
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Light source Reactant medium 
Per hour 







- Halogen lamp H2O:TEOA 
10:1.5 
(+ 0.15 mM 
EOSIN Y) 
a)84 mmol h-1 
(2 mg) 






Pt (1) Xe-lamp 
> 420nm 
H2O:lactic acid  
4:1 
69 µmol h-1 
(10 mg) 
6.9 mmol h-1 g-1 [S3] (2017) 
WS2-CdS - Xe-lamp 
> 420nm 
H2O:lactic acid  
10:1 
a)19.8 µmol h-1 
(10 mg) 
1984 µmol h-1g-1 [S4] (2015) 
MoS2-CdS - Xe-lamp 
> 420nm 
H2O:lactic acid  
10:1 
a)14.7 µmol h-1 
(10 mg) 
1472 µmol h-1g-1 [S4] (2015) 
GaN:ZnO Ni (1.25) Hg-lamp 
> 300nm 
H2O 126 µmol h-1 
(300 mg) 












10.2 µmol h-1 
(100 mg) 






H2O:lactic acid  
5:1 
2.32 mmol h-1 
(100 mg) 
a)23.2 µmol h-1g-1 [S7] (2014) 
ZrO2/TaON Pt (0.5) Xe-lamp 
> 420nm 
H2O (1 mM NaI)  a)3.5 µmol h-1 
(200 mg) 
a)17.5 µmol h-1g-1 [S8] (2008) 
TaON Pt (0.5) Xe-lamp 
> 420nm 
H2O (1 mM NaI) a)2 µmol h-1 a)10 µmol h1 g-1 [S8] (2008) 
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5. CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, block copolymer derived three-dimensional ordered hybrid materials have been 
employed for their device application in energy storage and conversion. By preparing tailored ISOs 
and their use as structure directing agent, I could precisely prepare functional nanostructures. 
Including lamellar, alternating gyroid, and perforated lamellar of inorganic and hybrid materials 
that led to improved performance in contemporary energy storage and conversion application. 
First, a TiO2/carbon hybrid was prepared for its application as anode material in LIBs. A combined 
effort of self-assembly and in-situ carbonization of the structure directing template enabled 
ultrathick (300 µm) and dense (0.88 g cm-3), freestanding monoliths. The thin carbon layer after 
carbonization compensated for the general low electronic conductivity of oxides that are 
preferred for anodes due to their superior intercalation kinetics over commonly used graphite. 
The mass loading (i.e. volumetric energy density) of our monoliths were at least one decade above 
commonly used electrodes and outperformed similarly thick powdered mesoporous TiO2 casted 
reference (i.e. 60 % higher volumetric capacity). The results are of particular interest for industrial 
applications, where dense materials are required for downsizing (e.g. mobile energy storage). The 
high mass loading thus compensates for the additional cell components. A critical summary of the 
most important key features of the material prepared here is given within Table 2. 
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Table 2. Critical review of Chapter 4.1. 
 TiO2/C –Hybrid Monoliths as LIB Anode 






















 § High rate performance 
§ Safer operation potential 
§ No exfoliation 
§ Abundant and non-toxic materials 
§ High chemical stability 
§ Reduced diffusion limitation 
§ Large electrode|electrolyte interface 
§ In-situ conductive carbon layer 
formation 
§ Lower specific capacity than 
commonly used graphite 
§ Low intrinsic conductivity 
§ Brittle nature 
§ Comparably costly 























§ High volumetric and areal capacity 
§ Percolating structure ensures 
beneficial charge transport 
§ High mass loading enables 
downsizing 
§ Reduced inactive additives 
§ Reduced costs, i.e. Cu and Au 
current collectors‡ 
§ Lack of flexibility 
§ May cause contact problems 
during cell assembly 
 
 
Next, different ISO/LiTFSI electrolytes have been prepared for their use in LMBs, which are 
generally considered as the “next-generation” of batteries due to the superior capacity of Li metal 
(3862 mAh g-1). The smallest MW,PEO ISOs with 2 kg mol-1 and 5 kg mol-1 greatly outperformed 
those with larger MW,PEO in terms of cationic conductivities in a relevant temperature range of -
20 °C to 90 °C. Unprecedented high Li:EO ratios up to 5:1 resulted in altered Li coordination that 
deviated from classical strong two ether oxygen coordination. As a result, stable conductivity up 
to 1 mS cm-1 over the entire temperature range was achieved, which suggested an ionic mobility 
decoupled from slow polymer relaxation. These cationic conductivities are in a range of state of 
the art liquid and gel-type electrolytes and several orders of magnitude above recently reported 
polymer electrolytes. Those promising BCEs additionally provided high mechanical integrity, 
                                                             
‡ Common electrodes are usually thin casted on large areas of current collectors and coiled; thick electrodes 
mitigate this need for large areas to provide comparable storage capacity. 
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extended thermal stability and electrochemical resistance versus lithium. The critical summary of 
the progress presented in Chapter 4.2 and 4.3 is depicted in Table 3. 
Table 3. Critical review of Chapter 4.2 and 4.3. 
 ISO/LiTFSI hybrids as BCE 


























 § Enables self-assembly 
§ Mechanical flexibility 
§ Triblock allows for 2D lamellar PEO 
as minor component 
§ High compatibility with common 
(hydrophilic) Li salts 
§ Oriented “pathways” for ions 
§ Chains stretching increases mobility 
§ Phase pure domain mitigates 
“defects” that may decrease 
mobility 
§ Aromatic ring (PS) and double bond 
(PI) potentially degrade above 4.5 V 
§ Requires organic solvents for EISA 
process (i.e. THF) 
§ Only with MW,PEO ≤ 5 kg mol-1 
reasonable to use 
§ Limited scalability 






















§ Conductivity comparable to state of 
the art liquid and gel electrolytes 
§ Superior Li contribution to overall 
conductivity 
§ Enables high Li:EO ratios that 
decouple ionic and polymer 
mobility 
§ Smaller PEO enables larger PI and 
PS blocks (increased mechanical 
integrity) 
§ ESW enables a plethora of common 
cathode materials vs. lithium metal 
§ Non-removable THF that 
compensates for lack of ether 
oxygen coordination may electro-
polymerize above 4.5 V 
§ Decreased electrochemical stability 
along decreased MW,PEO 
 
Last, GA Nb-doped and pure TiO2 has been prepared for its use in heterogeneous catalysis. The 
performance in H2 evolution was investigated under UV and VIS irradiation. Highly uniform pores 
with a diameter of ~15 nm enabled high pore diffusion with sufficiently high surface areas of 
~80 - 100 m2 g-1. Combined X-ray diffraction, photoluminescence and density functional theory 
based calculations indicated two regimes for the mechanism of doping: at low Nb amounts 
(i.e. 1 at.%), isolated Nb species introduced mid-gap states that enabled VIS absorption. In 
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contrast, Nb tended to cluster at higher amounts, creating shallow trap states that vanished 
activity under both, UV and VIS irradiation. Crucially, a superior activity was found for the pure 
mesoporous TiO2 under UV, which was among the highest values reported and outperformed 
even the benchmark P25-TiO2 more than 5-fold. We ascribed that activity to an enhanced electron 
transport due to the percolating network with wall thicknesses in the range of exciton diffusion 
range, enhanced inter-grain charge transfer, and high accessibility of the mesoporous networked 
material by the reactants. Table 4 depicted the critical review of the results. 
Table 4. Critical review of Chapter 4.4. 
 Nb-doped and pure TiO2 photocatalysts 



























§ High reduction potential 
§ Abundant and non-toxic material 
§ High chemical stability 
§ Reduced diffusion limitation 
§ Wall-thickness in the range of 
exciton diffusibility 
§ 3D network structure may offer 
optical effects 
§ Reduces arbitrary surface loss due 
to agglomeration/aggregation 
§ Partial exchange of precursor 
allows for doping; coordination to 
PEO during self-assembly prevents 
for segregation 
§ Wide-band gap semiconductor 
§ Nb tends to cluster 
§ Co-catalyst (i.e. Pt) required 























§ UV activity among the highest 
reported in literature 
§ High VIS activity at optimized Nb-
doping concentration  
§ Elucidating of mechanism of Nb 
incorporation correlated to doping 
concentration 
§ VIS activity far lower than UV 
activity (usually a problem in 
photocatalysis) 
§ Typical deactivation in long-term 
experiment due to poisoning 
(active site blocking) 
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6. OUTLOOK 
The concept of TiO2/C hybrid monoliths clearly shows the benefits of freestanding, nanostructured 
electrodes that reduce inactive materials and enable downsizing. Future storage solutions will 
include applications, where space is the limiting factor, rather than the mass of the cell (e.g. mobile 
energy storages). The concept presented can easily be extended to advanced materials via 
reasonable substitution by a metallic dopant. Non-structured vanadium doped TiO2 (sample: 
V-doped TiO2) already showed superior performance compared to pure TiO2 (Figure 11). In the 
long-term, the procedure has to be transferred to state of the art electrode materials such as 
LiCoO2 or LiFePO4. 
Figure 11. (A) Cyclic voltammograms and (B) gravimetric discharge capacity with variable rates 
between 0.025 to 10 A g-1 of pure and vanadium-doped TiO2 at 0.1 mV s-1. 
 
BCEs that have been prepared from BCP co-assembly with LiTFSI indicate that ISO is a suitable 
candidate for its use in LMBs. Their chemical, electrochemical and thermal stabilities are sufficient 
to withstand the harsh environment using lithium metal under applied voltage. Although the 
measured mechanical integrity suggests a distinct stability versus Li dendrite growth, its direct 
investigation is not yet reported. Figure 12 shows first data from stripping/plating experiments of 
pristine membranes. It is still an open question, whether this mechanical dendrite growth 
retention of the ISOs with MW,PEO of 2 kg mol-1 (sample: ISO-2k) and 5 kg mol-1 (sample: ISO-5k) can 
be improved by: (i) thermal annealing (i.e. 90 °C) or (ii) further MW variation of individual blocks 
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or the total MW of the ISO with persistent volume fraction ratios. LiTFSI was initially chosen due to 
its safe operation and good compatibility with typical solvents used in our EISA process and the 
PEO block, yet, other salts (e.g. LiPF6 or Li(C2O4)2) may improve the performance metrics. 
Figure 12. Lithium stripping/plating results for 40 hours (20 completed cycles) for (A) ISO-5k and 
(B) ISO-2k derived electrolytes as discussed in chapter 4.3. The inset shows a 300 hours long-term 
measurement (150 completed cycles). 
 
The model system comprising gyroidal pure and Nb-doped TiO2 already exhibited superior H2 
evolution rates under UV and VIS irradiation compared to related materials. This work presents a 
viable method to increase the materials activity by simple optimization of the nanostructure. Next 
steps will include the expansion towards advanced photocatalyst materials that enable overall 
water splitting,[105] for instance perovskites like La4CaTi5O17.[106] It was already demonstrated that 
multi-component systems can be structured into alternating gyroids using ISO block copolymers, 
i.e. CsTaWO6.[56b] Last, I believe that the unique pore architecture of the GA morphology holds 
hitherto undiscovered optical benefits to photocatalysis, possibly related to the recently reported 
metamaterial-like[107] and chiral behavior.[102a] Once this correlation has been fully understood, 
optimization may offer dramatically increased performance metrics that paves the way for a 
sustainable future energy economy. 
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8. APPENDIX 
8.1 List of abbreviations and symbols 
AgNO3 Silver nitrate 
BCE Block copolymer electrolyte 
BCP Block copolymer 
C Cylinders 
CB Conduction band 
CBM Conduction band minimum 
DP / PDI (Poly)dispersity index 
e- Electron 
EG Band gap energy 
EISA Evaporation-induced self-assembly 
G Gyroidal 




ISO Poly(isoprene)-b-poly(styrene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) 
kB Boltzmann constant 
LAM Lamellar 
Li Lithium 
LIB Lithium ion battery 
LiTFSI lithium bis(trifluoromethane-sulfonyl)imidate 
LMB Lithium metal battery 
Mi Molecular Mass 
MW Molecular weight average 
NA Polymerization degree (here: of A) 
Nb Niobium 
Nb2O5 Niobium pentoxide 
ni Number of polymer chains at same molecular weight 
O2 Oxygen 
ɸA Volume fraction (of A) 
PEO Poly(ethylene oxide) 
PET Poly(ethylene terephthalate) 
PI Poly(isoprene) 
PS Poly(styrene) 
R Ideal gas constant 
S Spheres 
SCF Self-consistent field 
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SHE Standard hydrogen electrode 
SI Poly(styrene)-b-poly(isoprene) 
SSL Strong segregation limit 
TG Glass transition temperature 
TiO2 Titanium dioxide 
TODT Order-to-disorder transition temperature 
UV Ultra violet 
VB Valence band 
VBM Valence band maximum 
WSL Weak segregation limit 
ΔG Gibbs free Energy 
ΔH Enthalpy 
ΔS Entropy 
εAB Interaction energy per repeat unit (here: between A and B) 
ΧAB Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (here: between A and B) 
χN Segregation product 
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